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Art. 646 COMPILED EDITION 
B ' f  h · s only a part -0£ the fruits of the estate, or if he ut 1 e -rece1ve . . h f · l · l t f the house he contributes his s are o sau ex· occupies �:m y a par o ' . 
penses in proportion to what he en1oys. 
RCC-57 1  et seq., 5 7 8, 580 et seq., 6 3 1 ,  6 3 2 ,  6 3 7 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 645. 
Same as above. 
cc 1 825, Art. 641. ( No reference in Projet) 
S b . b t colon ( · ) after Si l'usagcr absorbc tou:i !cs fruits d u  ame as  a ove , u · b · • · 1 · " k" ( ) fter "said ex- fonds pour ses esom:i, ou s 1 occupe 
P:;:es) 
comma ' a la totalite de la maison, ii est assujetti 
aux frais de  culture ct d'cxploitation ,  
aux reparations d'entrcticn, a u  pnyc-
CC 1 808, p. 1 26, Art. 80. 
If the person who has the use con­
sumes all the fruits of the estate for 
his wants, or if he occupies the whole 
house, he is bound to defray the ex­
pences of cultivation and plantation 
work : he is liable to the individual* re­
pairs, to the payment of taxes, and to 
the other annual charges n o  less than 
the usufructuary. 
Par. 2 same a! par. 2, above. 
CN 1 804, Art. 635. 
If the person who has the use con­
sumes all the fruits of the estate, or 
if he occupies the whole house, he is 
bound to defray the expenses of culti­
vation ; he is liable to the ordinary re­
pairs, to the payment of taxes, in the 
same manner as the usufructuary. 
If he receives only a part of the 
fruits, or if he occupies only a part of 
the house, he contributes in proportion 
to what he enjoys. 
ment des contributions et aux nutrt·s 
charges annuelles, comme !'est l 'usu­
fruitier. 
Mais s'il ne prend qu'une partie des 
fruits d u  fonds, ou s'il n'occupc qu'unc 
partie de la maison, ii contribuc a tous 
ces frais, au prorata de cc dont ii jouit. 
·p.  1 27,  Art. 80. 
Si l'usager absorbe tous !cs fruits d u  
fonds pour ses besoins, o u  s'il occupc 
Ia totalite de  la maison, ii est ns..,ujetti 
aux frais de culture et d'cxploitntio n ,  
aux reparations d'entrcticn,. au pnyc­
ment des contributions ct autres charges 
annuelles, comme !'est l'usufruiticr. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
Si l'usager absorbe tous !es fruits du 
fonds, ou s'il occupe la totalite de la 
maison, il est assujetti aux frais de 
culture, aux reparations d'entrctien, ct 
au paiement des contributions, commc 
l'usufruitier. 
S'il ne prend qu'une partie des fruits, 
ou  s'il n 'occupe qu'une partie de Ia 
maison, il contribue au prorata de ce 
dont ii j ouit. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "individual" should be "or­
dinary." 
TITLE IV-OF PREDIAL SERVITUDES OR SERVITUDES OF 
LAND 
Chapter I-GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
ART. 646. All servitudes which affect lands may be divided 
into two kinds, personal and real. 
Personal servitudes are those attached to the person for whose 
benefit. they . are established, and terminate with his life. This kind of servitude is of three sorts : usufruct, use and habitation 
Real servitude�, which are also called predwl or funded servi­
tudes, are those which th� owner of an estate enjoys on a neighborin 
estate for the benefit of his own estate. 
g 
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CIVIL CODES OF LOUISIANA Art. 647 
They are called predial or landed servitudes, because, being estab­
lished for the benefit of an estate, they are rather due to the estate 
than to the owner personally. 
This kind of servitude forms the subject of the present title. 
RCC-471,  487, 505, 533 et seq., 626 et seq., 647, 659,  7 1 9, 720, 729 et seq., 
754 et seq., 2011 .  Acts 1938, No. 205.  -
RCC 1870, Art. 646. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 642. (Projet, p. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"sorts" ; colon ( : ) after "habitation" ; 
no punctuation after "because." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
68. Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
Toutes Jes servitudes qui peuvent 
affecter Jes fonds de terre, se divisent 
c ommunement en deux especes : les per­
sonnelles et les reelles. 
Les servitudes personnelles, sont 
celles qui sont attachees a la personne 
pour l'utilite de laquelle el!es ont ete 
constituees, et qui finissent avec elle. 
Ce genre de servitude se divise en trois 
sortes : l'usufruit, I' usage et !'habita­
tion. 
Les servitudes reelles qu'on appelle 
aussi servitudes prediales ou fonci­
eres, sont celles dont jouit le propri­
etaire d'un heritage, sur un heritage 
voisin, pour l'utilite du sien. 
On les appelle reelles OU foncieres, 
parce qu'etant etablies pour l'utilite 
d'un heritage, elles sont plutot dues a 
!'heritage qu'a la personne. 
C'est de ces servitudes reelles ou fon­
cieres qu'il est traite sous ce titre. 
ART. 647. A real or predial servtiude is a charge laid on an 
estate for the use and utility of another estate belonging to another 
owner. 
RCC-487, 646, 648 et seq., 653, 659,  660 et seq., 664 et seq., 709 et seq. , 
729, 772. 
RCC 1870, Art. 647. 
Same as above. 
( Same as Art. 647 of Proposed _Revision of i869) 
CC 1825, Art. 643. (Projet, p. 68. Amendment t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
A real or predial servitude is a charge 
laid on an estate for the use and util­
ity of another estate belonging to an­
other proprietor. 
CC 1808, p. 1 26, Art. 1 .  
Predial services o r  services o f  land 
are a charge laid on an estate to the 
use and utility of another estate belong­
ing to another proprietor. 
CN 1804, Art. 637. 
A servitude is a charge laid on an 
estate for the use and utility of another 
estate belonging to another owner. 
Une servitude reelle ou fonciere, est 
une charge imposee sur un heritage, 
pour l'usage et l'utilite d'un heritage 
appartenant a un autre. 
·P· 127, Art. 1 .  
O n  appelle servitudes o u  services 
fonciers, une charge imposee sur un 
heritage, pour l'usage ou l'utilite d'un 
heritage appartenant a un autre propri­
etaire. 
Une servitude est une charge imposee 
sur un heritage pour l'usage et l'utilite 
d'un heritage appartenant a un autre 
proprietaire. 
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Art. 648 COMPILED EDITION 
ART. 648. From the definition contained in
 the preccc l ing 
article it follows that to establish a predial  or r
eal servi tude there 
must first be two different estates, one of which owe,;
 the scnitwle to 
the other. 
If then a stipulation be made of a serv i tude in fa vor of 
a person.  
and not in favor of an estate, the obligation wil l n o t  he 1111
1 1  on that  
account, but it will not create a real servitude. 
RCC-647, 650, 651, 653, 699, 709, 718, 745 e t  S•'lJ. ,  755. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 648. ( Same as Art. 648 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 !! ) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 644. ( Projet, p. 68. Addition t. adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
From the definition contained in the 
preceding article it follows, that to es­
tablish a predial or real servitude, there 
must first be two different estates, one 
of which owes the servitude to another. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
II resulte de la definition con ten uc en 
!'article precedent, qu'il faut d'abord, 
pour l'etablissement d'une servitude 
reelle OU fonciere, deux fonds d iffcr­
ens, dont l'un doive [doitl un 1;ervice 
a l'autre. 
Si done on stipulait unc serv itude' <'II 
faveur des personncs ct non pas <' II 
faveur de !curs propriCtes, l'obl ig-at. i o n  
ne serait pas  n ulle en cela ; mais C' l l<· 
n'aurait pas le caracterc d'unc servitude 
reellc. 
ART • . 649. It is necessary, in the second p lace, that  t h e,..c two 
estates belong to two different persons, for if they are Loth t h e  prop­
erty of one person the application which the owner makes of one to the 
advantage of the other is  not called a servitude, hut a dispo;;i t ion of 
the owner, which will be explained hereafter. 
RCC-650, 767 et seq., 805. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 649. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 645. ( Projet, P· 69. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above; but comma ( , )_ after 
"person", and after "other." 
11 est necessaire, en second lieu, que 
ces deux heritag·es appartiennent a 
deux personnes differentes ; car s'ils 





le proprietaire applique l 'un a 
I utihte d e  l'autre, ne s'appele I s'ap­
pelleJ pas �erv
_
itude ; c'est ce qu'on 
nom�e destination du pere de fam ille 
dont ii est traite ci-apres. ' 
cc 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 650. It is necessary in the th· d l . 
have for its object the use * b fi f 
•
h
r P ace, that the servitude 
it is established. 
or ene t 0 t e estate in favor of which 
But it is not necessary that this benefi . . 
contract ; a mere possible convenience or** 
t exist at the lime of  the 
ficient to support a servitude. 
remote advantage is suf-
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CIVIL CODES OF LOUISIANA Art. 651 
In order to render a servitude null, it is not enough that it should 
appear to he useless, it must he shown that at no time, and under no 
circumstances, can it possibly become useful to the person in whose 
favor it is enacted.*** 
RCC-648, 649. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 650. ( Same as Art. 650 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 646. ( Projet, p. 69. Addition :i: adopte d ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Pars. 1, 2 same as pars. 1, 2, above ; 
but comma ( , )  after "estate." 
In order to render a servitude null, 
it is not enough that it should appear to 
be useless, it must be shown that at no 
time, and under no circumstances, it 
can possibly become useful to the per­
son in whose favour it is enacted. * * *  
CC 1808. N o  corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
II faut, en troisieme lieu, que la ser­
vitude ait pour objet l'usage et* l'utilite 
de !'heritage en faveur duquel elle est 
constituee. 
Mais il n'est pas necessaire que cette 
utilite soit existante au moment du con­
trat ; le seul agrement, l'avantage pro­
chain OU* * eJoigne suffisent pour Ja va­
Jidite de la servitude. 
II faudrait done que l'inutilite fUt 
evidente, pour que Ia servitude fut 
nulle ; et celui qui l'aurait constituee, 
ne pourrait s'y soustraire, si l'inutilite 
n'etait qu'apparente. * * *  
*Note error in English translation o f  French text ; "or" should be "and." 
**English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "proximate or." 
* * *Note error in English translation of French text ; par. 3 should be, "It would 
be necessary then that the uselessness be  manifest, in order for the servitude to 
be null ; and he who has granted it cannot avoid it if the uselessness be only 
apparent." 
ART. 65 1 .  Predial servitudes, being due from one estate to 
another, it commonly happens that  these estates are in the same 
neighborhood. 
Nevertheless this neighborhood is not a* condition essential to 
the existence of the servitude. 
Nor is it necessary that the estate, which owes the servitude, and 
that to whom** it is due, be contiguous ; it sufficies [ suffices J that they 
be sufficiently near, for one to derive benefit from the servitude on the 
other. 
RCC-648, 660,  699, 719. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 651. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 647. 
( Same as Art. 651 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
( Projet, p .  6 9 .  Addition :i: adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Pars. 1, 2 same as pars. 1, 2 ,  above. Les servitudes foncieres etant dues 
par un heritage a un autre heritage, ii 
suit assez naturellement que ces fonds 
doivent etre voisins. 
Neanmoins, le voisinage est plutot 
l'effet de l'etat assez habituel des choses 
qu'une* condition essentielle de Ia servi­
tude. 
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Art. 652 COMPILED EDITION 
Nor is it necessary that the estate, 
which owes the servitude, and t?at to 
whom* *  it is due, be contiguous ; 1t suf­
fices that they be sufficiently near, �or 
one to derive benefit from the service 
in the other. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
II n'est pas necessaire non plus que 
le fonds qui doit la servitude c� eel�• 
auquel* *  elle est due, soient cont�gus ;  1 1  
suffit qu'ils soient a portee de retJrer d_
e 
l'utilite ou de l'agremt•nt de lu servi­
tude stipulee. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "not a" �hou ld be "rather 
the result of the usual state of things than a." 
, , ,  . 
" . . , ,  
* *Note error in English translation of French text;  ' whom shuuld be which.  
ART. 652. A servitude is an incorporated [incorporeal ] righ: 
which can not exist without the estate to which it Lelongs, a n d  o 
which it is an accessory. 
RCC-783, 2219. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 652. ( Same as Art. 652 of Proposed Revision of 1 86 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 648. ( Projet, p. 69. Addition adopte d ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but "incorporated" 
correctly spelled "incorporeal." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
La servitude est un droit in corporcl 
qui ne peut subsister sans le bien-fond>i 
auquel elle est attachee, et dont cl le est 
l'accessoire. 
ART. 653. Servitudes heing essentially due from one estate 
to another for the advantage of the latter, they remain the same as  
long a s  no change takes place in regard to  the two estates, whatever 
change may take place in the owners. 
RCC-565, 647, 201 1 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 653. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 649. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 69. Addition :t adopted ; no comment) 
La servitude etant essentiellement 
due par !'heritage asservi, pour l'util­
ite de !'heritage auquel elle est due, 
elle reste la meme, tant qu'il n'y a rien 
de change a l'egard de ces deux fonds, 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
malgre les changemens arrives dans la personne de leurs proprietaires. 
ART. 654. Servitude is a right so . inherent in the estate to which it is due, that the faculty of using it, considered alone and inde­pendent of the �stat�, can not.he  given, sold, let or mortgaged without the estate to which it appertams, because it is a servitude which does not pass to the person but hy means of the estate ' . 
RCC-754, 201 1, 2449, 2461. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 654. 
Same as above. 
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CC 1825, Art. 650. ( Projet, p. 69. Addition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
La servitude est un droit tellement 
inherent a !'heritage auquel elle est due, 
que la faculte d'en user, consideree 
�eule et separee de ce fonds, ne peut 
etre vendue, louee, donnee -ou hy­
pothequee sans le fonds auquel elle est 
attachee, parceque c'est un service qui 
ne passe a la personne qu'a cause d u  
fonds. 
ART. 655. One of the characteristics of a servitude is, that it 
does not oblige the owner of the estate subject to it to do anything, 
hut to abstain from doing a particular thing, or to permit a certain 
thing to be done on his estate. 
RCC-19 2 6  et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 655. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 65 1 .  ( Projet, p .  70. Addition adopted;  comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN.1 804. No corresponding article. 
Un des caracteres des servitudes est 
qu'elles n'ont pas pour objet d'obliger 
le proprietaire du fonds asservi a faire 
quelque chose, mais bien a ne pas faire 
une certaine chose, ou a souffrir qu'une 
chose soit faite dans son heritage. 
ART. 656. The rights of servitudes, considered in themselves, 
are not susceptible of division, either real or imaginary. It is impos· 
sihle that an estate should h ave upon another estate part of a right 
of way, or of view, or any other right of servitude, and also that an 
estate he  charged with a part of a servitude. 
The use of a right of servitude may he limited to certain days or 
hours ; hut thus limited, it is an entire right, and not part of a right. 
From thence it follows that a servitude existing in favor of a 
piece of land, is due to the whole of  it, and to all the parts of it, so 
that if the land he sold in parts, every purchaser of a part has the right* 
of using the servitude in toto. 
RCC-657, 7 6 3, 2 109. 
RCC 1870, Art. 656. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 652. 
( Same as Art. 656 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
(Projet, p .  7 0. Addition t adopted ; comment b y  
redactors) · 
The rights of servitudes, considered 
in themselves, are not susceptible of 
division, neither real . nor imaginary. It 
is impossible that an estate should have 
upon another estate part of a right of 
Les droits de servitude consideres en 
eux-memes, sont indivisibles, et ne sont 
pas susceptibles de parties, ni reelles, 
ni meme intellectuelles; car i1 repugne 
qu'un heritage ait pour partie, sur 
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way or of view, or any other right of 
servltude, and also that a!1 estate be 
charged with part of a servitude. 
Pars 2 3 same as pars. 2,  3, above ; 
but no 
.
pu�etuation after "thus limited." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
)'heritage vois i n ,  un dro it c!c pnssag-c, 
un droit de vuc ou quclqu'aut�·c dro1t 
de servitude,  ct i i  repugne parc1! lement 
q u'un heritage e n  soit charge p o u r  
partie. 
L'usage d'un droit de servitude p� ut 
bien etre lirnite i1 ccrlain jour I certams 
jours l ,  a certaim•s hcures ; mais .cc  droit, ainsi l imite , est un dro 1 t  c.n t1cr 
de servit u d e ,  et non pas une partie d e  
droit. 
De fa vi e nt que la servitude q u i  est 
due a till fonds de terre, est d u e  ll l ' in­
tegralite d u  fon ds au profit d uquc l cllc 
est etabJie, e t  a chaCUlll' des parties de 
ce fonds d e  maniere que si cc fon ds est 
vendu p�r porti ons , chaquc acquereur 
aura le droit d e  dire que la servitude 
Jui est due , *  et de l 'cxerc cr e n  so n en­
tier. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "of say i n g  that 
the servitude is due to him, and." 
ART. 657. Though the right of servitude he i rnl ivi� ihle,  a n d  
must h e  established for the whole, and not for a part, nothing pre· 
vents the a dvantage resulting from it from being divided, if it he sus­
ceptible  of division ; as, for example, the right of taking a certain 
number of loads of earth from the land of another, or of sen d i ng to 
pasture a certain number of animals on the land of another. 
RCC-65 6, 2 1 08,  2 1 1 1 .  
KCC 1 870, Art. 657. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 653. ( Pro jet, p. 70. Addition :i: act opted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but no punctuation Quoique le droit de servitude soit in-
after "as." divisible, et doive etre etabli en entier 
et non point par p artie, rien n'empeche 
que l'utilite qui en resulte ne puisse 
etre divisee ,  si elle est susceptible de 
partage, tel que serait le droit d'aller 
prendre dans le fonds d'autrui, une 
quantite determinee de charretees de 
terre, ou d'y mener paitre un certain 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No conesponding article. 
nombre d'animaux. 
ART. 658. The part of an estate upon which a servitude is  exercised, does not cease to belong to the owner of the estate ; he who has the servitude has no right of ownership in the part, hut only the right of using it. 
Hence the soil of public roads belongs to the owner of the land on which they are made, though the public has the use of them ; the owners of the land can not change the roads except in conformity with the regulations of the police established on this subject. 
Rcc�4 53, 482, 101. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 658. 
Same as above. ( Same as Art. 658 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
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CIVIL CODES OF LOUISIANA Art. 660 
CC 1825, Art. 654. ( Projet, p.  70. Addition :t: adopte d ;  comment by 
redactors) 
The part of an estate upon which a 
sel'vitude is exercised, does not cease to 
belong to the owner of the estate ; he 
who has the servitude has no right of 
pl'operty in that part, but only the 
right of using it. 
Hence the soil of public roads belongs 
to the owners of the land on which 
they are made, though the public has 
the use of the m ;  the owners of the land 
cannot change the roads except in con­
formity with the regulations of the 
police established on this subject. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
La partie du fonds, sur lequel s'ex­
ercc la servitude, ne cesse pas d'appar­
tenir au proprietaire de ce fonds :  celui 
a qui elle sert, n'y a aucun droit de pro­
priete ; ii a seulement le· droit d'en user. 
En consequence, le sol des chemins 
publics ne laisse pas d'appartenir aux 
proprietaires qui les ont fournis re­
spectivement, quoique le public en ait 
!'usage : mais ces proprietaires ne 
peuvent changer la situation de ees 
chemins que conformement aux regle­
mens de police faits a cet egard. 
ART. 659. Servitudes arise either from the natural situation 
of the places, from the obligations imposed by law, or from contract 
between the respective owners. 
RCC-660 et seq., 664 et seq., 7 0 9  et seq., 729 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 659. ( Same as Art. 659 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 655. (No reference in Projet) 
Servitudes arise either from the nat- Les servitudes derivent, ou de la situ-
ural situation of the place, from the ob- ation naturelle des lieux, ou des obliga­
ligations imposed by Jaw, or from con- tions imposees par la Joi, ou des con-
tract between the respective owners. ventions entre les proprietaires. 
CC 1808, p. 1 26, Art. 3. 
Services originate either with the 
natural situatio n  of the place, or with 
the obligations imposed by law, or with 
the agreement between several propri­
etors. 
CN 1804, Art. 639. 
·P· 1 27, Art. 3. 
Same as above ; but "proprietaires" 
spelled "prodrietaires" ; no punctuation 
after "derivent. "  
It arises either from the natural sit- Elle derive o u  d e  la situation natu-
uation of the place, from the obliga- relle des lieux, ou des obligations im­
tions imposed by law, or from contract posees par la loi, ou des. conventions 
between the respective owners. entre !es proprietaires. 
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , B o ok II, Title IV, Art. 1 .  
Servitudes arise either from the nat- Les servitudes derivent ou de la_ situ-
ural situation of the place, from the ation naturelle des lieux, ou des obliga­
obligations imposed by Jaw, or from tions imposees par la loi, ou des con-
contract between persons. ventions des hommes. 
Chapter 2-0F SERVITUDES WHICH ORIGINATE FROM THE 
NATURAL SITUATION OF THE PLACES 
ART. 660. It is a servitude due by the estate situated below to 
receive the waters which run naturally from the estate situated above, 
provided the industry of man has not been used to create that servi­
tude.* 
The proprietor below is not at liberty to raise any dam, or to 
make any other work, to prevent this running of the water. 
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d th .  h ,  Ly the natural o;;er\'l· The roprietor above can o no mg w er
e . . 
d d h
p 
th t te below may he rendere<l m ore bur
densome. 
tu e ue y e es a 
RCC-484,  647, 651,  6 6 1 ,  698,  7 1 3, 752,  777,  7 78,  
7 9 5. 
RCC 1870, Art. 660. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 656. (No reference in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808, p. 1 28, Art. 4. 
It is a service due by the estate sit­
uated below to receive the waters which 
run naturally from the estate situated 
above, provUed the industry of man has 
not been used to create that service. * 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but no 
punctuation after "dam", or after 
"work." 
The proprietor above can do nothing 
whereby the natural services due by the 
estate below may be rendered more 
burthensome. 
CN 1804, Art. 640. 
It is a servitude due by the estate 
situated below to receive the waters 
which run naturally from the estate 
situated above, provided the industry of 
man has not contributed to the flow. 
The proprietor below is not at liberty 
to raise any dam to prevent this running 
of the water. 
The proprietor above can do nothing 
whereby the servitude due by the estate 
below may be rendered more burden­
some. 
Les fonds infcl"icurR sont assujcttis 
cnvers ceux qui sont plu:; clcvcs, iL rccc­
voir les eaux qui e n  <lccoulcnt nut­
urellement, sans quc la main de 
l'homme y ait contl"ibue. • 
Le proprietaire infericur ne pcut 
point elever de digues OU llUtrcS 
ouvrages qui empechcnt cct ccoulcmcnt. 
Le proprietaire superieur nc peut 
rien faire qui aggravc la servitude nat­
urelle du fonds inferieur. 
-p. 1 29, Art. 4. 
Same as above. 
Par. 1 same as par. 1 ,  above ; but 
no punctuation after "naturellement." 
Le proprietaire inferieur ne peut 
point elever de digue qui empeche cet 
ecoulement. 
Le proprietaire superieur ne p e ut 
rien faire qui aggrave la servitude du 
fonds inferieur. 
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) ,  Book II, Title IV, Art. 2 .  
Par. 1 same as C C  1808, p. 1 2 8 ,  Art. Par. 1 same as C C  1 808, p .  129,  Art. 
4, par. 1, above. 4, par. 1, above. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2,  above. Le proprietaire inferieur ne peut 
Par. 3 same as CC 1808, p. 128, Art. 
4, par. 3, above. 
point elever de digues qui empechent 
cet ecoulement. 
Par. 3 same as CC 1 808, p. 129,  Art. 
4, par. 3, above. 
•Note error in English translation of French text ; "been used to create that 
servitude" should be "contributed to the flow." 
ART. 661. He whose estate borders on running water, may 
use it as it runs, for the purpose of watering his estate, or for other pur­
poses. 
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He through whose estate water runs, whether it originates there 
or passes from lands above, may make use of it� while it· runs over his 
lands ; hut he can not stop or give it another direction, and is bound 
to return it to its ordinary channel, where it leaves his estate. 
RCC-660, 777, 778. Acts 1906, No. 108 ; 19 06, No. 2 1 3. 
RCC 1870, Art. 661.  ( Same as Art. 661 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 657. (Projet, p. 7 1 .  Amendment adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
He through whose estate water runs, 
whether it originates there or passes 
from lands above, may make use of it, 
while it runs over his land; but he can­
not stop nor give it another direction, 
and is bound to return it to its ordinary 
channel, where it leaves his estate. 
CC 1808, p. 1 28, Art. 8. 
He whose estate borders on running 
water, may use it as it runs, for the 
purpose of watering his estate. 
He through whose estate this water 
runs, may make use of it in the space 
which it runs over, but he is bound to 
return it to its ordinary channel when 
it leaves his estate. 
CN 1804, Art. 644. 
He whose estate borders on running 
water, other than that which is declared 
to belong to the public domain by arti­
cle 538, under the title of the Classifica­
tion of property, may use it as it runs 
for the purpose of watering his estate. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
Celui dont la propriete borne [horde] 
une eau courante, peut s'en servir a son 
passage pour !'irrigation de ses propri­
etes, OU pour d'autres usages. 
Celui dont cette eau traverse l'heri­
tage, soit qu'elle y prenne sa source, 
soit qu'elle vienne de fonds superieurs, 
peut en user dans l'intervalle qu'elle y 
parcourt ; mais il ne peut la supprimer 
ou la detourner, et il est tenu de la 
rendre, a la sortie de son fonds, a son 
cours ordinaire. 
-p. 1 29, Art. 8.  
Celui dont la propriete horde une 
eau courante, peut s'en servir a son 
passage pour l'irrigation de ses pro­
prietes. 
Celui dont cette eau traverse !'heri­
tage, peut meme en user dans l'inter­
valle qu'elle y parcourt, mais a la 
charge de la rendre, a la sortie de son 
fonds, a son cours ordinaire. 
Celui dont la propriete horde une eau 
courante, autre que celle qui est 
d eclaree dependance du domaine pub­
lic par l'art. 538,  au titre de la Distinc­
tion des biens, peut s'en servir a son 
passage pour l'irrigation de ses pro­
prietes. 
Celui dont cette eau traverse !'heri­
tage, peut meme en user dans l'inter­
valle qu'elle y parcourt, mais a la 
charge de la rendre, a la sortie de ses 
fonds, a son cours ordinaire. 
ART. 662. Every proprietor has a right to make an inclosure 
around his lands. 
RCC-49 1 ,  675, 677, 686 et seq., 6 9 9. 
RCC 1870, Art. 662. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 658. 
Same as above. 
CC 1808, p. 1 28, Art. 10. 
(No reference in Projet) 
Tout proprietaire a le droit de clore 
son heritage. 
-p. 129, Art. 1 0. 
Every proprietor has a right to run 
a fence around his estate. 
Same as above. 
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CN 1804, Art. 647. 
Every proprietor may make an in­
closure around his estate, except as pro­
vided in article 682. 
Tout propneta1re pcut c!Urrc l clore I 
son hei-itage, sa uf !'exception portec en 
!'article 6 8 2 .  
t'rojet du Gouvernement 
Same as CC 1 808, p. 
above. 
( 1 800) , Book II, Title IV, Art. 6.  
128,  Art. 10,  Same as CC 1 8 08,  p. 1 2!J , A rt. 1 0, 
above. 
ART. 663. He may compel his neighbors to fix and mark tlw 
limits of their estates which are contiguous to his. 
The limits are established, and boundary stones or posts plact•d 
at their joint expense. 
RCC-677, 678, 686 et seq., 8 2 3 ,  826, 2 0 1 1 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 663. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 659. (No reference in Proje t )  
Same as above. II peut obliger son vo1s111 au bornuge 
de Ieurs proprietes contigues. 
Le bornage se fait a fruis communs. 
CC 1 808, p.  1 28, Art. 1 1 .  -p. 1 29, Art. 1 1 . 
He may compel his neighbors to fix Same as above. 
and mark the limits of their contiguous 
estates. 
Said limits are run and stones or 
posts placed at a joint expence. 
CN 1804, Art. 646. 
Every owner may compel his neigh­
bors to fix and mark the limits of their 
contiguous estates. Said limits are run 
and stones or posts placed at a joint 
expense. 
Tout proprietaire peut oblige1· son 
voisin au bornage d e  leurs proprietes 
contigues. Le bornage se fait a frais 
communs. 
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800) , Book II, Title IV, Art. 7. 
Same as CC 1 808, p. 128, Art. 1 1 ,  Same as CC 1 8 08 ,  p. 129,  Art. 1 1 ,  
above. above. 
Chapter 3-0F SERVITUDES IMPOSED BY LAW 
ART. 664. Servitudes imposed by law are established either 
for the public or common utility, or the utility of individuals. 
RCC-659, 666, 752. 
RCC 1870, Art. 664. 
Same as abov�. 
( S ame as Art. 664 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
CC 1825, Art. 660. ( No reference in Projet) 
. Servi�udes imposed by I_aw are estab- Les servitudes etablies par la Joi, ont hshed either for the pubhc or common pour objet l'utilite publique ou com­
utility, or for the utility of individuals. munale, ou celle des particuliers. 
CC 1808, p. 1 28, Art. 12. 
Services imposed by law are estab­
lished either for the public or common 
utility or for the utility of individuals. 
CN 1804, Art. 649. 
Same as above ; RCC 1870 preferred. 
-p. 1 29, Art. 1 2 .  
Same a s  above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"publique." 
Les servitudes etablies par Ia Joi ont 
pour objet l'utilite publique ou com­
munale, ou l'utilite des particuliers. 
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ART. 665. Servitudes imposed for the public or common util­
ity, relate to the space which is to he left for the .public use by the 
adjacent proprietors on the shores of navigable rivers, and for the 
making and repairing of levees, roads and other public or common 
works. 
All that relates to this kind of servitude is determined by laws or 
particular regulations. · 
RCC-455,  458,  509, 707. 
RCC 1870, Art. 665. ( Same as Art. 665 of Proposed Revision of 1869)  
Same as  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 661 . ( No reference in Projet) 
Services imposed for the public or Celles etablies pour l'utilite publique 
common utility, relate to the space ou communale, ont pour objet l'espace 
which is to be left for public use by qui doit etre laisse par !es riverains, 
the adjacent proprietors on the shores pour !'usage public, sur le bord des 
of navigable rivers, and for the making rivieres navigables, et la construction 
or repairing of levees, roads and other et reparation des levees, chemins et 
public or common works. autres ouvrages publics et communaux. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. Tout ce qui concerne cette espece de 
CC 1808, p. 1 28, Art. 1 3 .  
Par. 1 same as par. 1 ,  above ; but no 
punctuation after "utility", or  after 
urivers." 
All that relates to this kind of serv­
ice is determined by laws or particular 
regulations. 
CN 1804, Art. 650. 
Servitudes imposed for the public or 
common utility relate to the foot-path 
along navigable or fioatable rivers, and 
the making or repairing of roads, and 
other public or common works. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
servitude, est l'objet de lois ou de regle­
mens particuliers. 
-p. 1 29, Art. 1 3. 
Same as above ; but "publics" spelled 
"pablics" ; no punctuation after "rive­
rains", or after "navigables." 
Celles etablies pour l'utilite publique 
ou communale ont pour objet le 
marchepied le long des rivieres naviga­
bles ou flottables, la construction o u  
reparation d e s  chemins e t  autres 
ouvrages publics ou communaux. 
Tout ce qui concerne cette espece de 
servitude, est determine par des. lois ou 
des  reglemens particuliers. 
ART. 666. The law imposes upon the proprietors various 
obligations towards one another, independent of all agreements ; and 
those are the obligations which are prescribed in the following 
articles. 
RCC-49 1,  659,  667 et seq., 6 9 9 .  
Rec 1870, Art. 666. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 662. ( No refe1·ence in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808, p. 1 30, Art. 1 4. 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "another." 
La loi assujettit les proprietaires a 
differentes obligations, l'un a l'egard de 
l'autre independamment de toute con­
ventio� ; ce sont celles qui sont pres­
crites dans les articles suivans. 
-p. 1 3 1 ,  Art. 1 4. 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "obligations." 
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CN 1 804, Art. 65 1. 
The law imposes upon the proprietors 
various obligations towards one an­
other, independent of all agreements. 
La loi assujettit !es proprietaires a 
differentes obligations l'un a l'egard d e  
l'autre, independamment d e  toute con­
vention. 





ever he pleases, still he can not make 
_
an?' wo�k on it, whi.
ch m Y 
deprive his neighbor of the liberty of enJoymg lus own, or which may 
be the cause of any damage to him. 
RCC-484, 491, 6 66, 6 6 8  et seq., 691,  692.  
RCC 1 870, Art.  667. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 663. ( No reference in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808, p. 1 30, Art. 15. 
Although a proprietor may do with 
his estate whatever he pleases, still he 
cannot make on it any work which may 
deprive his neighbor of the liberty of 
enjoying his own, or which may be to 
him the cause of any damage.  
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Quoiqu'un proprietaire puisse faire 
dans son fonds tout cc que hon lui sem­
ble, ii ne  pcut ccpcndant y faire 
d'ouvrage qui otc a son voisin la liberte 
de jouir du sicn, ou qui lui cause quel­
que dommage. 
·p. 1 3 1 ,  Art. 15. 
Same as above ; but comma (,) after 
"fonds", and after "voisin." 
ART. 668. Although one he not at liberty to make any work 
by which his neighbor's buildings may be damaged, yet every one has  
the liberty of doing on his  own ground whatsoever h e  pleases, although 
it should occasion some inconvenience to his neighbor. 
Thus he who is not subject to any servitude originating from a 
particular agreement in that respect, may raise his  house as high as 
he pleases, although by such elevation he should darken the lights 
of his neighbors's [neighbor's]  house, because this act occasions only 
an inconvenience, but not a real damage. 
RCC-484,  491, 666, 6 67, 6 6 9 ,  7 1 6  et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 668. 
Same as above. 
( Same as Att. 668  of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
C C  1825, Art. 664. (No reference in Projet) 
Although one be not at liberty to Quoiqu'on ne p uisse faire d'ouvrages make any work by which his neighbor's dont le batiment voisin soit endommage buildings may be damaged, yet every chacun a la liberte de faire dans so� one has the liberty of doing on his own fonds ce que hon lui semble, quand ii ground whatsoever he pleases, even al- en arriverait quelqu'autre sorte d'in­though it should occasion some incon- commodite. venience to his neighbor. 
Par. 2 same as par 2, above ; but 
"neighbors's" correctly spelled " neigh­
bor's." 
Ainsi celui qui n'est assujetti a 
aucune servitude conventionnelle a cet 
egard, peut elever sa maison aussi haut 
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CC 1808, p. 1 30, Art. 16. 
Although one be not at liberty to 
make any work by which his neighbor's 
buildings may be damaged, yet every 
one has the liberty of doing on his own 
ground whatsoever he please, even al­
though it should occasion to his neigh­
bor some other sort of inconvenience. 
Thus he who is not subject to any 
service originating from a particular 
agreement in that respect, may raise 
his house as high as he please, altho' 
by the said elevation he should darken 
the lights of his neighbor's house ; be­
cause there results from this act only 
an inconvenience, but not a real dam­
age. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
que hon lui semble, quoique, par cette 
elevation, il ote les jours de celle de son 
voisin, · parcequ'il ne resulte de ce fait 
qu'une incommodite et non un dom­
mage reel. 
·p. 131,  Art. 16. 
Same as above ; but comma (,) after 
"fonds", after "fait", and after "qu'une 
incommodite" ; no punctuation after 
"quoique." 
ART. 669. If the works or materials for any manufactory or 
other o peration, cause an inconvenience to those in the same or in 
the neighboring houses, by diffusing smoke or nauseous smell, and 
there be no servitude established by which they are regulated, their 
sufferance must be determined by the rules of the police, or the cus· 
toms of the place.* 
RCC-484, 668. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 669. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 665. (No reference in Projet) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Les ouvrages ou autres choses que 
"established." chacun peut faire ou avoir chez soi, 
et qui repandent dans les appartemens 
de ceux qui ont une partie de la m�me 
maison, ou chez les voisins, une fumee 
ou des odeurs incommodes, comme les 
ouvrages des tanneurs, des teinturiers, 
et !es autres differentes incommodites 
qu'un voisin peut causer a l'autre, 
doivent se souffrir, si la servitude e n  
est etablie ; o u  s'il n ' y  a point d e  servi­
tude, l'incommodite sera soufferte ou 
empechee, selon que les reglemens de 
police ou !'usage y auront pourvu. * 
CC 1808, p. 1 30, Art. 1 7. 
The works or other things which 
every one may make or have in his own 
grounds, and which send into the apart­
ments of others who dwell in the same 
house, or into the neighboring houses, 
a smoke or smells that are offensive, 
such as the works of tanners and diers, 
·p. 131,  Art. 1 7. 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "soi'', or after "teinturiers." 
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and the other different inconveniencies 
[inconveniences] which one neighbor 
may cause to another, ought to be borne 
with if the service of them is estab­
lished, or if there be no service settled, 
the inconvenience shall either be borne 
with or hindred [hindered],  according 
as the rules of the police or usage may 
have provided in said matters. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
*The English text of CC 1 8 0 8  is a more complete and preferable translation 
of the French text than the present English text. 
ART. 670. Every one is hound to keep his buildings in repair, 
so that neither their fall, nor that of any p art of the materials com­
posing them, may injure the neighbors or passengers,* uncler the 
penalty of all losses and damages, which may result from the neglect 
of the owner in that respect. 
RCC-177, 671 et seq., 2322,  2 695. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 670. ( Same as Art. 6 7 0  of Proposed Revision o (  1 8 6 9 )  
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 666. (No reference in Projet)  
Every one is  bound to keep his build- Chacun doit entretenir scs bi1timcns 
ings in repair, so that neither their fall, de maniere que leur chute, ou lcs 
nor that of  any part of the m aterials materiaux qui s'en detachent, nc 
composing them, may injure the neigh- puissent pas n uire aux vo1sms o u  aux 
hors or passengers,* under ihe p enalty passans, * a peine de tous dommages­
of all losses and damages, which may interets, resultant de Ia negligence du 
result from the neglect of the propri- proprietaire a cet egard. 
etor in that respect. 
CC 1 808, p. 130, Art. 1 8. 
Every one is bound to keep his build­
ings in repairs, so that their ruins, or 
the materials which may fall from them, 
may not hurt the neighbors or the pas­
sengers,* under the penalty of all losses 
and damages which may result from the 
neglect of the proprietor in that re­
spect. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
·P· 1 3 1 ,  Art. 1 8. 
Same as above ; but no p unctuation 
after "chute", or after "dommages­
interets." 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "passengers" should be 
"passers-by." 
. ART. . 
671. . When a building threatens ruin, the neighbor has a right of act1�n agamst the owner to compel him to cause such a building to he demolished �r propped up. In the meantime, if there be danger of any 
*
damage �y its fall, he may be authorized to make the necessary works, for wh1c? he shall he reimbursed,** a fter the dan er shall have been ascertamed hy experts. 
g 
RCC-670, 672, 2322. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 671 . 
Same as above. (Same as Art. 6 7 1  of Propose_d Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
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CC 1.825, Art. 667. (No reference in Projet) 
When a building threatens ruin, the Lorsqu'un batiment menace ruine, le 
neighbor has a right of action against voisin a une action pour obliger le 
the proprietor to Compel him to cause proprietaire a le fair'e demolir OU a le 
such a building to be demolished or faire etayer ;  en attendant, s'il peut re­
propped up. In the mean time, if he in- cevoir quelque dommage par sa chute 
curs the danger of any damage by its ii peut se faire autoriser en justice A 
fall, he may be authorized to make the y faires les etayemens* necessaires dont 
necessary works,* for which he shall b e  il aura l e  remboursement sur la ch�se * *  
reimbursed ,* *  after the damage * * *  apres que le danger * * *  aura ete c�n­
shall have been ascertained by persons state par experts. 
of the art. 
CC 1808, p. 1 30, Art. 1 9. 
When a building threatens ruin, the 
neighbor has a right of action against 
the proprietor to compel him to cause 
said buildiug [building] to be de­
molished or propped up. In the mean 
time if he be likewise Clikelyl to re­
ceive any damage by its fall, he may 
petition to be authorised to make the 
necessary proppings for which he shall 
be reimbursed out of the thing, after 
the danger shall have been ascertained 
by persons of the art. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
-p. 131,  Art. 1 9. 
Same as above, but comma ( , )  after 
"justice." 
*Note error in English translation o f  French text ; "works" should be "prop- . 
pings." 
* *English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "out of the 
thing." 
* * *Note error in English translation of French text; "damage" should be 
"danger." 
ART. 672. The councils and other municipal bodies of cities 
and other incorporated places of this State, are authorized to make 
such regulations as they may think proper to determine the mode of 
proceeding in the case of fire, when it becomes necessary in order to 
arrest its progress, to pull down houses which may have taken fire, 
or even those which the fire has not reached. 
But in this case the proprietors whose houses have been thus 
pulled down before they have taken fire, shall have a right to an in­
demnification in proportion to their loss, which indemnification shall 
he paid by the corporation of the city or place where the conflagration 
has taken place, by means of a n  extraordinary and proportional tax, 
which shall he laid to this effect upon all the proprietors of houses of 
the said place, or in any other manner, from the funds of the corpo­
ration. 
RCC-497.  Acts 1904, No. 68;  1 9 0 8 ,  No. 234. Const. 1 921,  I ,  2 ;  XIX, 1 8. 
RCC 1870, Art. 672. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 668. 
(Same as Art. 672 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
( Projet, p.  7 1 .  Amendment :t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
The councils and other municipal 
bodies of cities and other incorporated 
places of this state, are authorized to 
Les conseils et autres corps munici­
paux des villes et autres lieux incor­
pores de cet Etat, pourront faire tels 
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make such regulations as they may 
think proper, to determine the m ode of 
proceeding in case of fire, when it �e­
comes necessary in order to arrest its 
progress, to pull down* h ouses which 
have taken fire, or even those which the 
fire has not reached. 
But in this case the proprietors whose 
houses have been thus pulled down be­
fore they have taken fire, shall have a 
right to an indemnification in propor­
tion to their loss, which indemnification 
shall be paid by the corporation of the 
city or place where the conflagration 
has taken place, by means of an extra­
ordinary and proportional tax, which 
shall be laid to this effect upon all pro­
prietors of houses of the said place, or 
in any other manner, from the funds 
of the corporation. 
CC 1 808, p. 1 30, Art. 20. 
Should a conflagration take place in 
the cities, towns and suburbs of this 
territory, the mayor or any justice of 
the peace of the place, may by and with 
the advice of six proprietors of houses, 
situated within the city, town or suburb 
in which such conflagration has taken 
place, order to be pulled down the house 
or houses where the fire shall have made 
its appearance, and even the adjacent 
house or houses, although not yet in­
jured by the fire, if a majority of said 
proprietors be of opinion that this 
measure is necessary to stop the pro­
gress of the conflagration. 
In such case the proprietors whose 
houses have been thus p ulled down, 
without being at the time injured by 
fire, shall have a right to an indemnifi­
cation in proportion to their loss, which 
indemnification shall be paid by the cor­
poration of the city or town where the 
conflagration has taken place, according 
to a proportional tax which shall be laid 
to this effect, upon all proprietors of 
houses of the said place. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
rcgle mcns <1 u ' i ls j u�eront convl'na blt•s, 
pour fi x e r  Ia man icre dont on proccd1• ra 
en cas d'incendie, lorsqu'il scra neces­
saire, p ou r en 111TC:·ter ks p rogrcs, d1• 
fai re abattn· Ia ma ison ou • lt·s muison� 
ou Jc fcu a u ra pris, ct m (•mc celles ou 
le feu ne s'cst pas encore c o m m u n i <1uc. 
Mais clans cc ens, Jes p roprietnires 
dont !cs maisons auront etc a i nsi abut­
tues, sans quc le feu y P i1 t  enc ore pris, 
auront droit a unc inde m n ite propor­
tionnec a !c ur pertc, laquc llc devra 
ctrc payee par la corpo rat i o n  de la 
ville ou du lieu ou l ' i ncl·ndic scra arrivi-, 
au moyen d ' unc tuXl' extrao r d i n a i re l't 
proportionnec qui sera imposec a c et 
effet sur tous it's propric tni rcs de m a i­
sons d u  lieu, ou de toute autr<' man icrc, 
sur !cs fonds de cette corpora t i o n .  
·P· 1 3 1 ,  Art. 20. 
S'il arrive quelque inccncl ie clans ks 
villes, bourgs ct faubourgs c l<' cc tl'rri­
toire, le mairc ou le premier j ugc di" 
paix du lieu, apres avoir pris l 'avis de  
six proprietaires de maisons situecs dans 
lesdites villes, bourgs ct faubou rgs, 
pourra ordonner d'abattrc In maison o u  
Jes maisons ou le feu aura pris ct mcme 
la maison o u  !cs maisons voisinl•s o u  le 
feu n'est [n'a] pas encore p ris, si la 
majorite desdits proprietaires est d'opin­
ion que cette mesure est necessairc pour 
arreter Jes progres de l'incendic. 
En ce  cas, les  proprietaircs dont l<'s 
maisons auront ete ainsi abattues sans 
que. le f e u  y eiit encore pris, auront dro1t a une indemnite proportionnee a 
leur perte, laquelle sera payee par la 
corporation de la ville ou du bourg ou 
l'incendie sera arrivee [arrive ] ,  d'apres 
une taxe proportionnee qui sera im­
po�!e . pour cet �ffct, sur tous Jes pro­pneta1res d e  ma1sons d u  lieu. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "the house or." 
ART. 673. He who builds either above or helow his soil, adjoining the property of his neighbor, is hound to build in a per­pendicular line.* 
RCC-5 05, 506. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 673. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 669. 
Same as above. 
( No reference in Projet) 
Celui qui edifie, soit dessus, soit des­s�u� �on sol, contre un voisin, doit babr a plomb et sans saillie. * 
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CC 1808, p. 130, Art. 21. -p. 131,  Art. 2 1 .  
Same a s  above ; but no punctuation 
after "soil." 
Celui qui edifie soit dessus OU dessous 
son sol contre un voisin, doit batir a 
plomb et sans saillie. * 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "and without 
projection." 
ART. 674. The other particular servitudes imposed by law 
relate to the following objects : 
1 .  To boundary walls, inclosures and ditches ; 
2. To cases where it is necessary to have double or counter walls ; 
3. To the right of lights and of view on the property of a 
neighbor ; 
4. To carrying off water from roofs. 
5. To the right of passage and of way. 
RCC-675 et seq., 692 et seq., 6 9 6 ,  698, 699. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 674. (Same as Art. 674 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 670. (No reference in Projet) 
The other particular services imposed Les autres servitudes particulieres 
by law, relate to the following objects : imposees par la loi, sont relatives aux 
Pars. 2 ,  3 same as subds. 1, 2, above ; 
but period ( . )  after "ditches", and after 
"counter walls" ; comma ( , )  after 
"cases." 
To the right of lights on the property 
of a neighbor ;  
To carrying off water from roofs ; 
And to the right of passages. 
ob jets suivans :  
Aux murs, entourages et fosses 
mitoyens ;  
A u  cas o u  ii y a lieu a contre-mu r ;  
Aux vues sur l a  propriete d e  son 
voisin ; 
A l'egout des toits ; 
Et au droit de passage. 
CC 1 808, p. 1 32, Art. 22. -p. 133, Art. 22. 
The other particular services imposed Same as above. 
by law relate to the following objects : 
To walls, fences and ditches in com­
mon. 
Pars. 3-5 same as pars. 3-6, above ; 
but no punctuation after "cases" ; 
comma ( , )  after "walls", after "neigh­
bor", and after "roofs." 
CN 1 804, Art. 652, par. 2. 
The others relate to boundary walls 
and ditches, to cases when it is neces­
sary to have double or counter walls, 
to the right of lights on the property 
of a neighbor, to carrying off water 
from roofs, and to the right of passage. 
Les autres sont relatives au mur et 
au fosse mitoyens, au cas oil il y a 
lieu a contre-mur, aux vues sur la pro­
priete du voisin, a l'egout des toits, au 
droit de passage. 
Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book II, Title IV, Art. 1 1 ,  pars. 2-6. 
The others relate to boundary walls Les autres sont relatives, au mur et 
and ditches ; au fosse mitoyens ; 
Pars. 3-6 same as CC 1825, Art. 670,  Pars. 3.5 same as CC 1808, p. 133,  
pars. 3-6, above. Art. 22, pars. 3-5, above. 
Au droit de passage. 
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Section 1-0F WALLS, FENCES, AND DITCHES IN CO'.\l '.\10:-.i 
ART. 675. He who first builds in the cities anti towns, or their 
b rbs of this State, in a place which is not surroundt·d hy wall:;, SU u ' 
l . . I L . I I may rest one-half of his wall on the land �£ us nc1g � or, provu c1 
he builds with stones or bricks at least as l11gh as the hrst "tory , and 
not in frame or otherwise; and provi<led the whole thit'krlt'ss of this 
wall do not exceed eighteen inches, not including the plastering,* whieh 
must not be more than three inches. 
But he can not compel his neighbor to contriLutc to the raising 
of this wall. 
RCC-676, 682 et seq., 686, 687, 693 et seq., 8 5 6. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 675. ( Same as Art. 675 of Proposed Revi�ion of 186�1) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 671. (No reference in Projct) 
He who first builds in the cities, Cclui qui batit le prcmi1•r dnn>< h·s 
towns or suburbs of this state, in a villcs, bourgs ct faubourgs de l' Etnt, t•n 
place which is not surrounded by walls, place non enclose de murs, pcut faire 
may rest one half of his wall on the porter la moitie de son mur sur la tcrrc 
land of his neighbor, provided he builds de son voisin, pourvu qu'il bf1tissc en 
with stones or bricks at least as high picrrcs ou en briqucs, uu moins jusqu'i1 
as the first story, and not in frame or la hauteur du premier etngc; ct non 
otherwise ;  and provided the whole thick- en colombnge ou autrcment, ct pourvu 
ness of this wall do not exceed eighteen aussi que l'epaisseur entii\rc de cc mur, 
inches, not including the plaistering n'excede pas dix-huit pouce:s, suns y 
[plastering],* which must not be more comprcndrn l'empattement• qui ne doit 
than three inches. pas avoir plus de trois pouces. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. Mais ii ne peut forcer le vobin a 
CC 1808, p. 1 32, Art. 23. 
He who builds first in the cities, towns 
or suburbs of this territory, in a place 
which is not surrounded by walls, may 
rest one half of his wall on the land of 
his neighbor, provided he build with 
stones or bricks at least as high as the 
first story, and not in frame or other­
wise ; and provided the whole thickness 
of this wall do not exceed eighteen 
inches, not including the plaistering 
[plastering]* which must not be more 
than three inches. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
contribuer a l'elevation de cc mur . 
·p. 133, Art. 23.  
Same as above; but "du territoire" 
instead of "de l'Etat"; no punctuation 
after "etage", or after "entiere de ce 
mur" ; comma (, ) after "colombage." 
*The French "empattement" is generally translated as "foundation." The 
editorial staff is not prepared to say that "plastering" is an error. 
ART. 676. If the neighbor he willing to contribute for his half 
to the building of the wall thus raised, then this wall is a wall in com­
mon between the proprietors. 
The neighbor who has refused to contribute to the raising of this wall, preserves still a right of making it a wall in common, by paying to the person who has made the advance, the half of what he has laid out for its construction, according to the rules hereafter established. 
RCC-675, 683, 684. 
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RCC 1870, Art. 676. (Same as Art. 67 6 of Proposed Revision of 186 9) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 672. (No reference in Projet) 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
The neighbor, who has even refused 
to contribute to the raising of this wall, 
preserves still a right of making it a 
wall in common, by paying to the person 
who has made the advance, the half of 
what he has laid out for its construc­
tion, according to the rules hereafter 
established. 
CC 1808, p. 132, Art. 24. 
If the neighbor be willing to con­
tribute for his half to the building of 
the wall thus raised, then this wall is 
a wall in common between the two pro­
prietors. 
The neighbor who has even refused 
to contribute to the raising of this wall, 
preserves still the right of making it a 
wall in common, by paying to the person 
who has made the advance, the half of 
what he has laid out for its construc­
tion, according to the rules hereafter 
established. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si le voisin veut contribuer par moi­
tie a !'edification du mur ainsi con­
struit, ce mur est alors un mur mitoyen 
entre !es deux proprietaires. 
Le voisin qui a meme refuse de con­
tribuer a !'elevation de ce mur, con­
serve toujours le droit de le rendre 
mitoyen, en payant a celui qui en a fait 
l'avance, la moitie de ce qu'il lui en a 
coftte pour la Ue] faire batir, suivant 
!es regles ci-apres etablies. 
-p. 133, Art. 24. 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
Le voisin qui a meme refuse de con­
tribuer a !'elevation de ce rnur, con­
serve toujours le droit de le rendre 
mitoyen, en payant a celui qui en fait 
l'avance, la rnoitie de ce qu'il lui en a 
coiite pour le faire batir, suivant les 
regles ci-apres etablies. 
ART. 677. Every wall which is a separation betwixt buildings 
as high as the upper part of the first story,* or betwixt the yard and 
garden in the cities and towns, and their suburbs, of this State, and 
even any other enclosure in the fields, shall be presumed to be in 
common, if there he no title, proof or mark to the contrary. 
RCC-678, 684 et seq., 6 88, 689,  691 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 677. (Sarne as Art. 677 of Proposed Revision of 1 869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 673. (No reference in Projet) 
Every wall being a separation be- Tout rnur servant de separation entre 
twixt buildings as high as the upper batimens jusqu'a l'eberge [l'heberge], * 
part of the first story,* or betwixt the ou entre cours et jardins dans les villes, 
yard and garden in the cities, towns bourgs et faubourgs de ce territoire 
and suburbs of this state, and even any [cet Etat], meme entre enclos dans les 
other inclosure in the fields, shall be champs, sera presume mitoyen, s'il n'y 
presumed to be in common, if there be  a preuve, titre ou  marque au contraire. 
no title, proof or mark to the contrary. 
CC 1808, p. 132, Art. 25. 
Same as above; but "territory" in­
stead of "state." 
CN 1804, Art. 653. 
In the cities and in the country, every 
wall which is a separation between 
-p. 133, Art. 25. 
Tout mur servant de separation entre 
batimens jusqu'a l'heberge, * ou entre 
cours et jardins dans !es villes, bourgs 
et faubourgs de ce territoire, et meme 
entre· enclos dans les champs, sera pre­
sume mitoyen, s'il n'y a preuve, titre 
ou marque au contraire. 
Dans les villes et les campagnes, tout 
mur servant de separation entre bati-
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buildings up to the point of disjunction, 
or betwixt the yard and garden, and 
even any other inclosure in the fields, is 
presumed to be in common, if there be 
no title or mark to the contrary. 
mens jusqu'a l'heberge, ou entre cours 
et jardins, et meme entre enclos dans 
les champs, est presume mitoyen, s'il 
n'y a titre ou marque du contraire. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "as high as the upper part 
of the first story" should be "up to the point of disjunction." 
ART. 678. The repairs and building* of walls in comm on are 
to be m ade at the expense o f  all who have a righ t  to the same, and in 
propo rtion to their interest therein. 
RCC-679, 683, 684, 686 .  
RCC 1870, Art. 678. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 674. (No reference in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808, p. 132, Art. 26. 
Same as above; but comma (,) after 
"common" ; no punctuation after 
"same." 
CN 1804, Art. 655. 
The repairs and rebuilding of walls 
in common are to be made at the ex­
pense of all who have a right to the 
same and in proportion to their inter­
est therein. 
La reparation et reconstructio n •  du 
mur mitoyen sont a la cha1·ge de tous 
ceux qui y ont droit, et proportionnelle­
ment au droit de chacun. 
-p. 133, Art. 26. 
Same as above ; but comma (,) after 
"mitoyen" ; no punctuation after 
"droit." 
La reparation et la reconstruction du 
mur mitoyen sont a la charge de tous 
ceux qui y ont droit, et proportion­
nellement au droit de chacun. 
*Note error in English translation of French text; "building" should be 
"rebuilding." 
ART. 679. Nevertheless every coproprieto r of a wall in com­
mon, m ay he exonerated from contributing to the repairs and rebuild­
ing, by giv ing up his right of c ommon; provided no building belong­
ing to him he actually suppo rted by the wall thus held in common. 
RCC-678, 686, 815. 
RCC 1.870, Art. 679. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 675. 
Same as above; but comma 
"of common." 
cc 1808; p. 132, Art. 27. 
Same as above. 
CN 1804, Art. 656. 
Same as above. 
(No reference in Projet) 
(,) after Cependant, tout co-proprietaire d'un 
mur mitoyen, peut se dispenser de con­
tribuer aux reparations et reconstruc­
tions, en abandonnant le droit de 
mitoyennete; pourvu que le mur mi­
toyen ne soutienne pas un batiment qui 
Jui appartienne. 
-p. 133, Art. 27. 
Same as above; but no punctuation 
after "Cependant" ; comma (,) after 
''mitoyennete." 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "d'un mur mitoyen", or after 
"reconstructions.'' 
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ART. 680. Every coproprietor may build against a wall held 
in common, and cause beams or joists to be placed within two inches 
of the whole thickness of the wall, saving to the neighbor the right of 
diminishing with the chisel the length of the beam till it do not exceed 
the half of the thickness of the wall, in case he himself shoul d wish to 
fix beams in the  same place, or to build a chiI;Dney against it. 
RCC-684, 685, 692 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 680. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 676. (No reference in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808, p. 132, Art. 28. 
Same as above; but comma (,) after 
"beam"; no punctuation after "place." 
CN 1804, Art. 657. 
Every coproprietor may build against 
a wall held in common, and cause beams 
or joists to be placed within fifty-four 
millimeters (two inches) of the whole 
thickness of the wall, saving to the 
neighbor the right of diminishing with 
the chisel the length of the beam till it 
do not exceed the half of the thickness 
of the wall, in case he himself should 
wish to fix beams in the same place, or 
to build a chimney against it. 
Tout co-proprietaire peut faire batir 
contre un mur mitoyen, et y faire 
placer des poutres et· so lives, dans toute 
l'epaisseur du mur, a deux pouces pres, 
sans prejudice du droit qu'a le voisin 
de faire reduire a l'ebauchoir la poutre 
jusqu'a la moitie du mur, dans le cas 
ou il voudrait lui-meme asseoir des 
poutres dans le meme lieu, OU y adosser 
une cheminee. 
·P· 133, Art. 28. 
Same as above; but no punctuation 
after "mitoyen", after "soiives", or 
after "lieu"; comma (,) after 
"I' ebauchoir." 
Tout coproprietaire peut faire batfr 
contre un mur mitoyen, et y faire placer 
des poutres ou solives dans toute l'epais­
seur du mur, a cinquante-quatre milli­
metres (deux pouces) pres, sans preju­
dice du droit qu'a le voisin de faire 
reduire a l'ebauchoir la poutre jusqu'a 
la moitie du mur, dans le cas ou ii 
voudrait lui-meme asseoir des poutres 
dans le meme lieu, ou y adosser une 
cheminee. 
ART. 681. Every coproprietor is at liberty to increase the 
the height of the wall held in common, hut he alone is to. be at the 
ex pense of raising it, and of repairing and keeping the part above t he 
height of the wall in c ommon, in good order; and besides he alone is 
liable for all expenses arising from its being raised higher accordillg 
to its value.* 
RCC-682 et seq., 718. 
RCC 1870, Art. 681. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 677. (No reference in Projet) 
Same as above; but no punctuation Tout co-proprietaire peut faire ex-
after "wall in common"; comma (,) hausser le mur mitoyen, mais ii dciit 
after "order." supporter seul la depense de l'exhausse• 
ment, et les reparations d'entretien, 
a partir au dessus de la hauteur de la 
cloture commune, et en outre l'indem­
nite de la charge, en raison de l'ex­
haussement et suivant la valeur. * 
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CC 1808, p. 132, Art. 29. 
Every co-proprietor is at liberty to 
raise higher than the wall in common, 
but he is to be alone at the expence of 
raising it, and of repairing and keeping 
in good order, the part above the 
heighth of the wall in common, and be­
sides he is alone liable· for all expences 
arising from its being raised higher ac­
cording to its value. * 
CN 1804, Art. 658. 
Every coproprietor is at liberty to 
increase the height of the wall held in 
common; but he alone must pay the cost 
of raising it, and of repairing and keep­
ing it in good order above the height 
of the wall in common; and besides he 
is liable for an indemnity for the added 
burden, by reason of the increase of 
height and according to its value. 
-p. 133, Art. 29. 
Same as above; but no punctuation 
after "depensc de l'exhaussement." 
Tout coproprietaire peut faire ex­
hausser le mur mitoyen; mais il doit 
payer seul la depense de l'exhaussement, 
les reparations d'entretien au-dessus de 
la hauteur de la c!Oture commune, et 
en outre l'indemnite de la charge en 
raison de l'exhaussement et suivant la 
valeur. 
*Note error in English translation of French text; "he alone is liable for all 
expenses arising from its being raised higher according to its value" should be "he is 
liable for an indemnity for the added burden, by reason of the increase of height 
and according to its value." 
ART. 682. If the wall h eld in common c an not support th e 
additional w eight of raising it, h e  who wish es to h ave it made h igher 
is hound to r ebuild it a new entirely, at h is ow n expense, and the 
additional thickness must h e  taken from his prop erty. 
RCC-675,  681. 
RCC 1870, Art. 682. 
Same as above. 
CC l.825, Art. 678. 
Same as a bove; but comma 
"higher." 
CC 1808, p. 132, Art. 30. 
Same as above. 
CN 1804, Art. 659. 
Same as above. 
(No reference in Projet) 
(, ) after Si le mur mitoyen n'est pas en etat 
de supporter l'exhaussement, celui qui 
veut le faire exhausser, doit le faire 
reconstruire en entier a ses frais, et 
l'excedent d'epaisseur doit se prendre 
de son cote. 
-p. 133, Art. 30. 
Same as above. 
Si le mur mitoyen n'est pas en etat 
de supporter l'exhaussement, celui qui 
veut l'exhausser doit le faire recon­
struire en entier a ses frais, et I'exced­
ant U'excedentJ d'epaisseur doit se 
prendre de son cote. 
ART. 683. 
_
The neigh bor who did not contribute to the raising 
of th e wall hel� m commo n, may cause th e raised part to become 
common, hy paymg �ne-h alf th e expense of such raising, and the value 
?£ th e h alf of th e soil  employed for the additio nal thickness, if there 
1s any. 
RCC-675, 676, 678, 682,  684, 687. 
RCC 1870, Art. 683. 
Same as above. 
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CC 1825, Art. 679. ( No reference in Pro jet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808, p. 134, Art. 31. 
The neighbor who did not contribute 
to the raising of the wall held in com­
mon, may cause the raised part to be­
come common, by paying one half of 
the expence of such raising, and the 
value of the half of the soil employed 
for the additional thickness, if there 
is any. 
CN 1804, Art. 660. 
Same as above. 
Le voisin, qui n'a pas contribue a 
l'exhaussement, peut en acquerir la 
mitoyennete, en payant la rnoitie de la 
depense qu'il a coilte, et la valeur de la 
moitie du sol fourni pour l'excedent 
d'epaisseur, s'il y en a. 
-p. 135, Art. 31. 
Same as above; but no punctuation 
after "voisin", or after "coii.te." 






comma (,) after 
ART. 684. Every pro prietor adjoining a wall has, in like 
manner,  t he right of making it a wall in common, in whole or in part, 
by reimbursing to the owner of t he wall one-half o f  it s value, or t he 
half of  the part which he wishes to hold in common, and one-half of  
the  value of  t he soil upon whic h  t he wall i s  built, i f  t he person who 
has built the  wall has laid the foundation entirely upon his own est ate. 
RCC-497, 675, 676 et seq., 696. 
RCC 1870. Art. 684. (Same as Art. 684 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 680. (No reference in Projet ) 
Same as above; but "adjoining" mis- Tout proprietaire joigant [joignantl 
spelled "enjoying"; comma (,) after un mur, a de meme la faculte de le 
"built the wall." rendre rnitoyen, en tout ou en partie, 
en rernboursant au maitre du mur la 
moitie de sa valeur, ou la moitie de 
Ia portion qu'il veut rendre mitoyenne, 
et moitie de la valeur du sol sur lequel 
le mur est bati, si celui qui a fait le 
mur l'a fait porter entierernent sur son 
heritage. 
CC 1808, p. 134, Art. 32. 
Same as above; but "enjoying" cor­
rectly spelled "adjoining"; comma (,) 
after "adjoining a wall'', and after "of 
the wall" ; no p unctuation after "wall, 
has", after " manner'', or after "built 
the wall." 
CN 1804, Art. 661. 
Every proprietor adjoining a wall 
has, in like manner, the right of making 
it a wall in common, in whole or in 
part, by reimbursing to the owner of 
the wall one-half of its value, or the 
half of the value of the part which he 
wishes to hold in common, and one-half 
of the value of the soil upon which the 
wall is built. 
-p. 135, Art. 32. 
Same as above ; but "joigant" spelled 
"joignant" ; comma (,) after "du mur." 
Tout proprietaire joignant un mur, a 
de meme la faculte de le rendre mitoyen 
en tout ou en partie, en remboursant 
au rnaitre du mur la rnoitie de sa 
valeur, ou la moitie de la valeur de la 
portion qu'il veut rendre mitoyenne, 
et moitie de la valeur du sol sur lequel 
le rnur est bati. 
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ART. 685. N eith er of the two neigh bors can make any cavity 
' th' h L 0· of the wall h eld b y  them in common, nor can he affix wI i n  t e vo Y · I } · · k 'th out  the consent of th e other, or wit 10ut iavmg, on t o  It any wor WI 
h d h th h is r efusal, caused the necessary precaution t o  
I 
e use h' so t at . � 
new work b e  not an inj ury t o  th e rights o f  th e ot 1er, to e ascertam e 
b y  persons skilled in building. 
RCQ-680, 692 et seq. 
RCC 187 0, Art. 685. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 681. (No reference in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808, p. 134, Art. 33. 
Neither of the two neighbors can 
make within the body of the wall held 
by them in common, any cavity, nor 
can he affix to it, any work without the 
consent of the other, or without having 
on his refusal, caused to be ascertained 
by persons of the art, the necessary 
precaution to be used so that the new 
work be not an injury to the rights of 
the other. 
CN 1 804, Art. 662. 
Same as above. 
L'un des voisins ne peut pratiquer 
dans le corps d'un mur mitoyen aucun 
enfoncement, ni y appliquer ou appuyer 
aucun ouvrage, sans le com;eutement 
de l'autre, ou sans avoir, a son refus, 
fait regler par experts, Jes moyens 
necessaires pour que le nouvel ouvrage 
ne soit pas n uisible aux droits de l'autre. 
·p. 135, Art. 33. 
Same as above; but "regler" mis· 
spelled "regle"; comma (,) after "mi­
toyen"; no punctuation after "avoir." 
Same as above; but "regle" correctly 
spelled "regler"; no punctuation after 
"mitoyens'', after "ouvrage", or after 
"experts"; comma (,) after "avuir." 
Projet du Gouvernement 
Same as above. 
(1800) , Book II, Title IV, Art. 21. 
Same as CC 1808, p. 135, Art. 33, 
above; but "regle" correctly spelled 
"regler"; comma (,) after "avoir", and 
after "regler." 
ART. 686. E very one has a righ t t o  compel his neighbor within 
the cit ies and towns, and th eir suburb s, of  this State, to contribute t o  the making and repairing of  the fences h eld in  common, hy  which their h ouses, yards and gardens are separated, wh ich shall he made in the manner in which is or may he prescribed by th e regulations of the police on this subject. . . And if one of the proprietors has b een a lone at the expense of. makin� t�e i? clos11res h eld in common,* h e  m ay compel tli e oth�r t o  make I t  m his turn , a nd th e presumpt ion shall h e  that the inclosure was made by him on whose side it is nailed, unless there exists a vouch er or proof t o  the contrary. 
RCC-662, 663, 678, 6 7 9, 687, 690, 2 0 1 1 .  
RCC 1 .870, Art. 686. 
Same as above. 
(Same as Art. 686 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
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CC 1825, Art. 682. (Projet, p. 72. Amendment t adopted; no comment) 
Every one has a right to compel his 
neighbor within the cities, towns and 
suburbs of this state, to contribute to 
the making and repairing of the fences 
held in common, by which their houses, 
yards and gardens are separated, which 
shall be made in the manner which is or 
may be prescribed by the regulations 
of the police on this subject. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
CC 1808, p. 134, Art. 34. 
Eve1·y one has a right to compel his 
neighbor within the cities, towns and 
suburbs of this territory, to contribute 
to the making and repairing of the 
fence held in common by which their 
houses, yards and gardens are separ­
ated, which inclosure shall be made 
with pieux ten feet high in the manner 
which is in use within this territory, 
or which is or may be prescribed by 
the regulations of the police on that 
subject. 
And if one of the proprietors has 
been alone at the expence of making the 
in closure held in common,* he may 
compel the other to make it in his turn, 
and the presumption shall be that the 
inclosure was made by him on whose 
side it is nailed, unless there exists a 
voucher or proof to the contrary. 
CN 1804, Art. 663. 
Every one has a right to compel his 
neighbor, within the cities and suburbs, 
to contribute to the making and repair­
ing of the fence separating their houses, 
yards and gardens in such cities and 
suburbs: the height of the .fence shall 
be fixed according to special regulations 
or consistent and recognized usages; 
and, in the absence of usages or regula­
tions, every boundary wall between 
neighbors, which shall be built or re­
built in the future, shall be of a height 
of at least thirty-two decimeters (ten 
feet) including the coping, in cities of 
fifty thousand souls and over, and 
twenty-six decimeters (eight feet) in 
other cities. 
Chacun peut contraindre son voisin, 
dans !es villes, bourgs ou faubourgs de 
cet Etat, a contribuer a la construction 
et reparation de la cloture mitoyenne, 
servant de separation entre leurs 
maisons, cours et jardins, laquelle 
cloture sera faite de la maniere qui 
est OU sera prescrite par les regJemens 
de police relatifs a cet objet. 
Et si l'un des co-proprietaires avait 
fait seul la depense de la construction de 
I' entourage mitoyen, * ii pourra con­
traindre l'autre a la faire a son tour, 
et !'on presumera que la cloture aura 
ete faite par celui du cote duquel elle 
se trouve clouee, s'il n'y a titre ou 
preuve contraire. 
·p. 135, Art. 34. 
Chacun peut contraindre son vo1sm 
dans !es villes, bourgs et faubourgs de 
ce territoire, a contribuer a la construc­
tion et reparation de la cloture mitoy­
enne faisant separation de leurs 
maisons, cours et jardins, laquelle 
cloture sera faite avec des pieux de dix 
pieds de haut, de la maniere qui est en 
usage dans ce territoire, ou qui est ou 
sera prescrite par les reglemens de 
police faits a cet egard. 
Et si l'un des proprietaires avait fait 
seul la depense de la construction de 
I' entourage mitoyen, * il pourra con­
traindre l'autre a la faire a son tour, 
et l'on presumera que la cloture aura 
ete faite par celui du cote duquel elle 
se trouve clouee, s'il n'y a tit1·e ou 
preuve au contraire. 
Chacun peut contraindre son vo1sm, 
dans !es villes et faubourgs, a con­
tribuer aux constructions et reparations 
de la cloture faisant separation de leurs 
maisons, cours et jardins assis esdites 
villes et faubourgs: la hauteur de la 
cloture sera fixee suivant les reglemens 
particuliers ou les usages constans et 
reconnus; et, a defaut d'usages et de 
reglemens, tout mur de separation entre 
voisins, qui Sera construit OU retab]i a 
l'avenir, doit avoir au moins trente­
deux decimetres (dix pieds) de hauteur, 
compris le chaperon, dans Jes villes de 
cinquante mille ames et au-dessus, et 
vingt-six decimetres (huit pieds) dans 
!es autres. 
*Note error in English translation of French text; "inclosures held in com­
mon" should be "boundary inclosures." 
ART. 687. In the country the common boundary inclosures 
between two estates are made at the expense of the adjacent estates, 
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if the estates are inclo sed; o therwise, the estate which is not i nclo sed 
is not bound to contribute to i t. 
RCC-675 et seq., 683, 686. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 687. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 683. ( Projet, p. 72. Amendment i adopted; no comment) 
Same as above; but "inclosures" mis- Dans les campagnes, Jes clotures mi-
spelled "inclosure"; comma (, ) after toyennes se font a frais communs, si les 
"not inclosed." deux heritages sont en etat de cloture, 
autrement, celui dont !'heritage n'est 
pas en etat de clOture, n'est point oblige 
d'y contribuer. 
CC 1808, p. 1 34, Art. 35. 
In the country the inclosures held in 
common are made in the manner which 
is or shall be prescribed by particular 
regulations in this respect. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
-p. 135, Art. 35. 
Dans les campagnes, Jes clotures mi­
toyennes se font de la maniere qui est 
OU Sera prescrite par }es reg}emens par­
ticuJiers a cet egard. 
ART. 688. Every fence, which separates rural estates, i s  con­
sidered as a boundary inclo sure, unless there be but one of the estates 
inclo sed, or unless there be some title or proo f to the contrary. 
RCC-677, 689, 823 et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 688. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 684. (Projet, p. 73. Addition adopted; no comment) 
Same as above; but "separates" mis- Toute cloture qui separe deux biens 
spelled "separate." ruraux, est censee mitoyenne, a moins 
qu'il n'y ait qu'un seul de ces heritages 
en etat de clOture, OU a moins de titre 
ou preuve contraire. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804, Art. 670. 
Every hedge which separates estates 
is deemed a boundary hedge, unless 
there be but one of the estates inclosed, 
or if there be no title or sufficient pos­
session to the contrary. 
Toute haie qui separe des heritages 
est reputee mitoyenne, a moins qu'il n'y 
ait qu'un seul des heritages en etat de 
cloture, ou s'il n'y a titre ou possession 
suffisante au contraire. 
ART. 689. Every ditch between two estates shall he suppo sed 
held in com mon, unless there be a voucher o r  proof to the contrary. 
RCC-677, 688, 690. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 689. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 685. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808, p. 134, Art. 36. 
( No reference in Projet) 
Tous fosses entre deux heritages ser­
ont presumes mitoyens, s'il n'y a titre 
ou preuve contraire. 
·p. 135, Art. 36. 
Same as above; but comma (,) after 
"estates." 
Same as above; but comma (,) after 
"heritages." 
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CN 1804, Art. 666. 
Every ditch between two estates is 
supposed held in common, unless there 
be a voucher or mark to the contrary. 
. 
Tous fosses entre deux heritages sont 
presumes mitoyens s'il n'y a titre o u  
marque d u  contraire. 
ART. 690 . A ditch held in common is to be kep t at the expense  
of  the two co ntiguous prop rieto rs .  
RCC-689. 
RCC 1870, Art. 690. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 686. (No reference in Projet ) 
Same as above. Le fosse mitoyen doit etre entretenu 
a frais communs. 
CC 1808, p. 1 34, Art. 37. -p. 135, Art. 37. 
A ditch held in common is to be kept Same as above. 
up at a common expense. 
CN 1804, Art. 669. 
Same as above. Same as above. 
ART. 691. Every proprietor in the cities , towns or suburbs o f  
this State, i s  forbidden to plant o n  the boundary line which separates 
his estate from that of his neighbor, trees which may be of any injury 
whatso ever to his neighbor. 
And if his neighbor suff ers any damage from them, he can oblige 
the owner to have them torn up or the branches o f  them cut off, 
which extend over his estate. 
If the roots only extend themselves on his estate, the neighbor 
has the right to cut them up himself. 
RCC-505, 506, 667, 2011. 
RCC 1 .870, Art. 691.  
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 687. (Projet, p. 73. Addition + adopted; no comment) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804, Art. 671. 
Trees with tall trunks may be planted 
only at the distance prescribed by 
special regulations actually existing, or 
by consistent and recognized usages; 
and, in the absence of regulations and 
11 est interdit a tout proprietaire, 
dans les villes et faubourgs de cet Etat, 
de planter sur la limite qui le separe 
d'avec son voisin, des arbres qui puis­
sent lui nuire en aucune maniere quel­
conque. 
Si le voisin en re�oit quelque dom­
mage, ii peut faire condamner le pro­
prietaire a les arracher, OU a COUper Jes 
branches qui s'etendent sur son heri­
tage. 
Si ce sont des racines qui s'avancent 
sur son heritage, le voisin a le droit de 
Jes couper lui-meme. 
II n'est permis de planter des arbres 
de haute tige qu'a la distance prescrite 
par Jes reglemens particuliers actuelle­
ment existans, ou par Jes usages con­
stans et reconnus; et, a defaut de regle-
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usages, only at a distance of two meters 
from the boundary lirie between the 
two estates for trees with tall trunks, 
and at a distance of a half-meter for 
other trees and quickset hedges. 
-Art. 672. 
A neighbor may demand that trees 
and hedges planted at a lesser distance 
be torn up. 
He, on whose property hang the 
branches of his neighbor's trees, may 
compel the latter to cut off such 
branches. 
If the roots only extend on his estate, 
he has the right to cut them up himself. 
mens et usages, qu'a la distance de deux 
metres de la ligne separative des deux 
heritages pour Jes arbres a haute tige, 
et a la distance d'un demi-metre pour 
Jes autres arbres et haies vives. 
Le voisin p e ut exiger quc Jes arbres 
et haies plantes a une moindre distance 
soient arraches. 
Celui sur la propriete duquel avanc­
ent !es branches des arbres du voisin, 
peut contraindre celui-ci a couper ces 
branches. 
Si c e  sont les racines qui avancent 
sur son heritage, il a dro't de !es y 
couper lui-meme. 
S ection 2-0F CASES WHERE I T  IS NECESSARY TO HAVE DOUBLE 
OR COUNTER WALLS 
ART. 692. He who wishes to dig a well or a nec essary, to build 
a chimney or hearth, a f orge, an oven, a furnace or stable, to put up 
shelves t o  store salt or other corrosive substances near a wall, whether 
held in common or not, i s  b ound to leave the distance, and to c ause 
to b e  made the works p resc ribed by the regulations of the p olice, in 
order that his neighbor he not injured thereby. 
And if ther e he no regulations of p olic e up on all or any of these 
subjects, he shall c onform to the following rules, in cases which have 
n ot been foreseen. 
RCC-505, 667, 675, 6 8 0 ,  685.  
RCC 1870, Art. 692. ( Same as Art. 692 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 8 25, Art. 688. ( No reference in Projet) 
He who wishes to dig a well or a Celui qui fait creuser un puits ou 
necessary, to build a chimney, or une fosse d'aisance pres d'un mur 
hearth, a forge, an oven, a furnace or mitoyen ou non, celui qui veut y con­
stable ,  to put up shelves or to store struire cheminee ou atre, forge, four ou 
salt -or other corrosive substances near a fourneau, y adosser un [ unel etable ou 
wall, whether held in common or not, is etablir contre ce mur un magasin de 
bound to leave the distance ,  and to sel, ou amas de matieres corrosives, 
cause to be made the works prescribed est oblige a laisser la distance et a 
by the regulations of the police, in faire Jes ouvrages prescrits par Jes regle­
order that his neighbor be not injured mens de police a cet egard, pour eviter 
thereby. de nuire a son Voisin. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. Et s'il n'y a pas de reglemens de 
police sur tous ou que!ques-uns de ces 
objets, il se conformera aux dispositions 
CC 1808, p. 134, Art. 38. 
He who wishes to dig a well or a 
necessary near a wall whether held. in 
common or not, 
He who wishes to build against it a 
chimney, or hearth, a forge ,  an oven or 
a furnace, or a stable, 
Or rest against this wall a quantity 
of salt or other corrosive substances, 
suivantes dans Jes cas non prevus. 
·P· 135, Art. 38. 
Same as above ; but "fosse" spelled 
"fausse"; "etable" spelled "etab11" ; 
comma (, ) 'after "etabli"; no p unctua­
tion after "sel." 
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Is bound to leave the distance, and to 
cause to b e  made the works prescribed 
by the regulations of the police, in 
order that his neighbor be not injured 
thereby. 
And if there be no regulation s  of 
police upon all or some of these objects, 
he shall conform to the following rules 
in cases which have not been foreseen. 
CN 1804, Art. 674. 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
He who wishes to build against it a 
chimney, or hearth, a forge, an oven or 
a furnace, 
Or build against it a stable, 
Or rest against this wall a quantity 
of salt or other corrosive substances, 
Is bound to leave the distance pre­
scribed by the special regulations and 
usages concerning such things, or to 
make the works prescribed by such 
regulation s  and usages, in order that 
his neighbor be not injured thereby. 
Celui qui fait creuser un puits ou 
une fosse d'aisance pres d'un mur 
mitoyen ou non ;  
Celui qui veut y construire cheminee 
OU atre, forge, four OU fourneau, 
y adosser une etable, 
Ou etablir contre ce mur un magasin 
de sel ou amas de matieres corrosives, 
Est oblige a laisser la distance pres-. 
crite par . les reglemens et usages par­
ticuliers Sur ces objets, OU a faire Jes 
ouvrages prescrits par les memes regle­
mens et usages, pour eviter de nuire 
au voisin. 
ART. 693. He who wishes t o  build a chimney or hearth against 
a wall held in common, is bound to  make a double wall of brick or 
other proper material six inches thick. 
RCC-675,  685. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 693. (Sam e  as Art. 693 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 689. ( No reference in Projet) 
He who wishes to build a chimney 
or hearth against a wall held in com­
mon, is bound to make a double wall 
of brick or other proper materials six 
inches thick. 
CC 1 808, p. 1 34, Art. 39. 
He who wishes to build a chimney or 
hearth against a wall held in common, 
is bound to make a double wall of 
tiles or other proper materials six 
inches thick. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Celui qui veut faire une cheminee 
ou atre contre un mur mitoyen, doit 
faire un contre-mur de briques ou autre 
chose suffisante, de [d'unl demi pied 
d'epaisseur. 
-p. 135, Art. 3.9 • .  
Celui qui. veut faire une cheminee 
ou .atre contre u n  mur mitoyen, doit 
faire un contr:e-mur de thuilots rtui­
leauxl, ou: autre chose suffisante de 
[d'unl demi-pied d'epaisseur. 
ART. 694. He who wishes to build an oven, a forge or a fur­
nace against the wall held in common, is hound to leave half a foot 
interval and vacancy betwixt such wall and that of his oven, forge or 
furnace, and this last wall must be one foot thick. 
RCC-675, 685. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 694. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 690. 
Same as above. 
( No reference in Projet )  
Celui qui veut faire un four, une 
forge ou un fourneau, contre le mur 
mitoyen, doit laisser . un demi pied de 
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CC 1 808, p. 134, Art. 40. 
He who wishes to build an oven, a 
forge, or a furnace against the wall 
held in common, is bound to leave 
half a foot interval and vacancy be­
twixt said wall and that of his oven, 
forge or furnace, and this last wall 
must be one foot thick. 
CN 1 8 04. No corresponding article. 
vide et intervalle contre [ entre] ce 
mur et celui de son four, forge ou 
fourneau, e t  ce dernier mur doit etre 
d'un pied d ' epaisseur. 
-p. 1 35, Art. 40. 
Celui qui veut faire un four, une 
forge, ou un fourneau contre le mur 
mitoyen, doit Jaisser un demi-pied de 
vide et intervalle entre !edit mur et 
celui de son four, forge ou fourneau et 
ce dernier mur doit etre d'un pied 
d'epaisseur. 
ART. 695. He who wi shes to dig a necessary or a well against 
a wall. whether held i n  common or not, is hou n d  to bui ld another wall 
one foot thick ; and when t here is a well on one side and a necessary 
on the other, there shall he f our feet masonry betwixt the two, includ­
ing the thickness on both sides ;  but between two wells three feet 
interval are sufficient . 
RCC-505, 675, 685.  
RCC 1 870. Art. 695. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 691. ( No reference in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808, p. 136, Art. 4 1 .  
H e  who wishes to dig a necessary or 
a well against a wall whether held in 
common or not, is bound to build an­
other wall one foot thick; and when 
there is a well on one side and a nec­
e.ssary on the other, there shall be four 
feet masonry, betwixt the two, includ­
ing the thickness on both sides: but 
betwixt two wells three feet interval 
are sufficient. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Celui qui veut faire des lieux 
d'aisance ou un puits contre un mur 
mitoyen ou non mitoyen, doit faire 
un contre-mur d'un pied d'epaisseur, 
et lorsqu'il y aura un puits d'un cote 
et des lieux d'aisance de l'autre, ii 
faudra qu'il y ait quatre pieds de ma­
�onnerie d'epaisseur entrc lies) deux, en 
comprenant !es epaisseurs d'une part et 
d'autre; mais entre deux puits, trois 
pieds suffisent. 
-p. 1 37 ,  Art. 4 1 .  
Same as above ; but "ou un puits" 
spelled "ou un puit" ; "aura un puits" 
spelled "aura un puit" ; no p unctuation 
after "d'epaisseur entre deux." 
Section 3-0F THE RIGHT OF LIGHTS AND OF VIEW ON 
THE PROPERTY OF A NEIGHBOR 
ART. 696. One neighbor can not, without the consent of the 
?th er, open any window or aperture through the wall held in common, 
m. any matter [manner] whatever, not eve n  with the obligation, on 
his part, to confine himself to lights, the frames of which shall he 
so fixed within the wall that they can not he opened. 
RCC-684, 685, 728, 782, 8 5 6. 
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RCC 1870, Art. 696. 
Same as above. 
( Same as Art. 696 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
CC 1825, Art. 692. ( No reference in Projet) 
Same as above ; but "matter" cor­
rectly spelled "manner." 
CC 1 808, p. 136, Art. 42. 
One of the neighbors cannot, without 
the consent of the other, open through 
the wall held in common, any window 
or aperture, in any manner whatever, 
nor even with the obligation on his 
part of confining himself to lights, the 
frames of which shall be [sol fixed 
within the wall that they cannot be 
opened. 
CN 1804, Art. 675. 
Same as above. 
L'un des voisins ne peut, sans le 
consentement de l'autre, pratiquer dans 
le mur mitoyen, aucune fenetre ni ou­
verture en quelque maniere que ce soit, 
meme a verre dormant. 
-p. 1 37, Art. 42. 
Same as above. 
L'un des vo1s1ns ne peut, sans le 
consentement de l'autre, pratiquer dans 
le mur mitoyen aucune fenetre ou ou­
verture, en quelque maniere que ce 
soit, meme a verre dormant. 
ART. 697. No one shall build galleries, balconies or oth er* 
projections on the border of an estate, so that they extend beyond the 
boundary line which separates it from the adjoining estate. 
RCC-505. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 697. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 693. ( Projet, p.  73. Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( ,) after 
"line." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804, Art. 678. 
One cannot have straight views or 
prospect windows, nor any balconies 
or other similar projections over the 
estate of a neighbor, whether inclosed 
or not, unless there be nineteen deci­
meters (six feet) of distance between 
the wall in which they are made and 
said estate. 
Nu! ne peut construire des galeries, 
balcons ou autres semblables* saillies, 
sur la limite entre deux heritages, de 
maniere que ces ouvrages se prolongent 
au defa de la ligne de cette limite, sur 
!'heritage du voisin. 
On ne peut avoir des vues droites 
ou fenetres d'aspect, ni balcons ou 
autres semblables saillies sur !'heritage 
clos ou non clos de son voisin, s'il n'y 
a dix-neuf decimetres (six pieds) de 
distance entre le mur ou on les pratique 
et ledit heritage. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "similar." 
Section 4-oF THE MANNER OF CARRYING OFF 
WATER FROM THE ROOF 
ART. 698. Every proprietor is hound to fix his roof so that 
the rain w ater fall upon h is own ground, or on the public road. He 
has no right to cause the same to  fall on his neighbor's ground. 
RCC-505,  660, 674, 7 1 1, 7 14, 727. 
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RCC 1 870, Ai;t. 698. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 694. (No reference in Projet ) 
Same as 'above. 
CC 1 808, p. 1 36, Art. 45. 
Every proprietor is bound to fix his 
roof so that rain water fall upon his 
own ground, or on the public road. He 
has no right to cause the same to fall 
on his neighbour's ground. 
CN 1 804, Art. 681 .  
Same as above. 
Tout proprietaire doit etablir ses 
toits de maniere que !es eaux pluviales 
s'ecoulent sur son terrain ou sur la voie 
publique ; ii ne peut !es faire verser sur 
le fonds de son voisin. 
·P· 1 37,  Art. 45. 
Same as a bove. 
Tout proprietaire doit etablir des 
toits de maniere que les eaux pluviales 
s'ecoulent sur son terrain ou sur la 
voie publique; ii ne peut !es faire verser 
sur le fonds de son voisin. 
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800 ) ,  Book II, Title IV, Art. 34.  
Every proprietor is bound to fix his Tout proprietaire doit etablir ses 
roof so that rain water fall upon his toits de maniere que Jes eaux pluviales 
own ground, or on the public road. s'ecoulent sur son terrain ou sur la 
voie publique. 
Section 5-0F THE RIGHT OF PASSAGE AND OF WAY 
ART. 699. * The owner whose estate is enclosed, and who has 
no way to a public road, a railroad, a tramroad or a water course may 
claim the right of passage on the estate of his neighbor or neighbors 
to the nearest public road, railroad, tramroad or water course and 
shall have the right to construct a road, railroad or tramway accord­
ing to circumstances and as the exigencies of the case may acquire 
[require] , over the land of his neighbor or neighbors for the purpose 
of getting the products of his said enclosed land to such public road, 
railroad, tramroad or water course, or for the cultivation of his estate, 
but he shall be bound to indemnify his neighbor or neighbors in pro­
portion: to the damage he may occasion. (As amended by Acts 1916, 
No. 197) 
· RCC�497, 554, 662, 666,  674,  700 et seq., 7 19, 722, 727, 729, 7 7 1, 777,  789, 795.  Acts 1896,  No. 54.  
RCC 1 870, Art. 699. _, (Same as Art. 699 of P:r;oposed Revision of 1869)  
The owner whose estate is inclosed, and who has n o  �ay to the public road, may claim the right of passage on the estate of his neighbors for the cultivation of his estate, but he is bound to indemnify them in proportion to the damage he may occasion. 
CC I e25, Art. 695. (No reference in Projet) 
The proprietor, whose . estate is in- Les proprietaires, dont les fonds sont closed, and who has no way to the enclaves, et qui n'ont aucune issue sur public road, may claim the right of la vue [voie] publique, peuvent re­passage on the estate of his neighbors clamer un droit de passage sur le fonds for the cultivation of his estate, but de leurs voisins, pour !'exploitation de he i� bound to indemnify them in pro- leurs heritages, a la charge d'une in­portion to the damage he may occasion. demnite proportionnee au dommage 
qu'ils peuvent occasionner. 
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CC 1808, p. 1 36, Art. 46. 
The proprietor whose estate is en­
closed, and who has no way to the 
public road, may claim a right of pas­
sage on the estate of neighbours for 
the cultivation of his estate, but he is 
bound to indemnify them in proportion 
to the damage he may occasion. 
CN 1804, Art. 682. 
-p. 1 37, Art. 46. 
Same as above ; but "vue" correctly 
spelled "voie." 
Same as above. Le proprietaire dont Jes fonds sont 
enclaves et qui n'a aucune issue sur la 
voie publique, peut reclamer un passage 
sur les fonds de ses voisins pour l' ex­
ploitation de son heritage, a la charge 
d'une indemnite proportionnee au dom­
mage qu'il peut occa.sionner. 
*In connection with this article see Acts 1 896, No. 54. 
ART . 700 .  The owner of the estate, which is surrounded by 
other lands, has no right to exact the right of passage from which of 
his neighbor s he chooses. 
The passage shall be generally taken on the side where the dis� 
tance is the shortest from the inclosed estate to the public road. 
Nevertheless, it shall be fixed in the place the least injur ious to 
the person on whose estate the passage is granted. · 
RCC-699, 701,  777 et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 700. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 696. ( Projet, p. 73. Amendment adopted ; no comment) 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "Nevertheless." 
CC 1 808, p. 136, Art. 47. 
The passage shall be regularly taken 
on the side · where the distance is · tbe 
shottest froin the encfosed estate to· the 
public road. 
Nevertheless it shall be fixed · in the 
place the least injurious to the ·person 
on whose estate said passage is granted. 
CN 1804, Art. 683. 
Same as par. 1, above. 
-Art. 684. 
Same as CC 1808, p. 136,  Art. 47, 
par. 2, above. 
Le proprietaire du fonds enclave 
n'est pas le maitre d'exiger le passage 
de celui de ses voisins qu'il veut choisir. 
Le passage doit etre ordinairement 
pris du cote OU le trajet est le plus 
court, du fonds enclave a la voie pub­
Jique. 
Neanmoins, ii doit etre .fixe dans l'en­
droit le moins dommageable a celui sur 
le fonds duquel il est accorde. 
-p. 137, Art. 47. 
Le passage- doit ' etre regulii!renient 
pris du cote OU le trajet est le plus 
court du fonds enclave · a· la voie puh-
lique. . · · · 
. Par. 2 same as par. 3, above ; but 
no punctuation after · ''Neanmoins.'' 
. . 
Le passage do{t regulierement etre 
pris du . cote ou le trajet est le plus 
court dtl fonds 'enclave a la voie pub­
liqlie. 
Same as CC 1808, p. 137, Art. 47,  
par. 2,  above. 
ART. 701. It is not always the owner of the land which affords 
the shortest passage who is obliged to suffer the right of passage ; for if 
the estate, for which the right of passage is claimed, has become 
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in.closed by means of sale, ex change or partition , the vendor, copar­
cener or o ther owner o f  the land reserved, an d upon which the right 
of passage was before exercised, is hound to furni�h the purchaser 
or o wn er o f  the land inclosed w ith a passage gratmtously, an d even 
when it has not been so ld or transferred with the rights of servitude. 
RCC-699, 700, 7 7 7 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 701 . ( Same as Art. 7 0 1  of Proposed Revision of 1869)  
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 697. ( Projet, p. 74. A ddition + adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
It is not always the owner of the 
land which affords the shortest passage, 
who is obliged to suffer the right of 
passag e ;  for if the estate, for which the 
right of passage is claimed, has become 
inclosed by means of sale, exchange or 
partition, the vendor, coparcener or 
other proprietor of the land reserved, 
and upon which the right of passage 
was before exercised, is bound to fur­
nish the p urchaser or owner of the land 
inclosed, with a passage gratuitously, 
and even when it has not been sold or 
transferred with the rights of servitude. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 8 04. No corresponding article. 
Ce n'est pas toujours au proprietaire 
du fonds qui offre le trajet le plus 
court, a founir le passage ; car si !'heri­
tage de celui qui demande le passage, 
n'est devenu enclave que par !'effet 
d'une vente, d ' un echange OU d'un par· 
tage, c'est au vendeur, co-partageant 
OU autre proprietaire des fonds re· 
serves, sur lesquels s'exer�ait aupara­
vant le passage, a le fournir, a l'acque­
reur ou proprietaire du fonds enclave 
et gratuitement, quand meme le fonds 
n'aurait pas ete vendu ou transporte, 
avec des droits de servitude. 
ART. 702. A p assage must he furnished to the owner of the 
land surrounded by o ther lands, not only for himself and workmen, 
but for his animals, carts, instruments of  agriculture, and every thing 
which may he necessary for the use and working of his land. 
R CC-699, 703. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 702. ( Same as Art. 7 02 of Proposed Revision of 1869)  
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 698. ( Projet, p. 74. A ddition adopted ; no comment) 
A passage must be furnished to the Le p assage doit etre fourni au pro-
owner of the land surrounded by other prietaire du fonds enclave, non seule­
lands, not only for himself, his slaves ment pour lui et ses esclaves et ouv­
and workmen, but for his animals, carts, riers, mais encore pour ses animaux, 
instruments of agriculture, and every voitures, instrumens aratoires, et pour 
thing which may be necessary for the tout ce qui est necessaire a !'usage et 
use and working of his land. a !'exploitation de son heritage. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 703. When the place for the passage is once fixed, he 
to whom this servitude has been granted can not change it, hut he 
who owes this servitude may change it from one place to another, in 
order that it may he less incon venient to him, provided that it afford 
the same facility to the own er of the servitude. 
RCC-554, 699, 702,  777,  779.  
RCC 1 870, Art. 703. ( Same as Art. 703 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
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CC 1825, Art. 699. ( Projet, p. 74. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
When the place for the passage is 
once fixed,  he to whom this servitude 
has been granted, cannot change it, but 
he who owes this servitude, may change 
it from one place to another, in order 
that it may be less inconvenient to him, 
provided that it afford the same facility 
to the proprietor of the servitude. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Lorsque le lieu oil doit s'exercer le 
passage, est une fois fixe, celui auquel 
cette servitude a ete accordee, ne peut 
plus en changer la situation ; mais celui 
qui la doit, peut changer le passage d'un 
lieu a un autre, pour qu'il lui soit moins 
incommode, pourvu que l'autre proprie­
taire y trouve la meme facilite. 
ART. 704. Roads are of two kinds, public and private. 
RCC 1870, Art. 704. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 700. 
Same as above. 
( Pro jet, p. 7 4. Addition adopted ; no comment) 
Les chemins sont de deux especes, 
savoir : Jes chemins publics et Jes che­
mins particuliers. 
CC 1808. No c orresponding article. 
CN 1804. No c orresponding article. 
ART.  705. Public roads are those which are made use of as 
highways, which are generally furnished and kept up by the owners 
of estates adjacent to them. 
RCC-458. Acts 1902,  No. 1 1 9 ;  1 9 14, No. 240. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 705. (Same as Art. 705 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 701. (Projet, p. 74.  Addition adopted ; no comment) 
Public roads are those which are Les chemins publics sont ceux qui 
made use of as high roads, which are servent de grandes routes et qui sont 
generally furnished and kept up by the dus generaJement et entretenus par Jes 
proprietors of estates adjacent to them. proprietaires dont ils sont limitrophes. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No c orresponding article. 
ART.  706. Private roads are those which are only open for 
the benefit of certain individuals, to go from and to their homes, for 
the service of their lands, and* for the use of some estates exclusively. 
RCC-459. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 706. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 702. (Projet, p. 74. Addition amended in English text 
and adopted ; no comment) 
Same as above ; but no punctuation Les chemins particuliers sont ceux 
after "individuals." qui ne sont ouverts que pour l'utilite 
de quelques individus, pour aller et 
venir a leur maison, ou pour le service 
de Jeurs terres, ou * pour !'usage de 
quelques heritages exclusivement. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "and" should be "or." 
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A.RT. 707. · He who from his title as owner is hound to give a 
public road on the border of a river or stream , must furnish another 
without any compensatio n, if .  the fi rst be destroyed ·or carried a�ay. * 
. . And if the road be so injured or inund.ated by the water, without 
being c arried away, that  it becom�s . impassable, the owner. 
is obliged 
to give the public a passage on his lands, as near as possible to the 
public road, without recompense therefor. 
R CC-455, 497, 5 18, 658, 665. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 707. (Same as Art. 7 0 7  of Proposed Revision of l ll69) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 703. (Projet, p. 74. Addition ; adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
And if the road be so injured or inun­
dated b y  the water, without being car­
ried away, that it becomes impassable, 
the owner is obliged to give the public 
a passage on his lands, as near as pos­
sible to the public road, without any 
recompense therefor. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Celui qui, d'apres son titre de pro­
priete, doit un chemin public sur le 
bord d'un fleuve ou d'une riviere, est 
oblige <l'en fournir un autre, sans in­
demnite si celui qu'il avait deja fourni 
vient a etre detruit OU emporte par Ja 
riviere. * 
S'il arrive que ce chemin, sans etre 
emporte, soit tellement gate ou inonde 
par la riviere, qu'on ne puisse pas y 
passer, le proprietaire est tenu de don­
ner a u  public un passage sur ses terres, 
le plus pres possible du chemin inonde, 
sans pouvoir exiger aucune indemnite 
a cet egard. 
*English translation of French text incomplete; should include "by the stream." 
ART. 708. The action of indemnific ation, granted against the 
person who claims the passage, may he barred by prescription, and 
the passage shall be continued, although th e action in indemnification 
may be no longer maintainable. 
RCC-729, 765, 3544. 
RCC 1870, Art. 708 .. (Same as . Art. 708 of Proposed Revision of 1869) Same as above. 
CC \ 825, Art. 7Q4. . (No re.ference in J;'r0j�t) 
The action of indemnification, granted L'action en indemnite accordee contre 
against the person who claims the pas- celui qui r eclame le passage; est pre­
sage, may be barred by prescription, scriptible, et le passage doit etre con­
and the passage shall be continued, al- tinue, quoique !'action en indemnite ne 
though the action in indemnification be soit plus recevable. 
. . 
no . longer maintainable • . 
CC 1 808, i>· 13!l, Art. 48. 
S�me as . above; but n� punctuation 
after "of indemnification." 
CN 1 804, Art. 685. 
The action of indemnification, in the 
case provided for by Article 682, may be 
barred b y  prescription ; and the passage 
shall be continued, although the action 
in indemnification be no longer main­
tainable. 
;p, .137� 
. Art. 48. 
Same as • above; but no. punct�ation 
after "reclame le passage." 
L'action en indemnite, dans le cas 
prevu par !'article 682, est prescrip­
tible; et le passage doit etre continue, 
quoique !'action en indemnite ne soit 
plus recevable. 
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Chapter 4-0F CONVENTIONAL OR VOLUNTARY SERVITUDES 
Section 1-0F THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF CONVENTIONAL OR 
VOLUNTARY SERVITUDES 
ART. 709.  Owners have a right to establish on their estates, 
or in favor of their estates, such servitudes as they deem proper ; pro­
vided, nevertheless, that the services he not imposed on the person 
or in favor of the person, hut only on an estate or in favor of an estate ; 
and provided, moreover, that such services imply nothing contrary to 
public order. . 
The use and extent of servitudes thus established are regulated 
by the title by which they are granted, and if there he no titles, by the 
following rules. 
RCC-1 1 ,  646 et seq., 659, 7 2 9, 7 5 1, 754, 755, 772,  2 0 1 1 ,  2266. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 709. (Same as Art. 709 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 705. (No reference in Projet) 
Proprietors have a right to establish 
on their estates, or in favour of their es­
tates, such servitudes as they deem 
proper : Provided nevertheless, that the 
services be not imposed on the person 
or in favour of the person, but only 
on an estate or in favour of an estate; 
and provide\l moreover, that such ser­
vices imply nothing contrary to p ublic 
order. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above; but 
comma (,) after "established"; colon 
( :) after "rules." 
CC 1 808, p. 1 38, Art. 49. 
Proprietors have a right to establish 
on their estates or in favor of their es­
tates, such services as they'deeni proper: 
Provided nevertheless that the services 
be not imposed on the · per.son or in 
favor of the person, but only 
· 
on an 
estate or in favor of an . estate, . and 
Provided moreover, that said services 
imply nothing contrary to public order. 
The use and extent of services thus 
established, are regulated by the titie 
by which they are established, and if 
there .be no. title, by the following rules : .  
CN 1804, Art. G86. 
II est permis aux proprietaires d'e­
tablir sur leurs proprietes, ou en faveur 
de leurs proprietes telles servitudes que 
hon leur semble, pourvu neanmoins que 
ces servitudes ne soient imposees ni a 
la personne, ni en faveur de la per­
sonne, mais seulement a un fonds · ou 
pour un fonds, et pourvu que ces servi­
tudes n'aient d'ailleurs rien de contraire 
a l'ordre public. 
L'usage et l'etendue des servitudes 
ainsi etablies, se reglent par' le titre 
qui lea constitue, et a defaut de ·titre, 
par les regles ci-apres. 
-p. 139, Art. 49. 
11 est permis aux propri�taires d'e­
tablir SUT }eurs proprietes OU en faveur 
de Jeurs proprietes, telles servitudes 
que hon leur semble pourvu neanmoins 
que ces servitudes ne soient imposees ni 
a la personne, ni en faveur de la per­
sonne, mais seulement a un fonds ou 
pour un fonds, et pourvu que ces services 
n'ayent d'ailleurs rien de contraire a 
I' ordre public. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, abqv!! ; but 
"ci-apres" spelled "si-apres." 
Same as above; RCC 1870 preferred. II est permis aux proprietaires d'eta-
blir sur leurs .proprietes ou en faveur 
de Jeurs proprietes telles servitudes que 
hon leur semble, pourvu neanmoins que 
les services etablis ne soient imposes 
ni a la personne, ni en faveur de la per­
sonne, mais seulement a lin fonds et 
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pour un fonds, et pourvu que ces ser­
vices n'aient d 'ailleurs rien de contraire 
a l'ordre p ublic. 
L'usage et l'etendue des servitudes 
ainsi etablies se reglent par le titre qui 
les constitue ;  a defaut de titre par les 
regles ci-ap�es. 
ART. 7 10. All servitudes are established either for the use of 
houses o r  for the use of lands. 
Those of the first kind are called urban servitudes, whether the 
buildings to which they are due be situated in the city o r  in the 
country. 
Tho se of the seco nd kind are called rural servitudes. 
RCC-711 et seq., 72 1 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 7 1 0. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 706. ( No reference in Projet) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808, p. 138, Art. 50. 
All services are established either for 
the use of houses or for the use of 
lands. 
Those of the first kind are called 
urban services whether the buildings to 
which they are due be situated in the 
city or in the country. 
Those of the second kind are called 
rural services. 
CN 1 804, Art. 687. 
Same as above. 
Toutes Jes servitudes sont etablies, ou 
pour l'usage des batimens, ou pour celui 
des fonds de terres. 
Celles de la premiere espece s'appel­
Jent urbaines, soit que Jes batimens aux­
quels elles sont dues, soient situes a 
Ja ville OU a Ja Campagne. 
Cclles de la seconde espece s'appel­
lent ruralcs. 
-p. 1 39, Art. SO. 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after " etablies." 
Les servitudes sont etablies O U  pour 
!'usage des batimens, ou pour celui des 
fonds de terre. 
Par. 2 same as par 2,  above; but no 
punctuation after "dues" ; semicolon 
( ;) after "campagne." 
Celles de la seconde espece se nom­
ment rurales. 
· ART. 711.  The p rincip al kinds of urban servitudes are the 
follo wing : 
The right of suppo rt ;  that of drip ; that of drain or of p reventing 
the drain; that of view or of lights, or of p reventing the view or lights 
from being obstructed ; that of raising buildings or walls, or o f  p re­
venting th em fr om being raised ; that of p assage, and that of drawing 
water. 
RCC-450, 660, 675, 6 92 ,  696,  698, 699, 7 1 0 ,  7 1 2  et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 7 1 1 .  
Same a s  above. 
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CC 1825, Art. 707. (Projet, p. 75. Addition i adopte d ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Les principales esp�ces de servitudes 
urbaines, sont Jes suivantes : 
Le droit d'appui ; celui d'egout; celui 
d' ecoulement ou celui d'empecher cet 
ecoulement ; celui de vues ou de jours, 
ou celui d'empecher qu'on n'y nuise ; 
celui d'elever, ou d'empecher !'eleva­
tion ; celui de passage ; et celui de pui­
sage. 
ART. 7 12. The right of support is one by which a proprietor 
stipulates that his neighbor shall be bound to permit that his house 
or his timbers should rest on the wall of his neighbor. 
In these servitudes the owner of the structure subject to them 
is bound to keep his wall in a condition to bear them, unless the con· 
trary has been agreed upon ; but he may relieve himself from this 
charge by abandoning his wall. 
The servitude by which one is permitted to project works over 
the estate of his neighbor is of the same kind. 
RCC-673,  675,  2011 .  
RCC 1870, Art. 7 1 2. ( Same as Art. 7 12 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 708. (Projet, p.  75. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
In these servitudes, the owner of 
the estate subject to them is bound to 
keep his wall in a condition to bear 
them, unless the contrary has been 
agreed upon ; but he may relieve him­
self from this charge by abandoning 
his wall. 
Par. 3 same as par. 3, above ; but 
comma ( , )  after "servitude", and after 
"neighbor." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Le droit d'appui est une servitude 
d'apres laquelle un proprietaire stipule 
que le voisin sera tenu de souffrir qu'il 
appuye sa maison ou ses poutres sur 
son mur. 
Dans l'une et l'autre de ces servitudes, 
c'est au proprietaire du batiment as­
servi a tenir le mur en etat de sup­
porter la servitude, s'il n'en a ete autre­
ment convenu ; mais il peut se delivrer 
de cette charge en abandonnant son 
mur. 
Une servitude du meme genre est celle 
par laquelle il  est stipule que le pro­
prietaire pourra avoir des saillies sur 
!'heritage de son voisin. 
ART. 7 13. Every owner is bound so to construct his roofs that 
the rain falling on them shall not fall on the land of his neighbor, but 
on his own or the public way. 
This falling of water gives rise to the servitude of drip. 
The servitude of drip is that by which any one engages to permit 
the waters from the roof of his neighbor to fall on his estate, or that 
by which any one obliges himself to suffer the waters from his own 
roof to fall on the estate of his neighbor. 
RCC-491,  505, 660, 674, 7 2 7 ,  728,  729,  765, 766,  3504.  
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RCC 1 870, Art. 713. (Same as Art. 7 1 3  of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Ai:t_. 7Q9. ( Projet, p. 75. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
:reda.ctors) 
. :Every . proprietor is bound .so to con­
struct his roofs that the . rain falling on 
them should not. fall on the land of his 
neighboi:tr, but on his own or the public 
way. 
Pars. 2, 3 same as pars. 2, 3, above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
D'apres la loi, tout proprietaire doit 
construire ses toits de maniere que !es 
eaux pluviales qui en decoulent, ne ver­
sent pas sur le fonds du voisin, mais 
bien sur le sien, ou sur la voie publique. 
Cet ecoulement est ce qui donne lieq 
a la servitude d'egout. 
La servitude d'egout est celle par la­
quelle quelqu'un s'engage a souffrir que 
les eaux du toit du voisin s'ecoulent sur 
son heritage, ou par laquelle ii s'oblige 
a laisser couler les eaux de son propre 
toit sur !'heritage du voisin. 
ART. 714. Th e righ t  of drain consists in the servitude of pass· 
ing water collected in pipes or canals through the estate of one's 
neighbor. 
This servitude is diff erent from the righ t  of drip, because the 
charge it imposes is more onerous. 
It is much less inconvenient to receive the rain which falls* than 
a body of water which may carry away the land by its violence. 
The contrary servitude is the right of preventing this passage of 
water� 
RCC 1870, Art. 714. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 710. 
Same as above. 
.( Projet, p. 76. Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Le droit d'ecoulement des eaux, con­
siste a pouvoir faire passer par l'heri­
tage du voisin, des eaux rassemblees 
dans des tuyaux ou dans un canal. 
Cette servitude· differe · du droit 
d'egout parce qu'elle· impose une charge 
plus considerable. 
II est moins incommode ·de ·recevoir 
des eux qui tombent goutte a gc;iutte; 
et qui sont quelquesfois [quelquefois] 
emportees par le vent,* qu'un com·s 
d'eau qui peut degrader. par son im­
petuosite. 
La servitude contraire est le droit 
d'empecher cet ecoulement. 
CC 1 8 08. . No corresponding a:r;t.icle. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
*English translation of French text incomplete · should foch:ide "drop by drop; and which is sometimes borne away by the wind.'� 
ART . 715 . .
. 
We understand by view every opening which may, 
more �r less, facilitate th e . 
means of looking out of a building. 
Lights are those opemngs which are made* rather for th e admis­
sion of light  than .to look out of. 
RCC-568, 7 1 6, 717. 
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RCC 1870, Art. 7 1 5. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 7 1 1.. (Projet, p. 76. 
redactors) 
Addition adopted ; comment by 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"openings" ,  and after "light." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
On entend en general par vues toute 
espece d'ouvertures qui peuvent, plus 
ou moins directement, faciliter les mo­
yens de regarder hors de l'edifice pour 
lequel on Jes a faites. 
On donne le nom de jours a des 
ouvertures moins considerables, ou dis­
posees* de maniere qu'elles servent 
plutot a eclairer un lieu, qu'a procurer 
les moyens de voir a l'exterieur. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "those openings which are 
made" should be "lesser openings, or those arranged." 
ART. 7 1 6. Servitudes of view are of two kinds ;  one which 
confers the right of full view with the power of preventing one's 
neighbor from raising any buildings which obstruct it, and the other 
which gives an owner the right of preventing his neighbor from having 
any view or lights on the side on which their estates unite, or that he 
exercise these servitudes according to his title. 
RCC-6 68, 715,  782. 
RCC 1870, Art. 7 16.  (Same as Art. 716 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 7 1 2. (Projet, p.  
redactors) 
Servitudes of view are of two kinds; 
one which confers the right of full view 
with the power of preventing one's 
neighbour from raising any buildings 
which obstruct it, and the other which 
gives a proprietor the right of pre­
venting his neighbour from having any 
view or lights on the side on which their 
estates unite, or that he exercise these 
servitudes according to his title. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
76. Addition :I: adopte d ;  comment by 
Les servitudes de vues sont de deux 
sortes : l'une qui donne le droit d'une 
vue libre, avec pouvoir d'empecher que 
le batiment voisin ne soit eleve et n'ote 
la vue ; et l'autre qui donne a un pro­
prietaire le droit d'empecher que son 
voisin n'ait ni vue, ni jour dµ cote oil 
ils . se joignent, ou qu'il ne l'ait que 
conformement au titre. 
A:R.T. 7 1 7. Serviiudes of light are also of two kinds ; one which 
gives the owner of a house the right of opening windows in a wall 
held in common, for the admission of light, with the right also of 
preventing his neighbor from raising any building which can obstruct 
the admission of light ; and the other, which gives the right . of pre­
venting one's neighbor from opening his wall, or a wall held in com­
mon, for the admission of light from a yard or other place, or which 
limits him to certain lights which are conferred by his title. 
RCC-668, 715,  782. 
RCC 1870, Art. 7 1 7. (Same as Art. 717 of Proposed Revision of 1869 )  
Same a s  above. 
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CC 1 825, Art. 7 1 3. ( Projet, p. 76. Addition t adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Servitudes of lights are also of two 
kinds; one which gives the owner of a 
house the right of opening windows in 
a wall held in common, for the admis­
sion of light, with the right also of 
preventing his neighbour from raising 
any building which can obstruct the 
admission of light: and the other, which 
gives the right of preventing one's 
n eighbou r  from opening his wall, or a 
wall held in common, for the admission 
of light from a yard, or other place, or 
which limits him to certain lights which 
are conferred by his title. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1. 804. No corresponding article. 
Les servitudes concernant !es jours, 
sont aussi de deux soi-tes : l'une qui 
donne au proprietaire d'une maison le 
droit d'ouvrir des fenetres dans un mui· 
mitoyen, pour recevoir du jour du cote 
du fonds de son voisin, avec le droit 
d'empecher que celui-ci n'eleve son l}a­
timent jusqu'a oter ce jour; et l'autre 
qui donne le droit d'empecher le voisin 
d'ouvrir son mur ou un mur mitoyen 
pour prendre un jour sur une cour ou 
un autre lieu ,  ou qui borne la liberte 
de prendre de certains jours, tels qu'ils 
se trouvent regles par le titre. 
ART. 7 18. The right of obliging one's neighbor to raise his 
wall to a certain height ; and, on the contrary, that of preventing one's 
neighbor from raising his house beyond a certain height, are also 
servitudes. 
R C C-648, 668, 6 8 1 .  
RCC 1870, Art. 718. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 7 1.4. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 76. Addition adopted ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Le droit d'elever est une servitude 
par laquelle un proprietaire impose au 
voisin !'obligation d'elever son mur jus­
qu'a une c ertaine hauteur. 
La servitude contraire est celle qui 
a pour but d'empecher le voisin d'elever 
sa maison au de!a d'une certaine 
hauteur. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 719. The right of passage in cities is a servitude by which 
an owner permits his neighbor to pass through his house or lot* to 
arrive at his own. 
T�is �ervitude t? he perpetual, must he so  expressed in the title ; 
othe�w1se. It ceases with the person who enjoys it,** and does not pass to his heirs. 
RCC-646, 651, 699, 721,  722, 729, 754 et seq., 78 1, 783. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 719. 
Same as above. 
(Same as Art. 7 1 9  of Proposed Revision of 1 869) 
CC 1 825, Art. 715. (Projet, p. 
redactors) 
The right of passage in cities is a s�rvit�de by which a proprietor permits his neighbour to pass through his house 01· lot* to arrive at his own. 
77. Addition adopted; comment by 
Le droit de passage dans les villes, 
est une servitude par laquelle un pro­
prietaire s'engage a souffrir que son voisin passe dans sa maison * pour ar­river a la sienne. 
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Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but 
comma (,)  after "servitude", and after 
"otherwise." 
CC 1808. No c orresponding article. 
CN 1804. No c orresponding article. 
II faut que cette faculte soit bien 
expresse dans le titre, pour etre pre­
sumee une servitude perpetuelle, autre­
ment elle n'est censee avoir ete accordee 
qu'a celui en faveur de qui elle a ete 
constituee, * * et ne passe point a ses 
heritiers. 
*"Or lot" has no counterpart in French text. 
**Note error in English translation of French text; "who enjoys it" should 
be "in favor of whom it was established." 
ART. 720. The right of drawing water is a servitude by which 
one suffers his neighbor to draw water from the well or spring he has 
on his land ; the use of this servitude is confined to those who live in 
the house of the person enjoying the servitude, unless the contrary he 
expressed in the title. 
RCC-646. 
RCC 1 87 0, Art. 720. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 7 1.6. (Projet, p. 77. 
i·edactors) 
Addition adopted ; comment by 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Le droit de puisage est une servitude 
par laquelle quelqu'un s'oblige a souffrir 
que le voisin vienne puiser de l'eau au 
puits ou dans la fontaine qu'il a dans 
son terrain, faculte qui doit etre 
restrainte [restreintel a !'usage des per­
sonnes qui habitent la maison du voisin 
a qui la servitude est concedee, a moins 
que le contraire ne soit exprime par le 
titre. 
"land." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 72 1. The principal rural servitudes are those of passage, 
of way, of taking water, of the conducting of water or aqueduct, of 
watering, of pasturage, of burning brick or lime, and of taking earth 
or sand from the estate of another.* 
RCC-699, 710, 719, 722. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 721. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 7 1 7. (Projet, p. 77. Addition i adopted ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Les principales servitudes rurales sont 
le passage, le chemin, la prise d'eau, la 
conduite des eaux ou l'aqueduc, l'abreu­
voir, le paturage ou le pacage, le droit 
de faire cuire de la brique ou de la 
chaux, et celui de tirer de la terre ou 
du sable de !'heritage de · son voisin. * 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "another" should be 
"one's neighbor." 
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An.T . . . 722. _ The right of passage, or  of  way, is a servitude im­
posed hy law Qr hy convention, and �y virtu� of whic� one has a 
right to pass on foot, on  horseback, or m a vehicle, to drive beasts of 
burden or carts through the estate of another. . 
When this servitude results from the law, the exercise of it is 
confined to the wants of the person who has it. 
When it is the result of a contract, its extent and the mode of 
using it is  regulated by the contract. 
RCC-674, 699, 7 1 9, 7 7 1, 781,  2 6 3 0. 
RCC 1 87 0, Art. 722. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 718. (Projet, p. 77.  Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but n o  punctuation 
after ·"passage", or. after "way"; comma 
(,) after "using it." 
CC 1 808. No ,corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Le droit de passage ou de chemin est 
une servitud e  qui est imposee par la Joi 
ou par la convention, et en vertu de 
laquelle quelqu'un a le droit de passer a 
pied, a chevaJ OU meme en VOiture, de 
conduire des betes de somme ou des 
charrettes par !'heritage d'autrui. 
Lorsque c ette servitude resulte de la 
loi, elle a pour regle les besoins du pro­
prietaire qui exerce le droit de passage. 
Lorsqu'au contraire cette servitude 
est le resultat de la convention, son 
etendue et le mode de l'exercer se 
reglent par le titre. 
ART. 723. The right of drawing water from the spring of another 
is also; a servitude. 
RCC-771. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 723. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 719. (Projet, p. 78. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 80&. ·No corresponding . article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
La prise d'eau est le droit de puiser de 
l'eau dans la fontaine d'un autre. 
ART. 724. The conducting of water or aqueduct is the right by 
which one conducts water from* his estate through the land of his 
neighbor by :means of an aqueduct or ditch. 
. . 
. . 
RCC 1 870, Art. 724. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art� 720. (Projet, p. 78. Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 




CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
La conduite d'eau ou l'aqueduc est le 
droit en vertu duquel quelqu'un conduit 
l'eau dans* son fonds, a travers celui 
de son voisin, par le moyen d'un aque­
duc ou d'un fosse. · , 
* Note error in English translation of French text ; "from" should be "to.'' 
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ART. 725. The right of watering one's animals at the pond or 
spring of another, is also a servitude. 
RCC 1870, Art. 725. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 721.  
Same a s  above. 
(Projet, p. 7 8. Addition adopted ;  comment by 
redactors) 
L'abreuvoir est le droit de faire ab­
reuver ses bestiaux dans la marre 
[mare ] ,  l'etang ou la source d'autrui. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 726. Pasturage is the right of grazing one's cattle on the 
estate of another. 
RCC-727.  
RCC 1 870, Art. 726. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 722. 
( Same as Art. 726 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
(Projet, p. 78. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Pasturage is the right of feeding one's Le paturage, ou le pacage, est le droit 
cattle on the estate of another. de faire pa�tre ses bestiaux dans !'heri­
tage du voisin. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 727. Servitudes are either continuous or discontinuous. 
Continuous servitudes are those whose use is or may be continual 
without the act of man. 
Such are aqueducts, drain, view and the like. 
Discontinuous servitudes are such as need the act of man to be 
exercised. 
Such are the rights of passage, of drawing water, pasture and 
the like. 
RCC-7 13,  714,  726, 728, 7 65, 766, 767, 789 et seq., 3504. 
RCC 1870, Art. 727. ( Same as Art. 727 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 723. ( No reference in Projet) 
Par. 1-3 same as pars. 1-3, above. 
Interrupted servitudes are such as 
need the act of man to be exercised. 
Par. 5 same as par. 5, above. 
Toutes les servitudes sont continues 
ou discontinues. 
Les servitudes continues sont celles 
dont !'usage est ou peut-etre [peut 
etrel continue! sans avoir besoin du 
fait actuel de l'homme. 
Telles [Tels] sont les conduites d'eau, 
les egouts, Jes vues, et autres de cette 
espece. 
Les servitudes discontinues sont celles 
qui ont besoin du fait actuel de l'homme 
pour etre exercees. 
Tels sont les droits de passage, pui­
sage, pacage, et autres semblables. 
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CC 1808, p. 1.38, Art. 5 1 .  
All services are either p erpetual or 
interrupted. 
Perpetual services are those whose 
use is or may be continual without the 
act of man . 
.Such are aqueducts, common sewers, 
prospects and the like. 
Interrupted services, are such as need 
the act of man to be exercised. 
Such are the rights of passage, well, 
pasture and the like. 
CN 1 804, Art. 688. 
Same as RCC 1870, Art. 727,  above. 
-p. 1 39, Art. 5 1 .  
Same as above ; but "peut-etre" cor­
rectly spelled "peut etre" ; no punctua­
tion after "vues", or after "pacage" ; 
comma ( , )  after "servitudes discon­
tinues." 
Les servitudes sont ou continues, ou 
discontinues. 
Pars. 2, 3 same as pars. 2-5, above ; 
but "telles" correctly spelled "tels" ; 
no punctuation after "continue!'', or 
after "discontinues" ; colon ( :) after 
"avoir besoin du fait actuel de 
l'homme", and after "exercees" ; comma 
( , )  after "l'homme : tels sont." 
ART. 728. Again, servitudes are either visible and* apparent or 
non-apparent. 
Apparent servitudes are such as are to he perceivable by exterior 
works ; such as a door, a window, an aqueduct. 
Non-apparent servitudes are such as have no exterior sign of 
their existence ; such, for instance, as the prohibition of building on 
an estate, or of building above a particular height. 
RCC-727, 765, 7 6 6, 7 6 9 ,  789 et seq., 2 2 1 5, 3504. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 728. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 724. ( No reference in Projet) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Les servitudes sont encore ou visibles 
"works", and after " existence" ; no ou * apparentes ou non apparentes. 
punctuation after "existence, such." Les servitudes apparentes, s0nt celles 
CC 1 808, p. 1 38, Art. 52. 
Again, services are either visible and* 
apparent or non apparent. 
Apparent services are such as 11.re to 
be perceivable by exteroir [exterior] 
works, such as a door, a window, an 
aqueduct. 
Noncapparent services are such as 
have no exterior sign of their existence 
such for instance as · the prohibition of 
building on an · estate, or of building 
above a particular height. 
qui s'annoncent par des ouvrages ex­
terieurs, tels qu'une porte, une fenetre, 
un aqueduc. 
Les servitudes non-appa·rentes, sont 
celles qui n'ont pas de signes exterieurs 
de leur existence ; comme, par exemple, 
la prohibition de batir sur un fonds, ou 
de ne batir qu'a une hauteur c:leter­
minee. 
·P· 1 39, Art. 52. 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "servitudes apparentes", after 
"servitudes non-apparentes", or after 
"comme." 
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CN 1804, Art. 689. 
Servitudes are apparent or non-ap­
parent. 
Pars. 2, 3 same as pars. 2, 3, above. 
Les servitudes sont apparentes, ou 
non apparentes. 
Pars. 2, 3 same as pars. 2, 3, above ; 
but comma ( , )  after "existence", and 
after "comme." 
Projet du Governement (1800) , Book II, Title IV, Art. 4 1 ,  par. 1. 
Same as CC 1 8 08, p. 138,  Art. 5 2 ,  Les servitudes sont encore ou visibles 
par. 1, above. et apparentes, ou non apparentes. 
*Note error in English translat.ion of French text ; "and" should be "or." 
Section 2-HOW SERVITUDES ARE ESTABLISHED 
ART. 729. The right of imposing a servitude permanently on 
an estate belongs to the owner alone. 
RCC-647, 659, 709, 719,  7 5 8 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 729. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 725. (Projet, p.  78. 
redactors) 
Addition adopted; comment by 
Same as above ; but comma (,) after 
"estate." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Le droit d'imposer une servitude sur 
un heritage, d'une maniere permanente 
n'appartient qu'au veritable proprietaire. 
ART. 730. He who has the naked ownership of an estate can 
not subject it to a servitude without the consent of the usufructuary, 
unless it be to take effect at the termination of the usufruct. 
The servitudes, which do no injury to the rights of the usufruc­
tuary, such as that of not raising his house higher than it is, are 
excepted. 
RCC-600, 602. 
RCC 1870, Art. 730. (Same as Art. 730 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 726. (Projet, p. 
redactors) 
He who has the naked property of an 
estate cannot subject it to a servitude 
without the consent of the usufructuary, 
unless it be to take effect at the termin­
ation of the usufruct. 
These servitudes, which do no injury 
to the rights of the usufructuary, such 
as that of not raising his house higher 
than it is, are excepted. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
78. Addition :t: adopted;  comment by 
Celui qui n'a q\le la nue propriete 
d'un heritage, ne · peut y imposer de 
servitudes, sans le consentement de 
l'usufruitier, si ce n'est. pour commencer 
a la fin de l'usufruit. 
11 faut en excepter les servitudes qui 
ne portent aucune atteinte aux droits 
de l'usufruitier, telle que celle de n e  
pas elever s a  maison plus haut qu'elle 
n'est. 
ART. 731. It is not sufficient to be an owner in order to 
establish a servitude ; one must be master of his rights and have the 
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power to alienate ; for the creation of a servitude is an alienation of 
a part of the property. 
Thus minors, married women, p ersons interdicted, can not 
establish servitudes on their estates, except according to the forms 
prescribed for the alienation of their property. 
RCC-471, 759, 1 7 8 0  et seq., 1785. Acts 1 9 18, No. 244 ; 1920, No. 1 1 6 ;  1928, 
No. 283.  
C C  1 825, Art. 727. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 78.  Addition t adopted ;  comment by 
redactors) 
II ne suffit pas d'etre proprietaire 
pom· Ctablir une servitude ; il faut de 
plus etre maitre de ses droits ; ii faut 
avoir le pouvoir d'aliener, car la crea­
tion d'une servitude est une veritable 
alienation d'une partie de la propriete. 
Ainsi Jes mineurs, !es femmes mariees, 
]es intcrdits, ne peuvent etablir des 
servitudes sur leurs heritages,  si ce n'est 
en suivant Jes formes exigees pour !'alie­
nation de leurs biens. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 732. The husband can not establish a servitude on the 
dotal property of his wife, even with her consent, unle8s it he expressly 
stipulated in the marriage contract that he shall be permitted to 
alienate her dotal property with her consent. 
RCC-2 350, 2 3 57. 
RCC 1870, Art. 732. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 728. (Projet, p. 79. Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Le mari ne peut etablir de servitude 
sur Jes biens dotaux de sa femme, meme 
de son consentement, a moins qu'il n'ait 
ete expressement stipule dans son con­
trat de mariage, qu'il aurait la liberte 
de les aliener de son consentement. 
ART . .  733. An at�orne� in fact can not impose a servitude on 
the estate mtrusted to him, without a special power to that effect. 
RCC-2297. 
RCC 1870, Art. 733. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 729. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 79. Addition :t adopted ;  comment by 
redactors) 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Un fonde de procuration ne peut, 
sans un pouvoir special, grever de servi­
tude !'heritage qui lui est confie. 
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AnT. 734. 
property in the 
RCC-433. 
Corporations can only establish servitudes on their 
cases and with the forms in which they can alienate. 
RCC 1870, Art. 734. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 730. (Projet, p. 79. Addition adopted ;  no comment) 
Same as above. 
cc 1 808. 
CN 1804. 
No corresponding article. 
No corresponding article. 
Les corporations ne peuvent etablir 
de servitudes sur leurs biens, que dans 
les memes cas et sous les memes formes 
qu'elles peuvent les aliener. 
ART. 735. The purchaser with a reservation of redemption, 
may impose servitudes on the property acquired by him ; but they 
cease if the redemption takes effect. 
RCC-2567 et seq., 2588. 
RCC 1 87 0, Art. 735. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 731 . ( Projet, p. 79. Addition adopted;  comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
L'acquereur, sous la faculte de rachat, 
peut imposer des servitudes sur le fonds 
par Jui acquis, mais elles cessent si la 
clause a son effet. 
ART. 736. Those who have not the full ownership, whose 
ownership in the estate ceases on a certain condition, or at a particular 
time,* may establish servitudes thereon, but they cease with their 
rights ; and those in whose favor the servitudes are established can 
not avail themselves of prescription, because before that time no 
action for the dissolution of the servitude could be instituted against 
them. 
RCC-73 7  et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 736. ( Same as Art. 736 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 732. ( Projet, p.  79. Addition l adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Those who have not the full property, 
whose property in the estate ceases on a 
certain condition, or at a particular 
time,* may establish servitudes thereon, 
but they cease with their rights, and 
those in whose favour the servitudes are 
established cannot avail themselves of 
prescription, because before that time 
no action for the dissolution of the servi­
tude could be instituted against them. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Ceux qui n'ont qu'une propriete reso­
luble, tels que le · greve de restitution, 
l'heritier d'un fonds . legue sous une 
condition non aecomplie, * peuvent 
etablir des servitudes; mais elles 
s'evanouisserit avec leurs. droits, sans 
que ceux en faveur de qui elles etaient 
etablies, puisi:;ent invoquer la prescrip· 
tion, parce qu'avant cette epoque ii n'y 
a pas d'action ouverte entr'eux [contr'­
euxl. 
*A literal English translation would be : "Those who have only an ownership 
subject to resolution, such as the person who is subject to restitution, or the 
heir of an estate bequeathed under an unfulfilled condition." 
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ART. 737. The usufructuary can not establish on the estate 
of which he has the usufruct, any charges in the nature of servitudes 
because they of necessity cease with the usufruct. 
RCC-555, 736. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 737. ( Same as Art. 7 3 7  of Proposed Revision of 1869)  
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 733. ( Projet, p. 79. Addition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
The usufructuary cannot establish on 
the estate of which he has the usufruct 
any charges in the nature of services, 
because they of necessity cease with the 
usufruct. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
L'usufruitier ne peut accorder sur le 
fonds dont il a l'usufruit aucuns droits 
qui quissent [puissentl etre qualifies 
de servitudes, attendu que ces droits 
s'eteindraient necessairement avec l'usu­
fruit, et ne p ourraient durer plus long­
tems que lui. 
ART. 738. The coproprietor of an undivided estate can not 
impose a servitude thereon, without the consent of his coproprietor. 
The contract of servitude, however, is not null ; its execution Is 
suspended until the consent of the coproprietor* is given. 
RCC-736, 739 et seq., 763.  
RCC 1 870, Art. 738. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 734. (Projet, p. 80. Addition t adopted ; com ment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 8 08. No corresponding article. 
C N  1 804. No corresponding article. 
Le co-proprietaire par indivis ne peut 
imposer de servitudes sur le fonds com­
mun, sans le consentement de ses co­
proprietaires. 
Mais l'etablissement n'est pas nul ; 
l'exercice d e  la servitude est seulement 
suspendu j usqu'a ce que les autres co­
proprietaires ou leurs heritiers* y aient 
consenti. 
* Note error in English translation of French text ; "coproprietor" should be 
"other coproprietors or their heirs." 
ART. 739. The coproprietor who has consented to the estab­
lishment �f a servitude on property held in common, can not prevent 
the exercise of the servitude by objecting that the consent of his 
coproprietor has not been given. 
If he becomes owner of the whole estate,* he is hound to permit 
the exercise of the servitude to which he has before consented. 
RCC-736, 738, 7 6 3 ,  8 0 1 ,  8 18. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 739. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 735. A ddition t adopted ; comment by ( Projet, p. 80. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Le co-proprietaire qui a consenti a 
l'etablissement d'une servitude sur le "The co-proprietor." 
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CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
fonds commun, ne peut pas, pour en 
empecher l'exercice, opposer le defaut 
de consentement de ses co-proprietaires. 
S'il devient seul proprietaire du 
fonds, par quelque moyen que ce soit, * 
il est oblige de laisser exercer la servi­
tude qu'il avait seul etablie auparavant. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "by any means 
whatever." 
ART. 740. If the coproprietor has established the servitude for 
his part of the estate only, the consent of the other owners is not 
necessary, but the exercise of the servitude must be suspended, until 
his part be ascertained by a partition. In this case, he to whom the 
servitude has been granted, may compel the coproprietor from whom 
he received it, to sue for a partition, or may sue for it himself. 
RCC-736 et seq., 748, 763 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 740. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 736. ( Projet, p .  80. Addition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
·Si le co-proprietaire n'a etabli la ser­
vitude que sur sa part seulement, le 
consentement des autres co-proprie­
taires n'est pas necessaire ; mais l'exer­
cice de la servitude demeure suspendu, 
jusqu'a ce que la portion de celui qui 
!'a accordee, soit reconnue par un par­
tage. 
Cependant dans ce cas, celui a qui 
la servitude a ete accordee, peut con­
traindre le co-proprietaire qui s'y est 
oblige, a provoquer le partage, OU le 
provoquer lui-meme contre les autres 
co-proprietaires. 
ART. 741. If in the suit for a partition it be determined that 
the estate he disposed of by licitation, and he who has granted the 
servitude becomes owner of the whole, the servitude . then . exists on 
the whole estate, as if he had always been the sole owner. 
But if by the licitation the estate he adjudicated to any other of 
the coproprietors, * the servitude becomes extinct, and the person who 
granted it is hound to return the price he received for it. 
RCC-742, 776, 803, 805.  
RCC 1 870, Art. 741. ( Same as Art. 741 of Propm;ed Revision of 1869)  
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 737. (Projet, p.  
redactors) 
If in the suit for a partition it  be 
determined that the estate be disposed 
of by licitation, and he who has grante d  
the servitude becomes proprietor o f  the 
80. Addition + adopted ; comment by 
Si, sur cette demande en partage, les 
autres co-proprie.taires font juger que 
le fonds doit etre licite et que celui . qui 
a accorde la servitude sur sa portfon, 
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whole, the servitude then exists on the 
whole estate, as if he had always been 
the sole owner. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
devienne adjudicataire de !'heritage en­
tier, alors la servitude aura lieu pour 
le tout, comme s'il en etit toujours ete 
seul proprietaire. 
Mais si par l'effet de la licitation, 
!'heritage est adjuge a tout autre• qu'a 
celui qui avait concede la servitude, 
en ce cas, la servitude s'evanouit, et le 
cedant n'est tenu qu'a rendre le prix 
qu'il a re�u pour !'accorder. 
*Note error in English translation of French text; "other of the coproprietors" 
should be "other person." 
ART. 742. If a coproprietor who has established a servitude, 
sell his undivided portion to a person, who afterwards, by licitation, 
becomes owner of the whole, he is, like his vendor, hound to permit 
the exercise of the servitude on the whole estate. 
RCC-741. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 742. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 738. (Projet, p. 8 1 .  Addition adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
C N  1 804. No corresponding article. 
Si le co-proprietaire, qui a etabli la 
servitude, vend sa portion indivise a 
un tiers qui devient proprietaire des 
autres portions par l'effet de la licita­
tion, ce tiers est, comme son vendeur, 
oblige de souffrir l'exercice de la ser­
vitude. 
ART. 743. S ervitudes are established by all acts by which 
property can he transferred, and as they are not susceptible of real 
delivery, the use which the owner of the estate to whom the servitude 
is granted, makes of this right, supplies the place of delivery. 
RCC-766, 767, 2275,  2440, 2479. 
RCC 1870, Art. 743. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 739. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 8 1 .  Addition adopted; comment by 
redactors ) 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article . 
Les servitudes se constituent par 
toute espece d'actes translatifs de pro­
priete, et comme elles ne sont point 
susceptibles de tradition reelle, l'usage 
que le p:roprietaire de !'heritage, a qui 
la servitude est accordee, fait de ce 
· droit; tient lieu de tradition. 
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RCC 1 870, Art. 744. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 740. 
Same us above. 
( Projet, p.  81. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Les servitudes p euvent etre etablies 
sur toutes Jes choses susceptibles de 
proprietes CproprieteJ ;  elles peuvent 
meme l'etre sur le domaine public, et 
sur les biens communaux des villes et 
autres lieux incorpores. 
ART. 745. It is not contrary to the nature of servitudes that 
the same servitude should he established on several estates for the 
benefit of one, or that the same estate should he subject to a servitude 
for the benefit of several estates. 
RCC-648. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 745. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 741.  ( Projet, p.  81.  Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
II n'est pas contraire a la nature des 
servitudes que la meme servitude soit 
etablie sur plusieurs fonds differens au 
profit d'un seul, comme aussi que le 
meme fonds soit assujetti a une servi­
tude envers divers heritages. 
ART. 746. By the title by which a servitude is established in 
favor of an estate, a servitude may also he imposed on that estate, 
for the benefit of the estate from which the first servitude is due. 
In cases where there are reciprocal servitudes, all the rules con· 
cerning simple servitudes are applicable. 
RCC-648. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 746. (Same as Art. 746 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 7 42. (Projet, p. 81. Addition :i: adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
By the title by which a servitude is 
established in favour of an estate, a ser­
vitude may also be imposed on the es­
tate, - for. the benfit of the estate from . 
whom the first servitude is due. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Rien n'empeche non plus que dans le 
titre portant etablissement d'une. ser­
vitude en faveur d'un heritage, une 
autre servitude soit imposee a ce meme 
heritage, pour l'utilite de celui par Ie­
quel la premiere est due. 
Dans le cas oil il existe des servitudes 
reciproques, toutes Jes regles relatives 
aux servitudes simples leur sont appli­
cables. 
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ART. 747. A servitude may be established or acquired in favor 
of an estate which does not exist, or o f  which one is not yet the 
owner ; but if the hope of becoming the owner be not realized, the 
servitude falls. 
It may also be stipulated that an edifice not yet bu�It'. shal� su
pport 
a servitude ; or, shall have the benefit of one when It IS bmlt. 
RCC-740. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 747. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 743. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 8 1 .  Addition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
On peut etablir OU acquerir des ser­
vitudes au profit d'un fonds qui n'existe 
pas, ou dont on n'est pas encore pro­
prietaire ; mais dans ce cas, si l' espe­
rance de devenir proprietaire ne se re­
alise pas, ! 'obligation de la servitude 
s'evanouit. 
On peut m eme stipuler qu'un edifice 
qui n 'est pas encore bati, supportera 
une servitude, ou en jouira quand ii 
sera construit. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 748. A servitude may be established or released for a 
certain part of an estate, provided the part be designated. 
RCC-740. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 748. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 7 44. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 8 1 .  Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
On peut etablir une servitude ou en 
faire la remise sur une certaine partie 
d'un fonds, pourvu que eette partie soit 
indiquee. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 749. He whose estate is incumbered with a servitude, 
may impose on it . other servitudes of any kind, provided they do not 
af ect the rights of him who has acquire d  the first. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 749. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 745. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 82. 
redactors) 
Addition adopted ; comment by 
Celui dont !'heritage est greve de 
quelque servitude; peut en imposer de 
nouvelles, soit de la meme espece, soit 
d'une autre, pourvu qu'elles ne pre­
judicient pas aux droits de celui qui 
en . a dNa acquis une premiere. cc 1 808. 
CN 1 804. 
No corresponding article. 
No corresponding article. 
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ART. 750. An estate being mortgaged does not prevent the 
owner from establishing servitudes on it, saving always to the creditor 
the right of demanding his debt, if the establishment of the servitude 
evidently depreciates the value of the estate, or of causing the estate 
to he sold as free from all servitudes ;  hut the person who has acquired 
the servitude, shall have in such case his action for the restitution of 
the value of the servitude against the owner of the estate. 
RCC- 6 1 7 ,  3 397. 
RCC 1870, Art. 750. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 746. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p.  82. Addition adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
L'hypotheque dont un heritage est 
greve, n'empeche point le proprietaire 
d'y etablir des servitudes, sauf au cre­
ancier a provoquer son remboursement, 
si l'etablissement de la servitude depre­
ciait, notablement la valeur du fonds 
hypotheque, OU meme a faire vendre 
!'heritage comme libre de toute servi­
tude, sauf !'action en indenmite de l'ac­
quereur contre le proprietaire qui lui a 
accorde la servitude. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 751. The exercise of servitudes may he limited to certain 
times. Thus the right of drawing water may he confined to certain 
hours, the right of passage to a part of the day. 
RCC-70 9 ,  781, 803. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 751 . 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 747. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p.  82. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
L'exercice des servitudes peut etre 
limite a certains terns. 
Ainsi, en accordant un droit de pui­
sage, on peut dire qu'il ne sera exerce 
qu'a de certaines heures, ou que le droit 
de passage n'aura lieu que pendant une 
partie du jour. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 752. Legal servitudes and even those which result fr�m 
the situation of places, may be altered by the agreement of parties, 
provided the public interest does not suffer thereby. 
RCC-660 et seq., 664 et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 752. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 748. ( Projet, p. 82. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) -
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after On peut deroger par la convention 
"servitudes." aux servitudes legales, et meme a _celles 
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CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 80·4. No corresponding article. 
qui resultent de la situation des lieux, 
p ourvu qu'on ne blcsse point l'interet 
public. 
ART. 753. Servitudes which tend to affect the free use 0£ 
property, in case of doubt as to their extent or the manner 0£ using 
them, are always interpreted in favor of the owner of the property to 
he a ffected. 
RCC-779, 780, 7 8 9, 1948. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 753. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 749. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 82.  Addition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Les servitudes tendant a affecter le 
libre usage des fonds, s'interpretent 
toujours, en cas de doutc sur !cur eten­
due ou la maniere de !es excrcer, en 
faveur d e  !'oblige, c'est-a-clire du pro­
prietaire du fonds asservi. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 754. Servitudes being established on estates in favor of 
other estates, and not in favor of persons, if the grant of the right 
declare it to be for the benefit of a nother estate, there can be no 
doubt as to the nature of this right, even though it should not he 
called a servitude. 
RCC-646 et seq., 654,  709, 7 19, 2 0 1 1 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 754. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 750. 
Same as above. · 
(Projet, p .  82. Addition adopted ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Les servitudes devant etre etablies 
sur des fonds, en faveur d'autres fonds, 
et non e n  faveur des personnes, si la 
concession du droit enonce qu'elle est 
accordee pour l'utilite d'un autre fonds, 
ii n e  peut y avoir de doute sur la nature 
du droit, quand meme ce droit ne serait 
pas qualifie de servitude. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 755. If, on the other hand, the act establishing the servi­
tude does not declare that the right is given for the benefit of  an estate, 
but to a
* 
person who is the owner of it, it must then b e  considered 
whether the right granted be of real advantage to the estate or 
merely of personal convenience to the owner. 
' 
RCC-646 et seq., 709. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 755. 
Same as above. 
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( Projet, p. 82. Addition :t adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Si au contraire l'acte constitutif de 
la servitude n'enonce pas que le droit 
est accorde pour l'utilite de !'heritage, 
mais en faveur de telle personne qui en 
est proprietaire, il faut considerer si, par 
sa nature * le droit concede procure une 
utiJite reelle a }'heritage, OU seulement 
un agrement personnel a l'individu qui 
en est proprietaire. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "from its nature." 
ART. 756. If the right granted be of a nature to assure a real 
advantage to an estate, it is to be presumed that such right is a real 
servitude, although it may not be so styled. 
Thus, for example, if the owner of a house contiguous to lands 
bordering on the high road, should stipulate for the right of passing 
through lands,* without it being expressed that the passage is for 
the use of his house, it would be not the less a real servitude, for it 
is evident that the passage is of real utility to the house. 
RCC-646 et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 756. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 752. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 83. Addition :t: adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Si le droit concede est de nature a 
procurer une utilite reelle a !'heritage, 
on doit presumer que le droit concede 
est une servitude reelle, quoiqu'on ne 
lui en ait pas donne le nom. 
Ainsi, par exemple, si quelqu'un pos­
sedant une maison contigue a des terres 
limitrophes d'une grande route, a sti­
pule le droit de passer sur ces terres, * 
sans exprimer que le passage est pour 
le service de sa maison, ce n'en est 
pas moins une servitude reelle ; car ii 
est evident que cette maison retirera 
une utilite reelle de ce passage. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "lands" should be "those 
lands." 
ART. 757. 1£, on the other hand, the concession from its nature 
is a matter of mere personal convenience, it is considered personal, 
and can not be made real but by express declaration of the parties. 
Thus for example, if the owner of a house near a garden or 
park, should stipulate for the right of walking and gathering fruits 
and Bowers therein, this right would be considered personal to the 
individual, and not a servitude in favor of the house or its owner. 
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But the right becomes real and is a predial servitude, if the person 
stipulating for the servitude, acquires it as owner of the house, and 
for himself, his heirs and assigns. 
· RCC-646 et seq., 758, 2011 .  
RCC 1 870, Art. 757. (Same as Art. 757  of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Sai:ne a s  above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 753. ( Projet, p. 
redactors) 
8 3 .  Addition i adopted ; comment by 
If, on the other hand, the right from 
its nature, is a matter of mere personal 
convenience, it is considered personal, 
and cannot be made real but by express 
declaration of the parties. 
Pars. 2, 3 same as pars. 2, 3, above ; 
but comma ( , )  after "Thus." 
cc 1 808. 
CN 1 804. 
No corresponding article. 
No corresponding article. 
Au contraire, si par sa nature, la 
concession du droit ne parait procurer 
qu'un agrement personnel a l'individu, 
elle ne peut etre consideree que comme 
stipulee en faveur de la personne, et 
ne peut etre rendue reelle que par une 
enonciation expresse. 
Ainsi, par exemple, si le proprietaire 
d'une maison voisine d'un pare ou d'un 
jardin, stipule le droit de s'y promener, 
d'y cueillir des fruits, des fieurs, la con­
cession est consideree comme un droit 
personnel a l'individu, et non comme 
une servitude en faveur de la maison 
ou de ses proprietaires. 
Mais le droit peut etre rendu reel, et 
devient une servitude fonciere, si celui 
qui stipule la servitude, l'acquiert ex­
pressement comme proprietaire de la 
maison, et tant pour Jui que pour ses 
successeurs ou ayant-cause. 
ART. 758. When the right granted is  merely personal to the 
individual, it expires with him, unless the contrary has been expressly 
stipulated.* 
RCC-5 97, 606, 646, 729, 2011. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 758. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, .Art. 754. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 83. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Lorsque le droit concede n'est qu'une 
faculte personnelle a l'individu, il est 
de sa nature de s'etcindre a la mort 
de cet individu a moins que le contraire 
n'ait ete expressement stipule par le 
titre. *  
C C  1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "in the title." 
Section 3-uow SERVITUDES ARE ACQUIRED 
ART. 759. Those who can establish servitudes on their lands can also acquire servitudes. 
There are some persons who can not establish servitudes who nevertheless can acquire them · h h h ' · , sue as t ose w o can not exercise 
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their rights, minors, women not authorized, administrators, tutors, 
husbands ; for the acquisition of a servitude augments the value and 
convenience of an estate. 
RCC-731.  
RCC 1 870, Art. 759. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 755. ( Projet, p. 83. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Ceux qui peuvent etablir des servi­
tudes sur leurs fonds, peuvent, a plus 
forte raison, en acquerir. 
II y a meme des personnes qui n e  
peuvent etablir d e s  servitudes, e t  qui 
peuvent neanmoins en acquerir ; tels 
sont ceux qui ne jouissent pas de leurs 
droits, !es mineurs, les femmes non au­
torisees, !es administrateurs des biens 
d'autrui, !es tuteurs, les maris i car !'ac­
quisition d'une servitude augmente la 
valeur et l'agrement du fonds auquel 
elle est due. 
ART. 760. He who assumes the quality of owner, and enjoys 
an estate as such in good or in bad faith, he who acts in the name 
of the owner, though he have no mandate from the owner,* can acquire 
servitudes, and the person granting them can not afterwards revoke 
them, for it is not to the person but to the estate they are granted. 
RCC-794, 1889 et seq., 2295 et . seq., 2299, 2300. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 760. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 756. ( Projet, p. 84. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but "revoke" spelled Celui qui prend la qualite de pro-
"work. "  prietaire, e t  qui jouit d e  !'heritage a 
ce titre, de bonne · ou de mauvaise foi ; 
celui qui agit au nom du proprietaire 
d'un fonds, quoique n'ayant pas de 
mandat, ou se portant fort pour lui, * 
peuvent acquerir des servitudes, et la 
personne qui les a concedees, ne peut 
revoquer son consentement, car ce n'est 
pas a la personne, mais au fonds, que 
la servitude est accordee. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "or when he 
answers for the owner." 
ART. 761. · Nevertheless, in all the cases mentioned in the pre­
ceding articles, if the minor, the woman not authorized, or the owner* 
find the contract onerous, they can annul it or refuse to execute it 
by renouncing the servitude. 
RCC-763, 1780 et seq, 
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RCC 1 87 0, Art. 761. 
S ame as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 7S7. ( Projet, p. 84. Addition i adopte d ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Neanmoins, dans tous les cas men­
tionnes aux articles precedens, si !es 
mineurs, les femmes non autorisees, les 
proprietaires dont on a gere !es 
affaires,"' trouvent la convention one­
reuse, ils p euvent la faire annuller, ou 
refuser de !'executer, en renom;ant a 
la servitude .  
S a m e  a s  above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
"'English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "whose affairs 
have been administered." 
ART. 762. Even those who are neither owners nor representa· 
tives of the owner, and who have not expressly assumed the quality 
of acting in his name, may acquire a servitude for the benefit of the 
estate they possess, when such is the condition of the contract they 
make. 
RCC-764, 794, 1 8 9 0  et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 762. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 758. Addition adopted ; comment by ( Projet, p. 84. 
redactors) 
Ceux memes qui ne sont ni proprie­
taires,  ni representans du proprietaire, 
et qui n'ont pas pris expressement la 
qualite d'agissant en son nom, peuvent 
acquerir une servitude au profit du 
fonds qu'ils possedent, lorsque telle est 
la condition d'une stipulation qu'ils font 
Same as above. 
CC 1.808. No correspo nding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
pour eux-memes. 
ART. 763. One of the owners of property held in common 
may stipulate for a servitude for the benefit of the property in common, 
because the partnership, which exists between him and his copro· 
prietor, authorizes him and makes it his duty to ameliorate the 
property in common. 
Nevertheless; the coproprietors may refuse to avail themselves 
of this servitude, and allege that the a cquisition of the servitude is 
not an act of mere administration, but an innovation of [on] the estate, 
which ought not to have been made without their consent. But this 
exception exists only in their favor and can not be taken advantage 
of by him who has granted the servitude, in order to exonerate himself 
from his engagement. 
RCC-656, 738 et seq., 7 6 1 .  
RCC 1 870; Art. 763. ( Same as Art. 7 6 3  of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 759. ( Projet, p. 84. Addition amended in French text and adopted ;  comment by redactors) Par, 1 same as par. 1, above. L'un des co-proprietaires d'un fonds 
indivis peut stipuler une servitude au 
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Nevertheless, the co-proprietors may 
refuse to avail themselves of this servi­
tude, and allege that the acquisition of 
the servitude is not an act of mere ad­
ministration, but an innovation on the 
estate, which ought not to have been 
made without their consent. But this 
exception exists only in their favour and 
cannot be taken advantage of by him 
who has granted the servitude, in order 
to exonerate himself from his engage­
ment. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
profit du fonds commun ; car la com· 
munaute qui existe entre Jui et ses co­
proprietaires, lui donne le droit et lui 
fait meme une Joi de rendre la chose 
commune meilleure. 
Neanmoins !es autres co-proprietaires 
peuvent refuser de profiter de cette ser­
vitude, et pretendre qu'une telle acquisi­
tion n'est pas seulement un acte d'ad­
ministration, mais une veritable innova­
tion sur !'heritage, qui ne devait pas 
etre faite sans leur consentement. Mais 
cette exception n'est qu'en leur faveur, 
et ne peut nullement servir a celui qui 
a concede Ia servitude, pour se sous­
traire a son engagement. 
ART. 764. The usufructuary may acquire a servitude in favor 
of an estate of which he has the usufruct, if he declare that he acts 
for the owner, or if he stipulates that the servitude is established in 
favor of all those who shall possess the estate after him ; but if in 
the act by which the servitude is acquired, he takes merely the quality 
of usufructuary, without expressing at the same time that he con· 
tracts for all those who may succeed him in the possession of the estate, 
the right terminates with the usufruct, and the owner can not claim 
a servitude which has not attached to the estate subject to the usufruct, 
or which has only attached for the time of the usufruct. 
RCC-590,  6 06, 646, 762. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 764. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 760. (Projet, p .  85. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"claim a servitude .... 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
L'usufruitier peut acquerir une ser­
vitude en faveur du fonds dont ii a 
l'usufruit, en declarant agir pour l e  
proprietaire, o u  en stipulant que l a  ser­
vitude est etablie en faveur de tous 
ceux qui possederont le fonds apres lui, 
mais si dans l'acte d'acquisition ii ne 
prend que la qualite d'usufruitier, sans 
exprimer en meme terns qu'il stipule 
pour tous ses successeurs dans la pos­
session de !'heritage, le droit s' eteint 
avec l'usufruit, et le proprietaire ne 
serait pas fonde a reclamer une servi­
tude qui n'aurait pas ete acquise au 
fonds greve d'usufruit, ou qui ne l'au­
rait ete que pour le temps de I'usufruit. 
ART. 765. Continuous and apparent servitudes may be acquired 
by title, or by a possession of ten years. The public, represente� by 
the various parishes in this State, may also in like manner acqmre a 
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servitude by the open and public possession and use of a road for 
the space of ten y ears, after the said road or servi�ude has been 
declared a public highway by the Police Jury, pr.ov1ded that such servitude so acquired shall not extend beyon d  the width of forty feet. 
(As amended by Acts 1 904, No. 25)  
RCC-454, 727 e t  seq., 7 67, 789, 2630, 3504,  3 5 4 6. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 765. ( Same as Art. 7 6 5  of Proposed Revision of 1 869) 
Continuous and apparent servitudes may be acquired by title or by a possession 
of ten years. 
CC 1 825, Art. 761.  ( Projet, p. 8 5 .  Amendment t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Continuous and apparent servitudes 
may be acquired by title or by a posses­
sion of ten years, if the parties be 
present, and twenty years if absent. 
CC 1 808, p. 138, Art. 53. 
Perpetual and apparent services may 
be acquired by title or by a possession 
of thirty years. 
CN 1 8 04, Art. 690. 
Same as above. 
Les servitudes continues et apparentes 
s'acquierent par titre ou par la posses­
sion d e dix ans entre presens, et de 
vingt ans entre absens. 
-p. 1 39, Art. 53. 
Les servitudes continues et apparentes 
s'acquierent par titre ou par la posses­
sion de trente ans. 
Same as above; but comma ( , )  after 
"titre." 
ART. 766. Continuous nonapparent servitudes, and discon· 
tinuous servitudes, whether apparent or not,* can be established only 
by a title. 
Immemorial possession itself is not sufficient to acquire them. 
Immemorial possession is that of which no man living has seen 
the beginning, and the existence of which h e  has learned from his 
elders. 
RCC-727 et seq., 743,  769, 770, 789,  8 0 0 ,  3 5 04 ,  3546. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 766. (Same as Art. 7 6 6  of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 762. ( Projet, p. 85.  Amendment amended in English 
text and adopted ; comment by redactors) 
Continuous non-apparent servitudes, Les servitudes continues non appa-
and interrupted servitudes, whether ap- rentes, et les servitudes discontinues 
parent or not,• can be established only apparentes,• ne peuvent s'etablir que 
by a title. par titre. La possession, meme imme-
Pars. 2, _ 3 same as pars. 2, 3, above. moriale, n e  suffit pas pour les acquerir. 
CC 1 808, p. 138, Art. 54, 
Perpetual non apparent services and 
interrupted services, whether apparent 
or not, can be established only by a 
title. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2,  above. 
La possession immemoriale est celle 
dont aucun homme vivant n'a vu le 
commencement, et dont il a appris !'ex­
istence de ses anciens. 
-p. 1 39, Art. 54. 
Les servitudes continues non appa­
rentes et les servitudes discontinues 
apparentes, ou non .apparentes ne peu­
vent s'etablir que par titre. 
La possession meme immemoriale ne 
suffit pas pour Jes acquerir. 
CN 1804, Art. 691,  par. 1 and par. 2, clauae 1 .  
Same as above, Les servitudes continues non appa­
rentes, et les servitudes discontinues, 
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appare
.�
tes ?u non apparentes, ne peu­
vent s etabhr que par titres. 
La possession meme immemoriale ne 
suffit pas pour les etablir; 
•The phrase "ou non apparentes" was not continued in the 1 825 French, but 
in the English the counterpart has been c ontinued. 
AnT. 767. The destination made by the owner is equivalent 
to title with respect to continuous apparent servitudes. 
By destination is meant the relation established between two 
immovables by the owner of both, which would constitute a servitude 
if the two immovables belonged to two different owners. 
RCC-64 3 ,  649,  727 et seq. , 7 6 5 ,  7 68,  769, 805,  8 1 2 .  
RCC 1870, Art. 767. (Same as Art. 767 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 763. (Projet, p .  
redactors) 
The use which the owner has inten­
tionally established on a particular part 
of his property in favour of another 
part, is equal to a title, with respect to 
perpetual and apparent servitudes 
thereon. 
By this is meant the disposition which 
the owner of two or more estates has 
made for their respective use. 
CC 1808, p. 1 38, Art. 55. 
The intention of the father of the 
family is equal to a title, with respect 
to perpetual and apparent services. 
CN 1804, Art. 692. 
Same as above. 
85. Amendment adopted;  comment by 
La destination du pere de famille 
vaut titre a l'egard des servitudes con­
tinues et apparentes. 
On appelle destination du pere de 
famille la disposition que le proprietaire 
de deux ou plusieurs fonds, a faite pour 
leur usage respectif. 
-p. 139, Art. 55. 
Same as par. 1, above. 
Same as above. 
ART. 768. Such intention is never presumed till it has been 
proved that both estates, now divided, have belonged to the same 
owner, and that it was by him that the things have been placed in 
the situation from which the servitudes result. 
RCC-767, 769, 785, 805. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 768. ( Same as Art. 768 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 764. (No reference in Projet) 
Such intention is never presumed till 
it has been proved that both estates 
now divided, have belonged to the same 
proprietor, and that it is by him that 
the things have been placed in the situ­
ation from which the servitudes result. 
CC 1808, p. 1 38, Art. 56. 
The intention of the father of the 
family is never presumed till it has been 
proved, that both estates now divided 
have belonged to the same proprietor 
and that it is by him that the things 
have been placed in the situation :from 
which the services result. 
Il n'y a de destination du pere de 
famille que lorsqu'il est prouve que 
deux fonds actuellement divises ont ap­
partenu au meme proprietaire, et que 
c'est par lui que les choses ont ete mises 
dans l'etat duquel resulte la servitude. 
-p. 139, Art. 56. 
II n'y a destination du pere de fa­
mille que lorsqu'il est prouve que les 
deux fonds actuellement divises, ont 
appartenu au meme proprietaire, et que 
c'est par lui que les choses ont ete mises 
dans l'etat duquel resulte la servitude. 
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CN _1804, A..t. 693. 
Same as above. Same as above; but no punctuation after "divises." 
ART. 769. If the owner of two estates, between which there 
exists a n  apparent sign of servitude, sell one of those estates, and if 
the deed of sale be silent respecting the servitude, the same shall con­
tinue to exist actively or passively in favor of or upon the estate 
which has been sold. 
RCC-649, 728, 7 6 6  et seq., 776, 805. 
RCC 1870, Art. 769. (Same as Art. 769 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 765. (No reference in Projet) 
If the proprietor of two estates, be- Si le proprietaire de deux heritages. 
tween which there exist an apparent entre lesquels existe un signe apparent 
sign of servitude, sell one of those es- de servitude, dispose de l'un des heri­
tates, and if the deed of sale be silent tages, sans que le contrat contienne 
respecting the servitude, the same shall aucune convention relative a la servi­
continue to exist actively or passively tude, elle continue d'exister activement 
in favour or upon the estate which has ou passivement en faveur du fonds 
been sold. aliene ou sur le fonds aliene. 
CC 1808, p. 140, Art. 57. 
If the proprietor of two estates be­
tween which there exist an apparent 
sign of service, sell one of said estates, 
and if the deed of sale be silent respect­
ing the service, the same shall continue 
to exist actively or passively in favor 
of or upon the estate which has been 
sold. 
CN 1804, Art. 694. 
Same as above. 
-p. 141, Art. 57. 
Same as above; but no punctuation 
after "deux heritages." 
Si le proprietaire de deux heritages 
entre lesquels ii existe un signe appar­
ent de servitude dispose de l'un des 
heritages sans que le contrat contienne 
aucune convention relative a la servi­
tude, elle continue d'exister activement 
ou passivement en faveur du fonds 
aliene ou sur le fonds aliene. 
ART. 770. The title -by which such- servitudes are established 
as can not be acquired by prescription, can be - replaced only by a 
title __ b y  which such servitude is acknowledged by the owner of the 
e�tate which. owes the s�rvitude, or by a final judgment condemning him to per1mt the exercise of the_ servitude. 
RCC-766. 
RCC 1870, Art. 770. 
Same as -above. 
CC 1-825, Art. 766. (Projet, p. 85.  Amendment adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above; but comma (,) -after 
"established", and after "a title/' 
Le titre contitutif de la servitude a 
l'egard de celles qui ne peuv�nt 
�'acquerir p a; la prescription, ne peut e�r�- remplace que par un titre recog­m��f �e )a servitude, et emane du pro­
J?rleta1re du fonds asservi, ou par un �ug.ement d�fin!tif, par lequel ce propri­eta1re aurait ete condamne a souffrir l'exercice de cette servitude. 
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CC 1808, p. 140, Art. 58. 
The title by which such services are 
establish e d  as cannot be acquired by 
prescription, can be replaced only b y  a 
title by which said service is acknowl­
edged by the owner of the estate which 
owes the service. 
CN 1804, Art. 695. 
Same as above. 
-p. 141,  Art. 58. 
Le titre constitutif de Ia servitude, 
a l'egard de celles qui ne peuvent 
s'acquerir par la prescription, ne peut 
etre remplace que par un titre recogni­
tif de la servitude et emane du propri­
etaire du fonds asservi. 
Same as above ; but comma (,) after 
"recognitif de la servitude." 
ART. 7 7 1. When a servitude is established, every thing which 
is necessary to use such servitude is supposed to be granted at the 
same time with the servitude. 
Thus the servitude of drawing water out of a spring carries 
necessarily with it the right of passage. 
But the passage, in this case and in all others in which it is per· 
mitted as an accessory to some other servitude, must be made in the 
way the most direct, the shortest, and the least inconvenient to the 
estate subject to the servitude. 
RCC-480, 699, 722, 723, 772, 796, 799, 1903, 2461. 
RCC 1870, Art. 771. ( Same as Art. 771 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 767. (Projet, p. 86. Amendment adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Pars. 1, 2 same as pars. 1, 2, above. 
But the passage, in this case and in 
all others in which it is permitted as an 
accessory to some or other [some other] 
servitude, must be made in the way 
most direct, the shortest and the least 
inconvenient to the estate subject to 
the servitude. 
cc 1808, p. 140, Art. 59. 
When a service is established every 
thing whfch . is necessary to use such 
service is supposed to be granted at the 
same time with the service. 
Thus the service of drawing water 
out of a spring, carries necessarily with 
it the right of passag·e. 
CN 1804, Art. 696. 
Same as above. 
Quand on etablit une servitude, o n  
est cense accorder tout c e  qui est 
necessaire pour e n  user. 
Ainsi la servitude de puiser de l'eau 
a la fontaine d'autrui, emporte neces­
sairement le droit de passage. 
Mais le passage, dans ce cas, et dans 
tous Jes autres ou il est accorde comme 
un accessoire necessaire d'une autre 
servitude doit etre exerce par la voie 
Ia plus directe, Ia plus courte et la 
moins incommode pour !'heritage as­
servi. 
-p. 141, Art. _59. 
Same as pars. 1, ·2, above, 
_ Sanie as ·abov.e. 
Section 4-0F THE RIGHTS OF THE PROPRIETOR OF THE ESTATE TO 
WHICH THE SERVITUDE IS DUE 
ART. 772. He to whom a servitude is due, has a right to make 
all the works necessary to use and preserve the same. 
RCC-709, 756, 771, 773 et seq., 778, 1903. 
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RCC 1870, Art. 772. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 768. 
Same as above. 
CC 1808, p. 140, Art. 60. 
(No reference in Projet) . C elui auquel est du [duel une servi­
tude ,  a droit de faire tous les ouvrages 
necessaires pour en user et pour la con­
server. 
-p- 141, Art. 60. 
He to whom a service is due, has a 
right to make all the works necessary 
to use and preserve the same. 
Same as above. 
CN 1804, Art. 697. 
Same as above. Same as above ; but "du" correctly 
spelled "due." 
ART. 773. Such works are at his expense and not at the expe�se 
of the owner of the estate which owes the servitude, unless the title 
by which it is established shows the contrary. 
RCC-772, 77 4 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 773. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 769. 
Same as above ; but comma 
"his expense." 
(No reference in Projet) 
( ) after C e s  ouvrages sont a scs frais et non ' 
a ceux du proprietaire du fonds assu­
jetti, a moins que le titre d'etablisse­
ment d e  la servitude ne dise le con-
traire. 
CC 1808, p. 140, Art. 61. -p. 141, Art. 61. 
Said works are at his expense, and Same as above. 
not at the expense of the owner of the 
estate which owes the service, unless 
the title by which the service is estab-
lished shows the contrary. 
CN 1804, Art. 698. 
Same as above. Same as above ; but comma ( ,) after 
"frais." 
ART. 774. The owner of the estate, to which the servitude is 
due, has the right to go on the estate which owes the servitude with 
his workmen, in the place where it is necessary to construct or repair 
the works necessary for the exercise o f  the servitude, to deposit there 
the materials necessary for those works and the rubbish made thereby, 
under the obligation of causing the least p ossible damage and of removing them as soon a s  possible. 
Nevertheless, if in the act establishing the servitude, it is said that the owner to whom it has been granted can not construct works in order to exercise it, or can only construct them in a certain manner, this agreement must b e  observed. 
RCC-772, 773, 775 et seq. 
RCC 1.870, Art. 774. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 770. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 86. A ddition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Le proprietaire de !'heritage auquel 
la servitude est due, a le droit d'aller 
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CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
sur !'heritage qui la doit, avec des 
ouvriers, dans l'endroit ou il a besoin 
de construire ou reparer les ouvrages 
qui sont necessaires a l'exercice de la 
servitude, d'y deposer les materiaux 
qu'il veut employer a ces ouvrages, et 
les decombres qu'il peut en retirer, a 
la charge par lui de causer le moins de 
dommage qu'il pourra, et de debarasser 
[debarrasserl les lieux le plutot [plus 
tot] possible. 
Neanmoins, si par l'acte constitutif 
de la servitude, il est dit que le pro­
prietaire a qui elle est accordee, ne 
pourra faire des o uvrages pour l'exer­
cer, ou ne p ourra les faire que d'une 
certaine maniere, la convention devra 
etre observee. 
ART. 775.  Even in the cases where the owner of the estate, 
which owes the servitude, is bound by the title to make the necessary 
works for the use and preservation of the servitudes, at his own 
expense, he may always exonerate himself by giving up the estate 
which owes the servitude to the owner of the estate to which it is due. 
RCC-575, 679, 772 et seq., 783. 
RCC 1870, Art. 775. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 771. (No reference in Projet) 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "of the estate." 
CC 1808, p. 140, Art. 62. 
Even in cases where the owner of 
the estate which owes the service, is 
bound by the title to make at his own 
expense the necessary works for the use 
and preservation of the services he may 
always exonerate himself by giving up 
the estate which owes the service to 
the owner of the estate to which the 
service is due. 
CN 1804, Art. 699. 
Even in the cases where the owner 
of the estate, which owes the servitude, 
is bound by the title to make the nec­
essary works for the use or preserva­
tion of the servitudes, at his own ex­
pense, he may always exonerate him­
self by giving up the estate which owes 
the servitude to the owner of the estate 
to which it is due. 
Dans les cas meme OU le proprietaire 
du fonds assujetti est charge par le 
titre, de faire a ses frais Jes ouvrages 
necessaires pour !'usage et la conserva­
tion de la servitude, il peut toujours 
s'affranchir de la charge, en abandon­
nant le fonds assujetti au proprietaire 
du fonds auquel la servitude est due. 
•p. 141, Art. 62. 
Same as above ; but comma (,) after 
"du fonds assujetti", after "de faire", 
and after "frais" ; no punctuation after 
"titre." 
Dans le cas meme ou le proprietaire 
du fonds assujetti est charge par le 
titre de faire a ses frais !es ouvrages 
necessaires pour !'usage ou la conserva­
tion de la servitude, il peut toujours 
s'affranchir de la charge, en abandon­
nant le fonds assujetti au proprietaire 
du fonds auquel la servitude est due. 
ART. 776. If the estate for which the servitude has been estab­
lished, comes to be divided, the servitude remains due for each portion, 
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provided that no a dditional burden accrue thereby to the estate which 
is subject to the servitude. . 
Thus, for instance, in case of a right o f  passage, all the owners 
are hound to exercise that right through the same place. 
RCC-741, 769, 7 7 4 ,  2 1 08. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 776. (Same as Art. 7 76 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 772. (No reference in Projet) 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
Thus, for instance, in case of a right 
of passage, all the proprietors are bound 
to exercise that right through the same 
place. 
CC 1 808, p. 140, Art. 63. 
If the estate for which the service 
has been established, comes to be di­
vided, the service remain [remains] due 
for each portion, without however mak­
ing worse the condition of the estate 
subject to the services. 
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above; but no 
punctuation after "Thus." 
CN 1 804, Art. 700. 
Same as above. 
Si !'heritage pour lequel la servitude 
a ete etablie, vient a etre divise, la 
servitude reste due pour chaque por­
tion, sans neanmoins que la condition 
du fonds assujetti soit aggravee. 
Ainsi par exemple, s'il s'agit d'un 
droit de passage, tous !es co-propri­
etaires sont obliges de l'exercer par le 
meme endroit. 
-p. 141 , Art. 63. 
Same as above. 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above; but 
no punctuation after "etablie." 
Ainsi, par exemple, s'il s'agit d'un 
droit de passage, tous les copropri­
etaires seront obliges de l'exercer par 
le meme endroit. 
ART. 777. The owner of the estate which owes the servitude 
can do nothing tending to diminish its use, or to make it more incon· 
.venient. . . . 
Thus he can not change the condition of the premises, nor trans· 
fer the exercise of the servitude to a place different from that on which 
it was a ssigned in the first instance. . . . 
Yet if this primitive assignment has  b ecome more burdensome 
to the owner of the estate which owes the servitude, or if he is thereby 
prevented from making a dvantageous repairs on his estate, he may 
off er to the owner of the other estate a place equally convenient for 
the exercise of his rights, and the owner o f  the estate to which the 
eervitude is due can n ot refuse it. 
RCC�660, 700, 7 01, 703. 
RCC 1.870, Art. 777. (Snme as Art. 777 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 773. (No reference in Projet) 
The proprietor of the estate which Le proprietaire du fonds debiteur de owes the servitude can do nothing tend- la servitude, ne peut i·ien faire qui ing to diminish its use, or to make it tende a en diminuer l'usage, OU a le more inconvenient. rendre plus incommode. 
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Par. 2 same as par. 2, above. 
Yet if this primitive assignment has 
become more burthensome to the pro­
prietor of the estate which owes the 
servitude, or if he is thereby prevented 
from making advantageous repairs on 
his estate, he may offer to the propri­
etor of the other estate a place equally 
convenient for the exercise of his rights, 
and the owner of the estate to which 
the servitude is due cannot refuse it. 
CC 1808, p. 140, Art. 64. 
The proprietor of the estate which 
owes the service, can do nothing tend­
ing to diminish its use, or to make it 
more inconvenient. 
Thus he cannot change the estate 
[state] of the premises, nor transfer 
the exercise of the services to a place 
different from that on which it was 
assigned in the first instance. 
Yet if this primitive assignation has 
become more burthensome to the pro­
prietor of the estate which owes the 
service, or if he is thereby prevented 
from m aking on his estate, some advan­
tageous repairs, he may offer to the 
proprietor of the other estate, a place 
equally convenient, for the exercise of 
his rights, and the owner of the estate 
to which the service is due cannot re­
fuse it. 
CN 1 804, Art. 701 .  
Same as CC 1825, Art. 773, above. 
Ainsi, il ne peut changer l'etat des 
lieux, ni transporter l'exercice de la 
servitude dans un endroit different de 
celui ou elle a ete primitivement as­
signee. 
Mais cependant, si cette assignation 
primitive etait devenue plus onereuse 
au proprietaire du fonds assujetti, ou 
si elle empechait d'y faire des repara­
tions avantageuses, il pourrait offrir au 
proprietaire de l'autre fonds un en­
droit aussi commode pour l'exercice de 
ses droits, et celui-ci ne pourrait pas le 
refuser. 
·P· 141, Art. 64. 
Le proprietaire du fonds debiteur d e  
l a  servitude, ne peut rien faire qui 
tende a en diminuer !'usage, OU a la 
rendre plus incommode. 
Pars. 2, 3 same as pars. 2, 3, above; 
but no punctuation after "Ainsi", or 
after "cependant" ; comma ( ,) after 
"de l'autre fonds." 
Same as CC 1825, Art. 773, above ; 
but no punctuation after "debiteur de 
la servitude", or after "l'usage." 
ART. 778. On the other hand, he who has a right of servitude 
can use it only according to his title, without being at liherty to make 
either in the estate which owes the servitude, or in that to which the 
servitude is due, any alteration by which the condition of the first 
may be made worse. 
RCC-660, 700 et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 778. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 774. ( No reference in Projet) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after De son cote, celui qui a un droit de 
"of servitude." servitude, ne peut en user que suivant 
son titre, sans pouvoir faire, ni dans le 
fonds qui doit la servitude, ni dans le 
fonds a qui elle est due, des changemens 
qui aggravent la condition du premier. 
CC 1 808, p. 1 40, Art. 65. 
On the other hand, he who has a 
right of service, can use it only accord­
ing to his title, without being at lib-
·P· 141, Art. 65. 
Same as above. 
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erty to make either on the estate which 
owes the service or on the estate . to which the service is due, any alteration 
by which the condition of the first may 
be made worse. 
CN 1 804, Art. 702. 
Same as above. De son cote, celui qui a un droit de servitude, ne peut en user que suivant 
son titre, sans pouvoir faire ni dans le 
fonds qui doit la servitude, ni dans le 
fonds a qui ellc est due, de change­
ment qui aggrave la condition du 
premier. 
ART. 779. If the manner in which the servitude is to be used 
is uncertain, as if the place necessary for the exercise of the right. of 
passage is not designated in the title, the owner of the .estat� which 
owes the servitude is  hound to fix the place where he wishes it to be 
exercised. 
R C C-700 et seq., 7 53, 1945 et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 779. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 775. ( Projet, p. 8 6. 
redactors) 
Addition adopted ; comment by 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"owes the servitude." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
S i  la maniere d'user de la servitude 
est incertaine, comme si la place ne­
cessaire pour l'exercice d'un droit de 
passage, n'est pas reglee par le titre, 
c'est au d ebiteur de la servitude a de­
signer l'endroit par ou ii veut qu'on 
l'exerce. 
ART. 780. If the title by which a passage is granted does not 
designate its br�adth, nor the manner in which it is to be used, whether 
on foot, or horseback, or with carriages, the use which the person to 
whom the servitude is granted previously made of it will serve to 
interpret the title. 
If there was no such use made of it b efore, the probable intention 
of the parties must he considered, and the purpose for which thl' 
passage is granted. 
If these circumstances can afford no light, it must be decided in 
favor of the land which owes the servitude, and* a foot passage must 
be conceded eight feet wide, where it is straight, and ten feet wide 
where it turns. 
RCC-700 et seq., 753, 1 945 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 780. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 776. (Projet, p. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma (, ) after 
"the use", after "servitude is granted", 
after "previously made of it", and after 
"ten feet wide." 
87. Addition adopted ; comment by 
Si le titre qui accorde un p assage, 
n'en disigne [designeJ ni la largeur, ni 
la maniere d'en user, a pied, a cheval 
ou avec des voitures, !'usage qu'en a 
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CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
fait jusqu'alors celui a qui la servitude 
est accordee, sert a interpreter le titre. 
S'il n'existe p a s  de semblable usage 
on doit examiner quelle a ete l'intentio� 
vraisemblable des p arties, et la fin pour 
laquelle le chemin est stipule et 
prom is. 
Si ces circonstances ne donnent pas 
assez de lumieres, on prononcera en 
faveur du fonds qui doit la servitude, et 
l'on n'accordera qu'un* passage pour 
aller a pied, de huit pieds de large en 
ligne directe, e t  de dix pieds dans les 
endroits ou le chemin tourne. 
•English translation of French text incomplete; should include "only." 
ART. 781. If the passage be agreed upon, without the time or 
the hour be fixed, it is necessary to make a distinction; if the passage 
he through a place not closed, it may he used at any hour, and even 
in the night, for at any hour a person may want to pass ; hut if it he 
through a place which is closed for the security of the owner, the 
right of passage can he exercised only at convenient hours, for it 
would he unreasonable that a yard or house should be left open at all 
hours of the night. 
RCC-70 0, 722, 751. 
RCC 1870, Art. 781. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 777. (Projet, p .  87. Addition :f: adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "any hour" ; semicolon ( ;) after 
"in the night", and after · "convenient 
hours." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si le passage est stipule et consenti. 
sans en fixer l'heure ni le terns, ii faut 
distinguer: s'il s' agit d'un pas�age par 
un lieu non clos, ii peut etre exerce a 
toute heure, et meme pendant la nuit, 
parcequ'on peut avoir besoin de passer 
a toute heure. 
Mais s'il s'agit de passer par un lieu 
destine a etre clos pour la surete du 
proprietaire, le passage ne peut etre 
exerce qu'a des heures convenables ; 
n'etant pas juste qu'une cour ou une 
maison reste ouverte a toutes les heures 
de la nuit. 
ART. 782. The right of opening lights or of view, granted indefi­
nitely to him who is about building, gives him the privilege of opening 
all the windows which may be necessary to light or embellish his house 
and the building, attached to it, to give to the windows the form and 
size he may think proper to adopt, because such is presumed to have 
been the intention of the parties. 
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But after the buildings are all finished, th6' posse�sion and situ· 
ation of the ground determine the exten� o f  .
the servitude ; and the 
o�ner can neither multiply nor enlarge his wmdows. 
RCC-668, 696, 697, 7 1 6 ,  71 7. 
RCC 1870, Art. 782. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 778. (Projet, p. 87. Addition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"servitude." 
CC 1.808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Le droit d'ouvrir des jours ou des 
vues, accorde indefiniment a celui qui 
projete [projettel de faire batir, lui con­
fere la faculte d'ouvrir toutes les fen­
etres necessaires pour eclairer OU em­
bellir sa maison et les edifices qui en 
dependent, de donner a ces fenetres la 
forme et la grandeur qu'il juge conven­
ables, parce qu'on presume que telle a 
ete vraisemblablement l'intention des 
parties. 
Mais apres les edifices acheves, la 
possession, l'etat des lieux determinent 
l'etendue de Ia servitude; et le propri· 
etaire ne peut plus multiplier les fen­
etres ni mcme les agrandir. 
Section 5-HOW SERVITUDES ARE EXTINGUISHED 
ART. 783. Servitudes are extinguished: 
1. By the destruction of the estate which owes the servitude, 
or of that to which the servitude is due, or b y  such a change taking 
place that the thing subject to the servitude can not be used. 
2. . By prescriptiOn · resulting from non-usage of the servitude 
during the t:i.me required to produce its extinction. 
3. By confusion. 
4. By the abandonment of that part of the estate which owes 
the servitude. 
5 .  By the renunciation of the servitude on the part of him to whom it is due, or b y  the express or tacit remission of his right. 6. By the expiration of the time for which the servitude was granted, or hy the happening of the dissolving. condition attached to the servitude. 
7. By the dissolution of the right of him who established the servitude. 
RCC-606, 652, 775, 784 et seq., 789 et seq., 793, 805 et seq., 8 1 3  et seq., 8 1 6  et seq., 821, 822, 2 04 5 ,  2 1 30, 2217, 2 2 1 9, 3 5 0 4 ,  3 5 4 6. 
RCC 1 87 0, Art. 783. 
Same as above. 
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CC 1825, Art. 779. (Projet, p. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but semicolon ( ; )  
after "used", after "extinction", after 
"confusion", after "part of the estate 
which owes the servitude", after "right", 
and after "attached to the servitude." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
88. Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
Les servitudes s' eteignent: 
1. Par la ruine du fonds qui doit 
la servitude, o u  de celui auquel elle 
est due, ou par un changement tel qu'on 
ne puisse plus user de la chose sujette 
a la servitude ; 
2. Par la prescription resultante du 
non usage de la servitude, pendant le 
terns requis pour o perer son extinction ; 
3. Par la confusion ; 
4. Par !'abandon de la portion du 
fonds qui do it la servitude ; 
5. Par la renonciation a la servi­
tude de la part de celui a qui elle est 
due, ou par la remise expresse ou tacite 
qu'il a faite de son droit; 
6. Par !'expiration du terns pour 
lequel la servitude etait accordee, o u  
par l'evenement de l a  condition resolu­
toire qui y eta it apposee ; 
7. Par la resolution du droit de 
ce!ui qui avait constitue la servitude. 
AnT. 784. Servitudes are extinguished when the things are in 
such a situation that they can no longer he used, and when they remain 
perpetually in such a situation. 
RCC-613, 628, 783, 785, 2219. 
RCC 1870, Art. 784. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 780. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808, p. 142, Art. 66. 
(Projet, p. 88. Amendment adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Les servitudes s'eteignent, lorsque 
Jes choses se trouvent dans un etat tel 
qu'on ne puisse plus en user, et qu'elles 
restent perpetuellement dans cette 
situation. 
-p. 143, Art. 66. 
Service's _are at an end when the 
things are in such a situation that they 
can no. longer be used. 
Les servitudes cessent lorsque les 
choses se trouvent en tel etat qu'on ne 
peut plus en user. 
CN 1804; Art. 703. 
Same as above. Same as above. 
ART. 785. If the things are reestablished in such a manner 
that they may be used, the servitudes will only have been suspended, 
and they resume their effect, unless, from the time they ceased to he 
used, sufficient time has elapsed for prescription to operate against 
them. 
RCC-789; 3546. 
RCC 1870, .. Art. 785. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 781.  
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 88. Amendment adopted;  comment by 
redactors) 
Si les choses sont retablies de maniere 
a ce qu'on puisse en user, Jes servitudes 
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CC 1 808, p. 142, Art. 67. 
Services revive if the things are re­
established in such a manner that they 
may be used, unless a sufficient time 
be elapsed already to give reason to 
suppose the extinction of the service, 
as is said in the following articles. 
CN 1 804, Art. 704. 
Servitudes revive if the things are 
re-established in such a manner that 
they may be used ; unless a sufficient 
time be elapsed already to give reason 
to suppose the extinction of the servi­
tude, as is said in Art. 7 0 7. 
n'auront ete que suspendues dans leut 
exercice, et elles reprendront leur effet, 
a moins qu'a l'epoque OU l'on a cesse 
d'en faire usage, ii n e  se fut deja 
ecoule un espace de temps suffisant pour 
en operer la prescription. 
-p. 1 43, Art. 67. 
Elles revivent, si les choses sont 
retablies de maniere qu'on puisse en 
user, a moins qu'il ne se soit deja ecoule 
un espace suffisant pour faire presumer 
!'extinction de la servitude, ainsi qu'il 
est <lit dans les articles suivans. 
Elles revivent si Jes choses sont 
retablies de maniere qu'on puisse en 
user ; a moins qu'il ne se soit deja ecoule 
un espace de temps suffisant pour faire 
presumer !'extinction de la servitude, 
ainsi qu'il est dit a l'art. 707. 
ART. 786. If a wall in common, or a house subject to a servi­
tude, or to which a servitude is due, b e  rebuilt after having been 
destroyed, demolished or thrown down, all the servitudes, active and 
passive, which existed on this wall or house, continue to exist on the 
new wall or house, hut they can not h e  augmented; provided always, 
that they he rebuilt within such a time that prescription has not 
operated against them, a s  is mentioned in the following articles. 
RCC-788, 789,  3 5 46. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 786. 
Same as above. 
CC 1�25, Art. 782. (Projet, p. 8 9 .  Addition amended in English text 
and adopted ; comment by redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804, Art. 665. 
When a wall in common or a house 
is rebuilt, the servitudes, active and 
passive, continue with respect to the new 
wall or the new house, but they 
cannot be augmented ,  a n d  provided 
that they be rebuilt before prescripti'on 
has accrued. 
Si un mur mitoyen ou une maison, 
qui est assujetti a quelque servitude, 
ou auqt1el une servitude est due, vient 
a etre reconstruit, apres avoir ete 
detruit, d emoli ou renverse, toutes les 
servitudes actives et passives qui ex­
istaient sur ce mur ou cette maison, 
continuent de subsister sur le nouveau 
mur ou sur la nouvelle maison, sans 
toutefois qu'elles puissant etre ag­
gravees, p ourvu que la reconstruction 
se fasse de maniere qu'on ne puisse 
opposer la prescription, ainsi qu'il est 
dit dans Particle suivant [les articles 
suivants]. 
Lorsqu'on reconstruit un mur mi­
toyen o u  une maison, les servitudes ac­
tives et passives se ·continuent a l'egard 
du nouveau mur ou de la nouvelle 
maison, sans toutefois qu'elles puissent 
etre aggravees, et pourvu que la re­
construction se fasse avant que la pres­
cription soit acquise. 
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ART. 787. If the house or edifice which has been destroyed, 
demolished or thrown down by any accident, belonged to the owner 
to whom the servitude is due, the servitude will be extinguished if he 
does not rebuild the house or edifice within the time required for 
prescription, because it depended on him alone, by rebuilding his 
house to revive the servitude it enjoyed. 
RCC-789, 3546. 
RCC 1870, Art. 787. ( Same as Art. 787 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 783. (Projet, p. 89. Addition amended in English text 
and adopte d ;  comment by redactors ) 
If the house or edifice which has Si la maison ou !'edifice qui a ete 
been destroyed, demolished or thrown detruit, demoli ou renverse par un 
down by any accident, belonged to the evenement de force majeure ou autre­
proprietor to whom the servitude is due, ment, appartenait au proprietaire a 
the servitude will be extinguished, if he qui la servitude est due, cette servi­
does not rebuild the house or edifice tude sera eteinte, si ce proprietaire ne 
within the time required for prescrip- reconstruit cette rnaison ou cet edifice, 
tion, because it depended on him alone, qu'apres le laps de terns requis pour 
by rebuilding his house to revive the operer la prescription parcequ'il depen­
servitude it enjoyed. dait de Jui, en reconstruisant sa maison, 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
de faire revivre la servitude dont elle 
joussait. 
ART. 788. If, on the contrary, it is the house or edifice stibject 
to the servitude, which has been destroyed, demolished or thrown 
down, the owner can not, by rebuilding it after the time required 
for prescription, impair the servitude to which the house or edifice 
was previously subject, because he to whom the servitude was due 
had not the power to compel the other to rebuild the house or edifice 
thus destroyed. 
RCC-786 ,  789, 3546. 
RCC 1870, Art. 788. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 784. (Projet, p. 89. Addition t adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( ,) after 
"due." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si au contraire c'est la rnaison ou 
l' edifice assujetti a ia servitude qui a 
ete detruit, dernoli OU renverse, le 
proprietaire ne peut, en le reconstrui­
sant apres le terns requis pour la pre­
scription, nuire aux servitudes aux­
quelles cette maison ou cet edifice etait 
assujetti, parcequ'il n'etait pas au pou­
voir de celui a qui ces servitudes etaient 
dues, de !'obliger a cette reconstruction. 
ART. 789. A right to servitude is extinguished* by the non• 
usage of the same during ten years. 
RCC-59 0, 6 1 8, 628, 639, 727, 753, 765, 783, 790, 792, 793,  795, 796 et seq., 
800 et seq., 3529, 3546. 
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RCC 1870, Art• 78.9. (Same as Art. 7 8 9  of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 785. (Projet, p. 89. 
redactors) 
Amendment t adopted; comment by 
A right to servitude is extinguish�d"' 
by the non-usage of the same durmg 
ten years, if the parties be present, and 
twenty years, if absent. 
CC 1 808, p. 142, Art. 68. 
A right to service is extinguished by 
the non enjoyment of the same during 
thirty years. 
CN 1 804, Art. 706. 
Same as above. 
La servitude est eteinte ou prescrite• 
par le non usage, pendant dix ans entre 
presens, e t  vingt ans entre absens. 
-p. 1 43, Art. 68. 
La servitude est eteinte par le non 
usage pendant trente ans. 
Same as above. 
•English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "or prescribed." 
ART. 790. The time of prescription for non-usage begins for 
discontinuous servitudes, from the day they ceased to be used ; for 
continuous servitudes, from the day any act contrary to the servitude 
has been committed. 
RCC-727, 728,  7 8 9, 7 9 1  et seq., 3546. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 790. ( Same as Art. 7 9 0  of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 786. (Projet, p. 89. Amendment t adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
The time of prescription for non­
usage begins, for interrupted servitudes, 
from the day they ceased to be used;  
for continuous servitudes, from the day 
any act contrary to the servitude has 
been committed. 
CC 1 808, p. 142, Art. 69. 
The thirty years begin according to 
the various kinds of services, either 
from the day when the enjoyment of 
said service has ceased, in the case of 
an interrupted service, or from the day 
when an act contrary to the service has 
been done, in the case ·of a· perpetual 
service. 
CN 1 804, Art. 707. 
Same as above. 
Le tems de la prescription par le non 
usage, commence a courir, pour les 
servitudes discontinues, du jom· ou on a 
cesse d'en jouir, et pour !es servitudes 
continues, du jour ou ii a ete fait un 
acte contraire a leur exercice. 
-p. 143, Art. 69. 
Les trente ans commencent a courir, 
selon les diverses especes de servitude, 
OU du j our OU l'on a cesse de jouir, 
lorsqu'il s'agit de servitudes discon­
tin ues, OU du jour OU ii a ete fait un 
acte contraire a la servitude, lorsqu'il 
s'agit de servitudes continues. 
Les trente ans commencent a courir 
selon les diverses especes de servitudes, 
OU du j our OU l'on a cesse d'en jouir, 
lorsqu'il s'agit de servitudes discon­
tinues, OU du jour OU ii a ete fait un 
acte contraire a la servitude, lorsqu'il 
s'agit de servitudes continues. 
ART. 791. Acts contrary to the servitude are the destruction 
of works necessary for its exercise; a s  the stopping of spouts which 
carry off rain, or of  windows or apertures which are necessary to the 
exercise of the right of view. 
RCC-790. 
RCC 1870, Art. 791 .  
Same as above. 
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CC 1825, Art. 787. 
Same as above ; but comma 
"its exercise." 
(Projet, p. 90. Addition adopted ; no comment) 
( , )  after On appelle acte contraire a la servi­tude, la destruction des ouvrages qui sont necessaires a son exercice, tels que 
la suppression des goutietes [gouttieresJ 
qui 
A 
servent a un' droit d' egout, OU des 
fenetres ou ouvertures qui servent a 
exercer un droit de vue. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 792. 1£ the owner of the estate to whom the servitude 
is due, is prevented from using it by any obstacle which he can neither 
prevent nor remove, the prescription of non-usage does not run against 
him as long as this obstacle remains. 
RCC-789, 8 1 9, 820, 3546. 
RCC 1870, Art. 792. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 788. ( Projet, p .  90. Addition adopted;  comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si le proprietaire du fonds auquel 
la servitude est due, est empeche d'en 
user par un obstacle qu'il n'a pu ni 
prevenir ni faire cesser, la prescription 
de non usage ne court point contre Jui, 
tant que cet obstacle dure. 
ART. 793. To preserve the right of servitude and prevent pre­
scription from running against it, it is not necessary that it should be 
exercised exclusively by the owner to whom it is due, or by those who 
use his rights, or who represent him directly, as the usufructuary, the 
lessee or tenant, the attorney in fact or agent. It suffices if the servi­
tude has been exercised by workmen employed by the owner, or by his 
friends, or those who come to see him. 
RCC-789 et seq., 794 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 793 .. (Same as Art. 793 of Proposed Revision of 1 869 ) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 789. (Projet, p. 90. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
To preserve the right of servitude 
and prevent prescription from run­
ning against it, it is not necessary that 
it should be exercised exchisively by 
the proprietor to whom it is due, or by 
those who use his rights, or who repre­
sent him directly, as usufructuary, the 
lessee or tenant, the attorney in fact 
or agent. It suffices if the servitude 
has been exercised by workmen em­
ployed by the proprietor, his slaves, his 
friends, or those who come to see him. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
II n'est pas necessaire, pour conserver 
la servitude et empecher Ia: prescription, 
que cette servitude soit exercee ex­
clusivement par le . proprietaire a qui 
elle est due, ou par ceux qui usent de 
ses droits, ou qui ont qualite pour le 
representer dans cette jouissance, tels 
que l'usufruitier, le fermier ou locataire, 
le fonde de pouvoir ou le gerant. 
II ·suffit que cette servitude ait ete 
exercee par les ouvriers employes par 
le proprietaire, par ses esclaves, ses 
amis ou ceux qui viennent le voir. 
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ART. 794. The servitude is preserved to the owner of the estate 
to which it is due, by the use which any one, even a stranger, makes 
of it, provided it be used as appertaining to the estate. 
Thus the servitude is preserved to the owner by the use which a 
possessor in bad faith, who is in possession of the estate to whom 
[which] it is due, makes of the servitude. 
But if any one passes over the land of another, considering the 
way as public, or as belonging to another estate, the owner of the 
estate to whom the servitude is due, can not avail himself of the use 
thus made of the servitude to protect himself against the prescription 
which may have been acquired against himself. 
RCC-565, 760, 762, 793.  
RCC 1 870, Art. 794. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 790. ( Projet, p. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma (,) after 
"due, by the use"; no p unctuation after 
"of another." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article . 
9 0. Addition t adopted ; comment by 
La servitude est conservee au pro­
prietaire du fonds auquel elle est due, 
par l'usage qu'une personne, meme 
etrangere, fait de cette servitude, pourvu 
qu'elle le fasse a l'occasion de ce fonds. 
Ainsi la servitude est conservee au 
proprietaire par l'usage qu'en fait le 
possesseur, meme de mauvaise foi, qui 
jouit du fonds auquel elle est due. 
Mais si quelqu'un passe sur le fonds 
d'autrui, parce qu'il regarde le chemin 
comme public, ou comme appartenant 
a un autre fonds, le proprietaire de 
!'heritage auquel ce passage est dfi, ne 
peut se servir de !'usage qui en a ete 
fait par cet individu, pour se garantir 
de la p r escription qui aurait ete acquise 
contre lui. 
. ART. 795. Prescription for non-usage does not take place 
ag�mst natural or necessary servitudes, which originate from the situ­
at10n of places. 
RCC-505, 660, 699 ,  789,  3546. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 795. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 7 9 1 .  
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 9 1 .  A ddition adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
La prescription des servitudes par le 
non usage n'a pas lieu contre Jes servi­
t?des naturelles ou necessaires qui de· 




. 796: Th� mode of servitud e  i s  subject to prescription as 
we as t e servitude itself, and in the same manner. 
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By mode of servitude, in this case, is understood the manner of 
using the servitude as is prescribed in the title. 
RCC-7 7 1 ,  789, 3546. 
RCC 1870, Art. 796. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 792. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 91. Amendment :t: adopted; no comment) 
Le mode de la servitude peut se pres­
crire comme la servitude elle-meme, et 
de la meme maniere. 
CC 1808, p. 1 42,  Art. 70. 
The mode of service is subject to 
prescription as well as the service it­
self. 
CN 1804, Art. 708. 
Same as CC 1825,  Art. 792, par. 1 ,  
above. 
On entend par mode, en ce cas, la 
maniere d'user de la servitude, telle 
qu'elle est prescrite par le titre. 
-p. 143, Art. 70. 
Le mode de la servitude peut se 
prescrire comme la servitude elle-meme. 
Le mode de la servitude peut se pres­
crire comme la servitude meme, et de 
la meme maniere. 
Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800 ) ,  Book II, Title IV, Art. 5 9 .  
Sarne a s  CC 1 808, p. 142,  Art. 7 0 ,  Le mode de l a  servitude peut se 
above. prescrire comme la servitude meme. 
ART. 797. If he to whom a servitude is due enjoys a right 
more extensive than that which is given him by the act establishing 
the servitude, he will he considered as having preserved his right of 
servitude ; because the less is included in the greater. 
But he can not thus prescribe for the surplus, and can he com· 
pelled to confine himself to the exercise of the servitude granted by his 
title, unless it he a continuous apparent servitude, which he has ac­
quired by prescription. 
RCC-76 5 ,  798, 799, 3504. 
RCC 1.870, Art. 797. ( Same as Art. 797 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 79J . (Projet, p. 9 1. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Par. 1 same as par. 1 ,  above ; but 
comma ( , )  after "due." 
But he cannot thus prescribe for the 
surplus, and can be compelled to con­
fine himself to the exercise of the servi­
tude granted by his title, unless it be 
a continuous or* apparent servitude, 
which he has acquired by prescription. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No c orresponding article. 
Si celui a qui une servitude est due, 
jouit d'un droit plus etendu que celui 
qui Jui est accorde par son titre, ii sera 
cense avoir conserve son droit, parceque 
le moins est compris dans le plus. 
Mais ii n'aura pas prescrit le surplus, 
et ii pourra etre force de reduire !'usage 
de la servitude a ce qui Jui est accorde 
par son titre, a moins qu'il ne s'agisse 
d'une servitude continue et* apparente 
qu'il ait acquise par l'effet de la pres­
cription. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "or" should be "and." 
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ART. 798. If, on the contrary, the owner has enjoyed a right 
I extensive tha n  is given him by this [his] title, the servitude, what· ess h '  h .  d b  , ever he its nature, i s  reduced to that w 1c 1.s �reserve y possession 
during the time necessary to establish prescript10n. 
RCC-797. 
RCC 1870, Art. 798. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 794. ( Projet, p.  91. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but "this" correctly 
spelled "his" ; comma ( , ) after "posses­
sion." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si, au contraire, le proprietaire a joui 
d ' u n  droit moins Ctendu que celui porte 
en son titre, la servitude, de quelque 
nature qu'elle soit, est reduite a ee qui 
en est conserve par la possession, pen­
dant le  terns suffisant pour prescrire. 
ART. 799. If the owner has merely enjoyed an accessory right, 
which was necessary to his right of servitude, he will not be considered 
a s  having used his right of servitude. 
For example, if he who has the right of drawing water from the 
well of his neighbor, has passed often through the land of the latter, 
and gone to the well without drawing any water during the time re· 
quired for prescript�on, he will have lost his right of drawing water 
without acquiring that of passage, which was merely accessory to the 
right of drawing water. 
RCC-771, 797.  
· RCC 1870; Art. 799. (Same as Art. 7 9 9  of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 795. ( Projet, p.  9 1. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
. redactors) 
· Par. 1 same· as par. 1, above. 
For example, [if] he who has the right of drawing. water from the well of his neighbour, has passed often through the lan.d · of the latter, and gone to the well �ithout d�awing any water during th_e time required for prescription, he .will hav� lost his right of , drawing water, without acquiring that of pas­sage, . which was merely accessory to the right of drawing water. 
CC 1808. No correspo�ding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si le proprietaire n'a joui que de 
l'accessoire qui etait neeessaire a 
l'exerciee de la servitude, il ne sera pas 
cense avoir use de son droit. 
Par exemple, si celui qui avait le 
droit d e  prendre de l'eau dans le puits 
de son voisin, a passe souvent sur 
!'heritage de eelui-ci, et est venu jus­
qu' a son puits sans y prendre de l'eau, 
pendant le terns requis pour la pres· 
cription, ii aura perdu son droit de 
p uisage, sans acquerir celui de passage, 
qui n'en etait que l'accessoire. 
ART. �00. I f  the owner has used a nother servitude than that granted to him with u t  · h l h · · . .  . .' . . .? usmg t e atter, e may lose this last for non· 
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usage during the time required for prescription, without acquiring 
that which he has used, if it be a discontinuous or · non-apparent 
servitude. 
RCC-727, 728, 765, 766, 789, 35 04, 3546. 
RCC 1870, Art. 800. ( Same as Art. 800 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 796. ( Projet, p. 
redactors) 
91. Addition adopted; comment by 
If the owner has used another servi­
tude than that granted to him, without 
using the latter, he may lose this last 
for non-usage during the time required 
for prescription, without acquiring that 
which he has used, if it be an inter­
rupted or non-apparent servitude. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si le proprietaire a . use d'une autre 
servitude que celle. qui · Jui etait ac­
cordee, sans user de celle-ci, ii pourra 
perdre cette dernier.e· servitude par le 
non-usage, pendant le tems requis pour 
la prescription, sans acqµerir celle dont 
ii a u·se, si c' est une servitude discon­
tinue ou· non apparente. 
ART. 801. If the estate in whose favor the servitude is estah· 
lished belongs to several and has never been divided, the enjoyment 
of one bars prescription with respect to all. 
RCC-739 et seq., 802. 
RCC 1870, Art. 80 1. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 797. ( No reference in Projet) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Si !'heritage en faveur duquel · la 
"established", and after "several." servitude est etablie, appartient a 
plusieurs par indivis, la jouissance de 
l'un empeche la prescription a l'egard 
de tous. 
CC 1808, p. 142, Art. 71. 
Same as above. 
CN 1804, Art. 709. 
Same as above. 
-p. 143, Art. 7 f. 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
• aft�r . "etablie." 
Same as above i hut' comina (y' after 
"etablie." , -
ART. 802. If among the coproprietors there b� one against 
whom prescription can not run, as for ,i_��tllnce a minor, he shall pre· 
serve the right of all the others. 
RCC---'801, 3522. 
RCC 1.870, Art. 802. 
· Same as above. 
CC ·1825, . Art; 798. · 
Same as above. 
CC 1808, p. 142, Art. 72. 
Same as above. 
CN 1804, Art. 710. 
Same as above. 
· {�o- r_eference in Projet) 
Si, parmi les co-proprietaires, ii s'en 
trouye un contre lequel Ia. prescription 
n'ait pu courir, comme un miileur, ii 
aura. conserve le droit ·de tous !es autres. 
-p. 143, Art. 72. 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "si." 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "co-proprietaires." 
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ART. 803. When the estate to which the servitude is due 
ceases to be undivided, by means of a partition, each of those who 
were the coproprietors, only preserves the servitude by the use he 
makes of it, and the others lose it by non·usage during the time 
required for prescription. . 
If a servitude be due to several p ersons, but on d1ff erent days, 
as the right of drawing water, he who does not exercise his right, 
loses it, and the estate subject to the servitude becomes free from it, 
a s  respects him. 
RCC-74 1, 751 ,  789, 3 546. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 803. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 799. (Projet, p. 92.  
redactors) 
Addition adopte d ;  comment by 
Same as above ; b u t  comma ( , ) after 
"is due." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Lorsque !'heritage auquel la servitude 
est due, ccssc d'etre indivis par un 
partage, chacun de ceux qui en ctaient 
co-proprietaircs, ne conserve la servi­
tude que pour Jui, par !'usage qu'il en 
fait, ct !es autres la perdent par le 
d e faut de cet exercice, pendant le terns 
requis pour la prescription. 
Pareillement, si une servitude est due 
a plusieurs, mais a des jours differens, 
comme une prise d'eau, celui qui n'ex­
erce pas son droit, le perd, et le fonds 
asservi e st libere a son egard. 
ART. 804. When the prescription of non-usage is opposed to 
the owner of the estate to whom the servitude is due, it is incumbent 
on him to prove that he, or some p erson in his name, has made use 
of this servitude a s  appertaining to his estate during the time necessary 
to prevent the establishment of the prescription. 
RCC-793, 794, 2232. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 804. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 800. (Projet, p. 92. 
redactors) 
A ddition adopted ; comment by 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"his e state." 
Lorsque la prescription de non-usage 
est opposee au proprietaire du fonds 
auquel la servitude est due, c'est a 
Jui a prouver que Jui OU queJqu'un en 
son nom, ou a !'occasion de ce fonds, 
a fait usage de cette servitude pendant 
le terns utile pour en empecher la pres­
cription. 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
�RT.. 
. 
805. Every servitude is extinguished, when the estate 
to which it is due, and the estate owing it are united in the same hands. 
But if it necessary that the whoie o f  the two estates should 
b elong to the same owner ; for if the owner of one estate only acquires 
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the other [in] part or in common with another person, confusion does 
not take effect. 
RCC-649, 767, 806, 807, 8 1 1 ,  2217. 
RCC 1870, Art. 805. (Same as Art. 805 of Proposed Revision of 1 869)  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1825, Art. 801. ( Projet, p. 92. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above. 
But it is necessary that the whole 
of the two estates should belong to the 
same proprietor ; for if the owner of 
one estate only acquires the other in 
part or in common with another person, 
confusion does not take effect. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804, Art. 705. 
Same as CC 1825, Art. 801, par. 1 ,  
above. 
Toute servitude est eteinte lorsque 
le fonds auquel elle est due, et celui qui 
la doit, sont reunis dans la meme main. 
Mais ii faut, pour operer cet effet, 
que !es deux heritages appartiennent, 
pour le tolal [totall ,  au meme proprie­
taire ; car si le proprietaire de l'un des 
heritages n'acquerait l'autre qu'en par­
tie, ou en commun avec une autre per­
sonne, la confusion ne s'oppererait 
[s'opereraitl pas. 
Toute servitude est eteinte lorsque 
le fonds a qui elle est due, et celui 
qui la doit, sont reunis dans la meme 
main. 
ART. 806. If the union of two estates be made only under a 
condition,* or if it cease by legal eviction ; if the title be thus destroyed 
either by the happening of the condition or by legal eviction, the 
servitudes revive, which, in the mean time, will have been rather 
suspended than extinguished. 
Thus the exercise of redemption, the happening of the condition* 
on which the estate terminates, the eviction from a succession by a 
nearer heir, the abandonment or relinquishment of an estate on 
account of mortgages, will revive all the servitudes, active and passive. 
RCC-810, 2021, 2043, 2 045. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 806. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 802. ( Projet, p. 92. Addition adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above; but no punctuation 
after "revive'', or after "servitudes." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si la reunion des deux heritages ne 
s'etait faite que sous une condition 
resolutoire, * ou si elle cessait par une 
eviction Iegale, la resolution du titre de 
reunion par l'une de ces deux causes, 
ferait revivre Jes servitudes qui etaient 
plutot suspendues qu'eteintes. 
Ainsi, l'exercice du remere, OU 
l'evenement d'une autre condition reso­
lutoire, * I' eviction d'une succession par 
un heritier plus proche, !'abandon ou 
le delaissement pour cause d'hypo­
theque, ferait revivre Jes servitudes ac­
tives et passives. 
*Note error in English translation of French text; "condition" should be "reso­
lutory condition." 
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ART. 807. Confusion takes place by the simple acceptance of 
an inheritance, if there he hut one heir. 
If the heir who has thus accepted a n  �nheritance, disposes of 
any estate, belonging to the succession, .w
hic� is subject to any se�vi· 
tude towards his estate, without any st1pulat10n for the preservation 
of his right of servitude, the estate thus alienated, which .owed �he 
servitude remains free from it, in consequence of the confusion which 
had take� effect while the estate remained in his hands. 
RCC-805, 808, 809,  1 0 1 3 ,  2217. 
RCC 1870, Art. 807. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 803. Addition t adopted ;  comment by ( Projet, p. 93. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but no punctuation L'acception pure et simple de l'here­
dite opere la confusion, s'il n'y a qu'un 
seul heritier. 
after "any estate", or after "succes­
sion." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Si done l'heritier, qui a ainsi accepte 
une succession, dispose particulierement 
d'un fonds de cette succession, qui soit 
assujetti a quelque droit de servitude 
envers le sien, sans rien stipuler sur 
la conservation de son droit, le fonds 
qui devait la servitude, demeurera 
Jibre par l'effet de la confusion qui se 
sera operee dans Jes mains de l'heritier. 
ART. 808. But if the heir, under a simple acceptance, sell to 
a person the whole o f  his rights in the succession he has received, 
the sale prevents the confusion, and the estate belonging to the suc­
cession will continue to have the rights of servitude previously due 
to it, or he charged with the servitudes imposed upon it, in the same 
manner as if it had not passed through the hands of the heir, because 
in this case the purchaser is not presumed to have purchased more 
or less than all the a ncestor possessed. 
RCC-807. 
RCC 1870, Art. 808. · ·( Same ·as ·Art. 808 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )  
Same a s  above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 804. (Projet, p. 93. Addition adopted ; cqmment by 
redactors) 
But if the heir, under a simple ac­
ceptance, sell to a person the whole 
of his rights in . the · succession he has 
received, the sale. prevents the cQnfusion, 
and the. e�tate i;>elonging to. the . . .  SJl.C· 
cession· wil.l: continue:  to ):)ave· .�he·: r.ights 
of. ·.servitude previ.ously- d·ue . to it; . -el,' 
be · charged with the ·servitudes imposed on it, in the same manner as if it ·had 
not passed through the hands · of the 
heir ; because, in this case, the pur­
chaser is not presumed to have pur­
chased more or less than all the an­
cestor p ossessed. 
CC 1.808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
Mais si l'heritier pur et simple, vend 
a un tiers l'universalite de ses droits 
dans la succession qu'il a recueillie, 
cette vente empechera la confusion, et 
!'heritage qui se trouvera dans la suc­
cession, continuera a jouir du droit de 
Servitude qui lui etait accorde, OU a 
etre assujetti a celui dont il etait greve, 
de la meme maniere que si ce fonds 
n'efit point passe entre les mains de 
l'heritier, parceque l'acquereur, en ce 
cas, n'est pas presume avofr entendu 
acheter plus ou moins que ce dont le 
defunt j ouissait. 
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ART. 809. Confusion does not take effect if the heir has only 
a temporary possession of the estate subject to the servitude, or enjoys 
it for* the purpose of delivering it to another person to whom it has 
been bequeathed, or when his right in it terminates at a certain fixed 
time. 
RCC-807, 972, 976 et Beq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 809. (Same as Art. 809 of Proposed Revision of 1869) 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 805. (Projet, p. 93. Addition amended in English text 
and adopted ; comment by redactors) 
Confusion does not take effect if the ll n'y aura pas non plus de confusion, 
heir has only a temporary possession of lorsque l'heritier n'aura eu en !Jes mains 
the estate subject to the servitude, or l'heritage asservi, ou qui jouit de la 
enjoying it for* the purpose of deliver- servitude que momentanement, pour* 
ing it to another person to whom it has le delivrer a un tiers a qui ii aurait ete 
been bequeathed, or when his right in legue, ou lorsque la propriete qu'il en 
it terminates at a certain fixed time. a eue, etait limitee a un certain terns 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
determine. 
*Note error in English translation of French text ; "subject to the servitude, or 
enjoys it for" should be "subject to or enjoying the servitude, for." 
ART. 810. If the heir has accepted the succession under benefit 
of inventory, the confusion does not take effect ; and if the heir is 
obliged to abandon the succession at the instance of the creditors, the 
servitudes resume their former state. 
RCC-806, 1032 et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 8 10. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 806. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p. 93. Additiqn adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Si l'heritier n'a accepte la succession 
que sous benefice d'inventaire, la ·con­
fusion ne s'operera pas ; et si l'heritier 
est oblige d'abandonner la succession 
sur la demande des creanciers, !es servi­
tudes reprendront leur premier etat. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 8 1 1 .  The acquets, which the husband and wife make 
during the marriage, do not becoine confused with the private property 
of each ; and if these acquets are sold during the marriage, the servi­
tudes, active and passive, which · existed previous to their being ac­
quired by the husband and wifo, continue to exist without any stipu­
lation to that effect. 
RCC-805. 
RCC 1870, Art. 8 1 1. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 807. (Projet, p. 93. Addition adopted ;  comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Les acquets que !es epoux font pen-dant Ia duree de leur mariage, ne se "exist." 
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CC 1.808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
confondent p oint avec les biens qui ap­
partiennent en propre a chacun d'eux ; 
et si ces acquets sont revendus pendant 
le mariage, les servitudes actives et 
passives existant anterieurement a l'ac­
quisition, continuent de subsister, sans 
qu'il soit besoin de le stipuler. 
ART. 812. Except in the cases herein mentioned, and similar 
cases, servitudes extinguished by confusion do not revive, except by 
a new contract ; with the exception of continuous and apparent servi­
tudes, with respect to which the disposition made by the owner of 
both estates is equivalent to a title. 
RCC-767, 805. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 812. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 808. (Projet, p. 94. Addition t adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Hors les cas mentionnes ci-dessus, et 
autres semblables, !es servitudes eteintes 
par la confusion ne peuvent plus re­
vivre que par une nouvelle constitution, 
a ! 'exception des servitudes continues et 
apparentes, a l'egard desquelles la 
destination du pere de fami!le vaut 
titre. 
ART. 813. The renunciation or abandonment of the land ex­
tinguishes the servitudes charged on it, o f  whatever nature they may 
be, because the owner of the estate to which the servitude is due is 
bound to accept the abandonment, which produces in his hand a con­
fusion which puts an end to the servitude. 
RCC-797, 8 14, 8 1 5  et seq. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 813. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 809. ( Projet, p. 94 . 
redactors) 
Addition adopted ; comment by 
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after L'abdication ou !'abandon du fonds 
asservi, eteint de plein droit la servi­
tude, de quelque nature qu'elle soit, 
parc eque le p roprietaire du fonds auquel 
la servitude est due, est oblige d'accep­
ter cet abandon qui opere en ses mains 
une confusion qui met fin a la servi­
tude. 
"due." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article • 
. ART. 814. It is not necessary to produce a discharge of the servitude, that the proprietor of the estate which owes it should 
abandon the whole estate ; it suffices, if h e  abandon the part �n which 
the servitude is exercised. 
RCC-813. 
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RCC 1870, Art. 8 14. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 81 O. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 94. Addition adopte d ;  comment by 
redactors) 
II n'est pas necessaire, pour operer 
la decharge de la servitude, que le pro­
prietaire du fonds qui la doit, abandonne 
ce fonds en entier;  il suffit qu'il aban­
donne la partie de ce fonds, sur la­
quelle s'exerce la servitude. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 815.  If a proprietor is bound to support a building or 
beams of his neighbor on a part of his wall, and to make the repairs 
necessary to keep up this wall, he may discharge himself from this 
servitude by abandoning to the owner of the estate, to whom the servi­
tude is due, that part of his wall upon which the servitude is exercised. 
RCC-67 9, 8 1 3. 
RCC 1870, Art. 815. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 8 1 1. 
Same as above. 
( Projet, p. 94. Addition i adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Si un proprietaire s'est oblige de sup­
porter !'edifice ou Jes poutres du voisin 
sur une partie de son mur, et de faire 
Ies reparations necessaires pour J'entre­
tien de ce mur, il peut se degager de 
cette servitude, en abandonnant au 
proprietaire du fonds auquel elle est 
due, la portion du mur sur laquelle il 
exerce ce droit. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 816. Servitudes are also extinguished by the renunciation 
or voluntary release of them by the owner of the estate to which they 
are due. 
This renunciation or release may be express or tacit. 
RCC-81 7  et seq. 
RCC 1870, Art. 816. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 812. 
Same as above. 
(Projet, p.  94. Addition adopted ; comment by 
redactors) 
Les servitudes s'eteignent aussi par 
Ia renonciation, ou par la remise volon­
taire qu'en fait le proprietaire du fonds 
auquel e!Ies sont dues. 
Cette renonciation ou remise peut 
etre expresse OU tacite. 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 817. The express release must be made in wntmg, and 
is confined to what is clearly expressed in the act containing it, because 
one is not easily presumed to have renounced his right. 
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B esides, the owner who makes the release must be capable of 
disposing of immovables ; this release of a servitude being a real 
alienation. 
RCC-2275. 
RCC 18 70, Art. 8 17. 
· Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 813. (Projet, p.  94. 
redactors) 
Addition adopted;  comment by 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after 
"the release." 
CC 1 808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article. 
La remise expresse doit etre faite 
par ecrit, et se borne a ce qui se trouve 
clairement enonce dans l'acte qui la 
contient, car on n'est pas facilement 
presume renoncer a son droit. 
II faut en o utre que le proprietaire 
qui fait cette remise, soit capable de 
disposer de ses immeubles, la remise 
d'une servitude etant une veritable 
alienation. 
_ ART. 818. When the estate to which the servitude is due 
belongs to several owners, one of them can not make a release of the 
servitude so as to discharge the estate owing the servitude without 
the consent of his coproprietors. 
But the release which he makes will deprive him from the right 
of personally using the servitude. 
RCC-739 et seq., 8 1 6. 
RCC 1 8 70, Art. 8 18. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 814. ( Projet, p. 94. 
redactors) 
Addition :t adopted ; comment by 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Lorsque le fonds auquel la servitude 
est due, appartient a phisieurs propri­
etaires, l'un d e  i:es proprietaires ne peut 
point a lui seul, faire la remise. de .la 
servitude, de maniere a en decharger 
!'heritage cominun, sans le consente­
ment de ses co-proprietaires. 
"owing the servitude." . 
CC 1.808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1804. No corresponding article . 
Mais la remise qu'il en aurait faite, 
l'empecherait de reclamer petsonnelle­
ment Pusage de la servitude. 
. . - Ail�;: .  ·ai9; · The �el�a�� -of ihe servitude is tacit when the owner 
of the estate to which it is due permits the owner of the estate charged 
wi!h the servi�ude, to build on it such works as presuppose the annihi­�ation of the right, because they prevent the exercise of it ; for example, .  
1f h e  should permit the field, through which h e  has a right to pass, 
to he closed by a wall. · 
RCC-792, 820. 
RCC 1870, Art. 819. 
Same as above. 
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CC 1825, Art. 8 1 5. ( Projet, p. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but semicolon ( ;) 
after "the right" ; comma ( ,) after "of 
it." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804 • . No corresponding article. 
95. Addition + adopted ; comment by 
La remise de la servitude est tacite, 
lorsque le proprietaire -du fonds auquel 
elle est due, permet au proprietaire du 
fonds asservi de faire sur ce  dernier 
fonds, des ouvrages qui supposent l'ane­
antissement de ce droit, parce qu'ils 
en empechent l'exercice, comme par ex­
emple, s'il permet d'enclore de murs le 
champ qui doit un passage. 
ART. 820. In order that the tacit release of the servitude be 
inf erred from the permission which the owner of the estate to which 
it is due has given for the erection of works which prevent the exercise 
of it, it is necessary : 
1 .  That the permission or consent for the erection of these 
works should be given expressly, verbally or in writing. From the 
mere sufferance of works contrary to the servitude, the release can 
not be . presumed, unless it has continued for a time necessary to 
establish prescription. 
2 .  That the works thus constructed be of a permanent and solid 
kind, such as an edifice or walls, and that they present an absolute 
obstacle to every kind of exercise of the servitude. 
RCC-789,  792, 8 19, 3546. 
RCC 1870, Art. 820. 
Same as above. 
CC 1.825, Art. 81 6. ( Projet, p. 95. Addition :t adopted; comment by 
redactors) 
Same as above. 
CC 1.808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Pour que la remise tacite de la servi­
tude puisse s'induire de la permission 
que le proprietaire du fonds auquel elle 
est due, a donne a !'erection des ou­
vrages qui en empechent l'exercice, i1 
faut : 
1. Que la permission ou- le consente­
ment a I' erection de ces ouvrages; · a:it 
ete donne d'une maniere expresse, soit 
verbalement, soit par ecrit. La seule 
tolerance des ouvrages contraires a la 
servitude, ne peuvent faire presumer la 
remise, qu'autant qu'elle a dure le terns 
necessaire pour operer la prescription ; 
2. Que les ouvrages ainsi construits, 
soient d'une nature solide et perma­
nente, tels qu'un edifice ou des murs, et 
que !'existence de ces ouvrages mette 
un obstacle entier et absolu a toute 
espece d'exercice de la servitude. 
ART. 821. SerVitudes are also extinguished when .they have 
been established for a certain time only, or under a condition that 
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in a certain event they shall cease ; for when the time expires, or the 
event takes place, the servitude becomes extinguished of right. 
RCC-608, 628. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 821. 
Same as above. 
CC 1 825, Art. 817. Addition :i: adopted ; comment by (Projet, p. 95. 
redactors) 
Same as above ; but comma ( , )  after Les servitudes s'eteignent encore, 
lorsqu'elles n'ont ete constituees que 
pour un terns, ou sous la condition que 
dans tel cas ou tel evenement, elles ces­
seraient d'avoir lieu. Car lorsque le 
temps determine pour la duree de la 
servitude est expire, ou l'evenement ar­
rive, la servitude s'eteint de plein droit. 
"also extinguished." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
ART. 822. Servitudes are, in fine, extinguished by the destruc­
tion of the right of him who established them ; for no one can transmit 
to another more right than he has himself ; from thence it follows, 
that if any one establish a servitude on an estate in which he has only 
a right suspended by a condition, or defeasible at a certain time or* 
in certain cases, or subject to rescission, the servitude becomes exting­
uished with his right. 
It is the same, if his title to the estate, charged with the servitude. 
is annulled by reason of some** defect inherent to the act. 
RCC-2015. 
RCC 1 870, Art. 822. 
Same as above. 
CC 1825, Art. 818. ( Projet, p. 95. Addition amended in English text 
and adopted ; comment by redactors) 
Same as above ; but no punctuation 
after "are", or after "fine" ; colon ( :) 
after "follows." 
CC 1808. No corresponding article. 
CN 1 804. No corresponding article. 
Les servitudes s'eteignent enfin par 
la resolution du droit de celui qui les 
a constituee s ;  car personne ne peut 
transmettre a autrui plus de droit qu'il 
n'en a lui-meme : d'ou ii suit que si 
quelqu'un etablit une servitude sur un 
heritage sur lequel ii n'a qu'un droit 
suspendu par une condition, ou reso­
luble dans* de certains cas, ou sujet a 
rescision, la servitude s'eteint avec son 
droit. 
II en est de meme, si son titre de 
propriete sur !'heritage asservi est an­
nule en raison d'un vice ancien * * et 
inherent a l'acte. 
*"At a certain time or" has no counterpart in French text. 
* *English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "pre-existing." 
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